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Chapter 1

Introduction



2 Chapter 1: Introduction

This book focuses on learning English in Taiwan, where English language
teaching (ELT) shows a number of specific context characteristics. The
first is that the focus of teaching is primarily on translation, and many
of the characteristics of the traditional grammar translation methods are
still visible. This means that there is little room for speaking and listening
skills, since reading and writing (to a lesser extent) prevail. English teachers
translate every word and sentence in the textbook into Chinese; students
are trained to translate English into Chinese or Chinese into English for the
purpose of learning. The medium of teaching is done primarily Chinese,
even in English classes.

The second main characteristic is that although English is becoming in-
creasingly important as a means of communication in trade, commerce and
higher education (Feng, 2012; Nickerson, 2005), English input outside in-
structional settings is limited. Except for the English input from the school
setting (eight hours per week), Taiwanese students are rarely exposed to
any type of English input as most of the media resources (TV, advertise-
ments) are dubbed in Chinese, and they are not aware of the potential
benefits of using English resources from the Internet (e.g.YouTube, Face-
book, online games). So beginner learners of English in Taiwan are seldom
exposed to authentic English input within and outside the school setting.

As a result of the ELT style, students’ development of written and oral
language is unbalanced. These beginner learners of English in Taiwan begin
their written language earlier than their oral language as most of the English
input is from the written form (reading textbook), and little of the English
input is in spoken form. Many of these students are not able to speak at
all, but are already able to write complete sentences.

The above characteristics of ELT in Taiwan have led to the main purpose
of this dissertation: to investigate the development of different linguistic
aspects in the conditions with and without extra English input in the writ-
ten and oral form. Vocabulary assessments were collected three times over
a period of eight months from a group of learners, and, in addition, written
texts and oral recordings were collected from a smaller number of individ-
uals, who were followed more intensely over a longer period of time.

Theoretically, the study is built on two interlinked approaches. The first
is a usage-based approach to language development in which input and
frequency are the major drivers (Ellis, 2002; Larsen-Freeman, 2002). Over
time with the added exposure to English input, learners are expected to
improve their English in a number of dimensions. In terms of vocabulary,
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they may use more difficult and varied words; and in terms of grammatical
structures, they may develop more varied, complex, and accurate sentences.
Therefore, lexical complexity and syntactical complexity have been studied
extensively in this dissertation as they are important indices of language
development (Lu, 2010, 2012; Ortega, 2003; Ortega & Byrnes, 2008).

The second theoretical underpinning for the present dissertation is the Dy-
namic System Theory approach to second language learning (De Bot, 2008;
De Bot, Lowie, &Verspoor, 2007). In this approach, learning is seen as
an iterative process in which input and internal self-organization are the
main drivers of development. While the application of a DST approach
to second language learning is a relatively recent development, it has been
used widely in other disciplines, including child development and learning
(Van Geert, 2004, 2008). The DST “toolbox” contains various analytical
techniques that can also be used in the study of foreign language learning
(Verspoor, de Bot, & Lowie, 2011). In particular, the dynamic modelling
procedures are very promising for the study of language development. In
this dissertation, various types of dynamic modelling analyses are applied
to the longitudinal time series data.

As L2 learners become more proficient, they expand their degree of lexical
or syntactical use in their productions, which means learners must possess
a large number of vocabulary items and multi-word expressions. From a
usage-based perspective, language learning is driven by input through which
learners encounter the words and sentences. However, it is not easy for these
beginner learners of English in Taiwan to develop lexical and syntactical
complexity for the reasons mentioned: firstly, these learners do not have
enough English exposure within or outside the school setting. Secondly,
these learners only focus on the translation of L1-L2 or L2-L1 as a result
of classroom instruction. Their vocabulary comprehension is limited to the
translation. This also means that learners only know how to use the word
in a limited number of contexts and thus do not develop a rich vocabulary.

The development of complexity can be observed through two types of out-
put: written and oral productions. These two types of output develop
differently in L1 and L2. In L1 acquisition, learners develop their oral lan-
guage before beginning school and then later develop their written language
in the school setting. Conversely, L2 acquisition does not necessarily begin
with the oral language and then the written language. In the Taiwanese
setting, the opposite seems to be true. As a result, some L2 learners are
able to read and write but are not able to speak.
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There are two foci of this dissertation. The first focus addressed in this
dissertation is whether these beginner learners are able to enhance their
knowledge of more complex words when naturally given extra English input
(enhanced input)- as it increases the frequency of encountering the words
and the varieties of contexts the words are used in. We may reasonably
expect these learners to use more difficult words and to use words with
other words in differing contexts when they are exposed to enhanced input.
The second focus is to observe the development of the written and the oral
language of these beginner learners in two related linguistic dimensions,
lexical and syntactical.

The structure of this dissertation is as follows. After a chapter (Chapter
2) on the theoretical background of a dynamic system theory in second
language acquisition, there are four empirical chapters. Chapters 3 and 4
report on the first focus of the dissertation: the effect of enhanced input on
vocabulary learning. Chapters 5 and 6 report on the second focus of the
dissertation: the comparison of L2 written and oral language in the lexical
and syntactical dimensions.

The first study reported in Chapter 3 is a group study which focuses on
investigating whether enhanced input may help the beginner learners of En-
glish in the acquisition of in-depth vocabulary knowledge, in particular the
acquisition of lexical collocations and associations. The second, third, and
fourth studies are longitudinal studies using the same written and oral data
of the same participants. The second study concentrates on how enhanced
input promotes the use of more difficult words in writing productions over
time and has been accepted by Culture and Cognition in Bilingualism. The
third study focuses on investigating the lexical development of written and
oral language and has been published in Actes des 16èmes Rencontres Je-
unes Chercheurs en Sciences du Langage: Modèles et modélisation dans les
sciences du langage (RJC 2013). The fourth study investigates the syntac-
tical development of written and spoken language and has been accepted
by Language Learning.
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Chapter 2

Background: A Dynamic
Systems and Usage-Based

Approach to Writing and
Speaking



6 A dynamic systems and usage-based approach

In this chapter, the two theoretical frameworks that are core to this dis-
sertation are discussed and linked to the research questions that arise from
the discussions. It has been shown (Verspoor & Behrens, 2011) that a
Usage–Based (UB) approach to Second Language Development (SLD) pro-
vides a perspective on language and language learning that is in line with
the major tenets of Dynamic Systems Theory (DST). We will discuss the
basic ideas behind the UB approach and link it to the DST perspective as
a theory for SLD. The most important aspects of a dynamic usage-based
(DUB) approach to language use and learning will be presented as well.
In the final part of this chapter, we will focus on language acquisition of
English in the Taiwanese setting from these two theoretical perspectives.

2.1 A usage-based approach to second language de-
velopment

A fundamental view of language acquisition from a usage-based (UB) per-
spective is that language, as a part of human cognition, emerges from lan-
guage use (Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2009; Tomasello, 2003) and does not
develop according to a largely predetermined innate mechanism. Humans
hear or read the language input, sort out the meanings of individual words,
and construct sentence structures. Humans also search for the appropri-
ate words to express their meaning during communication and sort out
the appropriate patterns of organizing these words. Words are created
for the purpose of meaningful communication, whereas sentence structures
emerge from using general cognitive processes. In order to achieve the goal
of communication with other people, humans use linguistic conventions to
describe meanings and then learn how to use these linguistic conventions
consistently (Tomasello, 2001). In order to productively use these words
systematically, humans categorize, compare (analogy), and choose (distri-
butional analysis) their own patterns of generating language: this process
describes their acquisition of grammar (Goldberg, 1995, 2006). In this
way, humans gradually build up their own language systems through their
contact with the language.

Under the umbrella of the usage-based approach, several models of language
processing are built upon the assumption that human language derives
from the contact and the use of the language. Cognitive grammar (CG)
theory (Langacker, 2008) sees grammar as an apparatus to engage people
in the world. Acting as conventionalized form-meaning pairs at different
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levels (morpheme, word, phrase, clause, sentence), grammar reflects the
means of the process of involvement in language learning: we go beyond
the immediate experience to construct our own language where syntax is
embedded in lexicon, and lexicon constitutes syntax. In line with the UB
approach, there is no principled distinction between lexicon and syntax as
both emerge from contact and use of the language.

The process of constructing grammar can be understood with emergent
grammar theory (Hopper, 1998). Regular patterns are found through the
discourse established over time rather than through a pre-programmed lan-
guage faculty (Chomsky, 1986). People interact with the massive and com-
plex environment (Ellis, 1998) where different kinds of repetitions, lexical
or syntactical, emerge. Grammar can be taken as “the name for certain
categories of observed repetitions in discourse” (Hopper, 1998, p.156), and
learning grammar is probilistic in nature. In line with the UB approach,
developing one’s language is sensitive to external resources (frequency, con-
textual contingencies, attention). Thus, the nature of language learning is
primarily determined by the learners’ input (Ellis, 2006a, 2006b).

The frequency of language use is a necessary component for language ac-
quisition. Each occurrence of a word or a sentence pattern leaves a mem-
ory trace in the learners’ minds and leads to entrenchment. The more
frequently learners encounter the word or the sentence pattern, the more
likely learners are to memorize the word or the sentence pattern. As the
process of shaping the language emerges from the input, language acquisi-
tion depends crucially on the type and token frequency of certain words or
certain sentence patterns appearing in the input (Tomasello, 2003).

Input has also been the main source of language learning in MacWhinney’s
unified model (UM) (2008). Through comparing input and sorting out the
similarities and differences, the acquisition of language takes place. How-
ever, in addition to only accounting for language processing with frequency,
his unified model emphasizes the importance of cue availability, reliability,
and validity. How often a cue is present in the input (cue availability) and
how often a cue is used consistently (cue reliability) determines cue validity.
For instance, the pronouns “we” and “they” are followed by the verb “are”
in most of the input consistently. From a probabilistic point of view, we
will infer that the cue “we are” or “they are” can be seen to be valid.

A usage-based (UB) approach to language learning implies that humans
discover the regularities and patterns of the language through contact with
the language and that it is not necessary to assume innate grammar that
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will determine the language developmental path. Each person is exposed to
different types of input and experiences with the language in different con-
texts, which results in different trajectories among individuals. Contrary to
what is assumed as language processing in a usage-based perspective, Uni-
versal grammar (UG) sees human language learning as a genetic adaptation
(Chomsky, 1996). Human beings develop their language faculty over time
whilst other species do not. This unique genetic adaptation for language,
which distinguishes humans from other species, drives language acquisi-
tion. Every person has the same innate language acquisition device, where
all languages share the same basic principles. In this dissertation, we take a
frequency-based probabilistic point of view of language development, since
it has been convincingly demonstrated that language development can be
accounted for without assuming an innate language system.

In UB, language development is an experience-situated process: it is the
accumulation of the learners’ experiences with the language. Every time we
process the input, we reconstruct our language. Every time we encounter
a word, we change our way of shaping the word meaning and the habit
of using the word. In order to account for the emergence of such complex
constructions (Herdina & Jessner, 2002; Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008;
Plaza-Pust, 2008), studies focusing on how language is formed and influ-
enced by input over time are necessary. As second language development
(SLD) is a complex and dynamic process (De Bot, 2008), it is essential
to look at development over time. We need a framework that centers on
the process as it changes over time. Dynamic systems theory (DST) is the
framework that can offer a good basis for the study of SLD.

2.2 Dynamic system theory as a theory of second lan-
guage development

DST is essentially a field of mathematics. Researchers have applied it to
describe the behavior of complex dynamical systems by employing differen-
tial equations where one or several variables are related to the functions of
itself and its derivatives of various orders. If there is an analytical solution
to the differential equation, the boundary condition (initial condition) is
substituted to obtain the exact solution. If there is no analytical solution
to the differential equation, we can only use the iteration to obtain the
value of the variable. Most of the differential equations are non-linear as
some strict conditions must be met in the linear differential equations.
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Using DST as a metaphor, many studies have applied these mathematical
characteristics of DST to understand SLD (Larsen-Freeman, 1997; Herdina
& Jessner, 2002; De Bot, Lowie, & Verspoor, 2007; Larsen-Freeman &
Cameron, 2008; Verspoor, Lowie, & Van Dijk, 2008; De Bot & Larsen-
Freeman, 2011; Lowie, 2013). Following is a list of characteristics of a
dynamic perspective on SLD:

1. Language is sensitive to initial conditions.
2.The current level depends on the previous level: iteration.
3.The change of the language system is a result of internal self-organization
and interaction with the input.
4.Language depends on the internal and external resources.
5.The language system is constituted by several embedded subsystems
(variables) that interact dynamically.
6.Language emerges from the self-organization of several embedded subsys-
tems (variables).
7.These embedded subsystems (variables) constantly change with chaotic
unpredictable variation.
8.Language development is mostly non-linear.

These characteristics of DST will be discussed in detail on how they are
related to SLD in the following section.

It is important to explain all the initial conditions which may make a dif-
ference to the learning outcomes. Lorenz (1963) demonstrated the sensitive
dependence on initial conditions using the butterfly effect metaphor: a very
small difference in the initial conditions of a system may bring about mas-
sive change later on. Each beginner language learner, who goes through
very similar learning experiences to other learners, may develop very dif-
ferent learning outcomes due to small differences in their initial conditions
(e.g. a learner’s proficiency level in L1 or a learner’s favorite TV pro-
grammes). Identifying all the relevant initial conditions for the learning
outcomes is difficult, and it aggravates the difficulty of predicting language
development.

Language develops over time: it is iterative in the way that the current state
of language development emerges from all previous stages. For instance, the
previous capability of the learners’ second language may affect the current
sensitivity to the exposure to second language input. The higher the learn-
ers’ capability in the second language, the more sensitive they are to the
input as they have more internal resources to process the input. Similarly,
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previous contact with second language input may affect the current state
of the learners’ second language. The more input learners are exposed to,
the higher learners’ chances of developing the second language are as they
have more external resources to trigger change in the language system.

Language development depends largely on the internal and external re-
sources learners have. Internal resources are the resources within the learn-
ers such as their memory capacity, the learning capacity, and motivation;
external resources are the sources outside the learners such as linguistic en-
vironment and interaction with other people (Van Geert, 2008). However,
these resources can act as both a “driving force” and a “delimiting factor”
in development (Van Geert, 2003, p.656). There is a maximum “attainable
growth level” (Van Geert, 1995, p.316), or “carrying capacity”, based on
the resources available to learners.

Seeing language as a dynamic system, we see different linguistic variables
such as the lexical system and the syntactical system as interconnected sub-
systems. A change in one variable (seen as the embedded subsystem) will
bring about a change in another variable, which in turns leads to change
within the entire language system. The interconnected relations between
the embedded subsystems can have two directions: either competitive or
supportive interaction (Caspi, 2010), which can dynamically change be-
tween stages of development. If there is a competing relation between
two variables, these two variables develop in opposite directions. When
one variable increases, the other variable decreases. When one variable
decreases, the other variable increases. There can also be a supporting re-
lation between variables. In the supporting relation between two variables,
these two variables develop in the same directions. When one variable in-
creases, the other variable increases or vice versa. A good illustration of the
dynamically competing and supporting relations between two variables is
how lexical development may hinder syntactic development in some stages
of development, while in another stage lexical and syntactic development
may be mutually supportive (Caspi, 2010).

As a result of the nonlinear relationships between subsystems (competi-
tive or supportive), a curvilinear (non-linear) development can be highly
predictable. One good illustration of understanding the non-linear devel-
opment pattern is Meara’s study in 2004. He described the vocabulary loss
with a simple simulation model (Boolean network model) by studying the
effect of switching off one word after another. He finds that when switch-
ing off one word after another, there will be an effect on the entire lexical
network and that this does not lead to a completely predictable decline of
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vocabulary loss.

Through understanding the characteristics of DST, it is evident that DST
can be used as a theory of understanding SLD. Research with a DST per-
spective on SLD should describe how the language system is formed and
how the different subsystems (different linguistic variables) are intercon-
nected. This is in line with the UB approach where language is seen to be
emergent from experienced-situated processes. Therefore, with a dynamic
usage-based approach, we focus on language as a usage-based process rather
than a pre-determined product. Instead of only looking at causal relations,
we focus on the interconnecting linguistic variables and the dynamic inter-
relation between developing subsystems.

Most natural phenomena are involved in chemical reactions (e.g. smelting
iron, brewing beer, and making cheese) where the reactant and the product
are well-known to everybody, but the processes are mostly only known to
a small number of people. However, if the processes of these chemical reac-
tions remain unknown, the chances of improving them or applying them to
other reactants are small. Language acquisition, a natural phenomenon of
human beings, is generally being observed on its reactant (input or innate
grammar, cognition) and its product (language proficiency test). Studies
investigating what reactant can enhance the product are ubiquitous, but
only a limited number of studies focus on observing the processes of lan-
guage acquisition. However, unveiling the processes of language acquisition
is essential as it can improve learners’ language acquisition and can be
applied to other domains of research such as artificial intelligence.

Ergodic process, which is an ideal description of the evolution of dynamical
systems, has the same behavior averaged over time as averaged over the
space of all the system’s states, which are comprised of so-called “phase
space”. Spatial averaging describes the average properties of many iden-
tical systems within a specific position, which statistically provides the
information of how the states of system are distributed. Time averaging
describes the average properties of a single system over a period of time,
which dynamically illustrates how the state of the system evolves along the
trajectory. Once the spatial and time averaging converge, the observation
is assumed to be able to depict dynamical systems confidently (Birkhoff,
1931). For instance, to understand the dynamical properties of climate
change, one should not only record the temperature of all the cities in the
world, but also should observe the temperature fluctuation of a certain city
over a long period of time. The combined information could inform us of a
better understanding of how climate will change in the future.
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Similarly, to understand the dynamical system of the language, one should
observe the linguistic capacity of a group of language learners at a certain
time; one should also observe the linguistic capacity of a participant over
a long period of time. Most of the studies in applied linguistics apply the
spatial averaging with a limited number of observations over time (2 or
3). Studies focusing on applying the time averaging as the major observa-
tion are few. The studies from two types of observations are supposed to
complement each other rather than compete with each other.

2.3 Dynamic system theory approaches to modelling
language development

With a UB perspective, language is shaped by in interaction with the input
and thus each individual has different trajectories of language development.
DST, combined with UB as a theory of language development, can help us
understand SLD. To understand the dynamic and complex language devel-
opment, we cannot only rely on a non-dynamic research approach which
only looks at the mean of performances without involving time as a core
aspect of development. Neither can we exclusively rely on a descriptive
analysis of the language development. We need to develop a dynamic ana-
lytical approach that takes into account individuals’ language development
over time.

Van Geert, Caspi, and Lowie (Van Geert & Van Dijk, 2002; Van Geert,
2004; Caspi, 2010; Lowie, Caspi, van Geert, & Steenbeek, 2011; Caspi &
Lowie, 2013) have developed dynamic analysis tools (mathematical mod-
elling) to quantify the observations of language development. There are two
types of observations on modeling language development in their studies.
The first type is the observation of the developmental pattern of the vari-
ables over time; the second type concerns the way the variables interact
over time. They looked at language development as an iterative process
using logistic equations to model language development, starting with a
single variable and adding other variables to simulate real human learn-
ing as much as possible. Although it is more meaningful to include more
variables to see how they interact over time for a description of develop-
ment, observing the microscopic development of one variable can be a good
and simple start to discover and to describe the bigger picture of language
processing. In a DST approach, development is the result of interaction
with the input. As an illustration, we will now look at how different types
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of input (incidental and intentional) may affect the vocabulary learning in
relation to different types of vocabulary knowledge.

2.4 Incidental and intentional vocabulary learning and
vocabulary knowledge

Language learning is largely dependent on input, but input does not neces-
sarily lead to intake. A requirement for input to become intake seems to be
that input is “noticed” by the language learner (Krashen,1981; Schmidt,
1990). As argued by Gass (1997), many factors may influence whether
input is noticed, such as the learners’ prior knowledge of the language,
the frequency of the input, and time pressure. The noticed input may be
comprehended by the learners to different extents: some can comprehend
the noticed input at the meaning level whilst some can comprehend it at
the grammar level. The comprehended input may become intake, but how
input is turned into intake seems to depend on noticing something in the
input that is relevant for a given developmental phase. Therefore, if a
learner’s prior knowledge of the language is not sufficient, the chances for
this learner to notice and to comprehend the input are smaller, which leads
to less intake in the end.

As the occurrence of intake depends on the noticing of input of the learn-
ers, it is crucial to investigate what approaches may lead to the noticing
of input during the process of comprehension. There are two major ap-
proaches to presenting the input for the purpose of vocabulary learning,
namely incidental (implicit) and intentional (explicit) learning. The major
difference between these two approaches is the degree to which the words
are presented in a context. With an incidental learning approach, students
are provided with reading or listening as a source of input and focus on
comprehending the meaning of the input by guessing the word meaning
from the input and deducing the content of the input. But there may also
be incidental learning from less formal input (e.g. when watching a movie in
the target language). With an intentional learning approach, students are
provided with explicit knowledge of each lexical item and focus on learning
the words per se rather than in the context.

These two approaches to presenting input deal with two major aspects of
vocabulary learning: vocabulary size and vocabulary knowledge. Learners
need a certain number of words in order to operate in a second language.
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For instance, learners need around 8000 to 9000 word families (English)
in order to read a wide range of texts (Nation, 2006). However, merely
recognizing the words is not enough to productively use the language. There
is a need to know each word in more detail. A very detailed description of
what should be known for each lexical item is provided by Nation (2001,
p.27): word form (what it looks or sounds like), word meaning (what it
means), and word use (how it can be used in combination with other words).
For instance, the knowledge of the word form (cat [kat]) is constructed
when the written form and the spoken form of the word are established.
The knowledge of word meaning (stupid) becomes more complete when the
link of word form and word meaning is established and when the synonym
(foolish) or the antonym (smart) can be called upon. The knowledge of
word use is more or less complete when learners know how to use the word
in different contexts, but also with other words as collocations (“commit
suicide” instead of “do suicide”).

A large number of studies have focused on the effect of incidental and in-
tentional vocabulary learning on different types of vocabulary knowledge
(Hill & Laufer, 2003; Hulstijn, 1992; Hulstijn & Hollander, 1996; Hulstijn
& Laufer, 2001; Laufer, 2005; Laufer & Rozovski-Roitblat, 2011; Schmitt,
1997; Schmitt, 2008). Incidental learning in a rich linguistic environment
seems to help students in increasing their opportunities of encountering the
same word (the number of repetitions of the same word) and providing the
various contexts of the same word. It thus supports students in learning
the contextual knowledge of the vocabulary where learners are able to asso-
ciate the words and to use the words in the context. In contrast, intentional
learning seems to effectively strengthen the students’ link between the word
form and word meaning where learners are able to expand their vocabulary
in size. It is suggested by Schmitt (2008) that learners will typically ex-
pand their lexical skills through a combination of incidental and intentional
learning.

2.5 Second language development in writing and speak-
ing

With a Dynamic Usage-Based (DUB) approach, language development
emerges from language use and self-organization. Writing and speaking
are essentially two forms of language use which can be utilized to observe
L2 development and to observe the self-organization of the language sys-
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tem. In this section, we will compare these two forms of language use in
naturally occurring processes, then compare them in the development in
L1 and in L2, and finally discuss how these two forms of language use can
act in self-organization.

Writing and speaking are similar in several aspects. Firstly, they are both
means of communication: one to the reader/writer; the other to the lis-
tener/speaker. Secondly, the processes of writing and speaking share simi-
lar features: from the pre-verbal stage to construct an idea, to translating
the idea into a text, and to formulating or revising the text for final pro-
duction. Thirdly, they are both highly influenced by the L1, especially in
the beginning stages of learning. The evidence of cross-linguistic influence
can be easily found in their productions. However, the time allowed for
producing the final products in writing and speaking significantly differs.
Writing allows more time to think and to revise, while speaking allows lit-
tle time. The automaticity of speaking seems to make the speaking task
itself more difficult than writing (if the goals of the two tasks are the same,
for instance, an essay and a speech, or a mail and a conversation). An-
other difference between writing and speaking is the degree of interaction
involved in the production. Writing involves interaction with the writer
and the potential readers whilst speaking involves a more direct interaction
with the speakers. Research on priming and conversational alignment (Gar-
rod & Pickering, 2004) suggests that in interaction, speakers make use of
what has been said before, thereby making the speaking task relatively easy.
Therefore, we could argue that interactive speaking is relatively easier than
writing. But this only applies in interactional settings, not in monologues.
Bourdin and Fayol (1994, 1996, 2002) carried out a series of empirical stud-
ies investigating the ability to recall the written and the spoken form of the
L1 in children. These children heard a word/sentence list with increasing
numbers of words and were asked to recall the word/sentence list in the
same order of the words presented. It was found that children were able to
recall more words in the spoken condition than the written condition at the
word level and at the sentence level. Children begin to practice their spo-
ken form in L1 when they are born and only begin to practice their written
form in L1 after entering school. On top of that, writing is involved with
handwriting and spelling. These two factors make writing more difficult
than speaking in L1 for children.

In contrast to the L1, writing and speaking in L2 do not necessarily de-
velop in parallel. Young L2 English learners who are not fully proficient in
speaking are already able to read in English (Hudelson, 1984). On the other
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hand, Milton and Hopkins (2006) found that some L2 learners, who are pro-
ficient in speaking, cannot necessarily read or write. They also found that
the relationship of writing and speaking differed in different levels of En-
glish proficiency. Lower proficiency learners tend to have a greater capacity
for phonological vocabulary knowledge (speaking) whilst higher proficiency
learners tend to have greater orthographic vocabulary knowledge (writing).
These findings also depend on the learning context. Naturalistic learning
may be more closely associated with the spoken modality, whilst formal
learning can be expected to lead to greater proficiency in writing.

As both writing and speaking are means of communication, they can act as
support for each other. Writing helps L2 learners to rehearse the process of
speaking when they are not proficient enough to fluently produce the oral
language (e.g. a manuscript for a prepared speech). On the other hand,
speaking can also help learners to rehearse the process of writing. However,
these two tasks may also interfere with each other. This occurs when L2
learners write like they speak and speak like they write. From a dynamic
perspective, the embedded subsystems (variables) may have to compete for
the limited resources (working memory). Writing and speaking can on the
one hand support each other in rehearsing the language, but on the other
hand compete for the limited resources. This supportive and competitive
relation between writing and speaking can be seen as part of the dynamic
language system.

2.6 English language in Taiwan

English Language Teaching (ELT) in Taiwan typically focuses on the abil-
ity to translate L1 to L2 or L2 to L1 (Chang, 2006); the learners are hardly
exposed to any authentic English input in English class, especially in the
spoken form. As the input of ELT in Taiwan is mostly based on trans-
lation skills, the meaning of the L2 words is constructed via the L1; and
the sentence structure of the L2 is constructed via the memorization of
grammatical rules in L1. From a UB perspective, such in-class language
learning does not assist learners to shape their L2 as the language that
emerges is directly formed from the contact with the input. Moreover, the
input provided by the Taiwanese context is mainly the written form of En-
glish. From a UB perspective, practicing the written language mostly helps
learners in developing their writing, but not their speaking. Therefore, it
is very common to find Taiwanese learners of English who write with a
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lot of interference from the L1 or who show completely unbalanced perfor-
mances in writing and speaking due to their unbalanced sources of input
(Wu, 2012).

The group of English learners in this study not only has very limited En-
glish input from in-class learning where most of the teaching instructions
are in Chinese and they hardly speak any English. These Taiwanese English
learners also have very little English input outside the classroom. Most of
the TV programmes or advertisements in Taiwan are dubbed in Chinese;
these learners, though they have easy access to Internet, never pay attention
to these chances for English exposure. For research purposes, this provides
an excellent opportunity to manipulate the input given to Taiwanese learn-
ers of English. Among other goals, this study aims to investigate the effect
of authentic input on learning English. Depending on the outcome of these
investigations, recommendations will be made to improve the learning of
English in this context.

2.7 Main research questions

As the overview of the literature on L2 writing and speaking has shown,
there are a number of issues that call for further research. This includes
investigating what factors may play a role in DST by observing whether
enhanced input (natural exposure to English input) can enhance the learn-
ing of contextual vocabulary knowledge, especially associations and collo-
cations that have not been explored yet. We also investigated how the
language system and its interrelated components are shaped over time by
observing how L2 beginner learners of English develop their lexicon and
syntax in the writing and speaking over time.

Firstly, we investigate the effects of enhanced input on beginner learners’
contextual vocabulary knowledge. As learners shape their language from
their input, we may assume that these beginner learners naturally exposed
to extra input will be able to better develop their contextual vocabulary
knowledge. Accordingly, the main question addressed in the first study is
whether the enhanced input leads to the development of contextual vocab-
ulary knowledge. We set up an experiment where the experimental group
serves as its own control group. In this type of experiment, the sequence of
the treatment (with extra natural exposure to English input) becomes an
important factor. Therefore, an additional question addressed in this study
is whether the sequence of the input conditions may affect the development
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of contextual vocabulary knowledge.

Secondly, we investigate the effects of enhanced input on beginners’ use of
vocabulary in writing. We may assume that more exposure to input will
increase the chances of encountering the same words in different contexts,
which will lead to enhanced use of vocabulary in writing. Therefore, the
main questions addressed in the second study concern whether beginning
learners of English use more difficult words (i.e. less frequent words) in
their writings when they have more input and whether they use less dif-
ficult words in their writings when they have less input. The study uses
a dynamic modelling tool to quantify the developmental trajectory of vo-
cabulary use. In addition, we address the question of whether or not this
dynamic modelling tool (logistic equations) can meaningfully describe the
developmental pattern of vocabulary use.

Thirdly, learners of English in Taiwan practice writing earlier than speak-
ing; most of their input is from reading– the written form. Therefore, we
may assume that the development of writing is more advanced than that of
speaking in lexical performance. Accordingly, the first question addressed
in the third study is whether the development of writing is more advanced
than that of speaking in terms of lexical performance. However, the dy-
namic relation between writing and speaking can be two-sided. Writing and
speaking can either support each other or compete with each other. From a
dynamic usage-based perspective, the development of each of the variables
may compete for the limited internal and external resources. Therefore,
another question addressed in this study is how the correlations between
the lexical performance of writing and speaking change over time. This
study uses another dynamic modelling tool (the hidden Markov model) to
quantify our observations of the development of writing and speaking in
terms of the lexical performances of the learners.

Finally, we investigate the development of syntactical complexity in writing
and speaking. Though it could be argued that syntax and lexicon are
not really separable in a dynamic perspective on language learning and
processing, we decided to follow the more traditional distinction between
the two components mainly because the tools to study the development
of syntax and lexicon intertwined are not yet available. Different from
the previous study, this study assumes that the development of speaking is
more advanced than that of writing based on Dykstra-Pruim’s study (2013)
despite our knowledge that our learners had been mostly exposed more to
written language than to spoken language and that writing gives more
time for online planning. Two major questions addressed in the fourth
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study are whether speaking development is more advanced than writing
development in terms of syntactical performance and whether two identical
twins showed similar developmental patterns. This study uses the same
dynamic modelling tool (hidden Markov model) as in the third study to
quantify our observations of writing and speaking development in terms of
the syntactical performances.
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Chapter 3

The effects of the enhanced
input on learning word

associations and collocations

This chapter has been submitted as “Chan, H., Lowie, W., & de Bot, K. The
effects of the enhanced input on learning word associations and collocations.” to
System
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3.1 Introduction

Vocabulary learning, from a usage-based perspective of second language acquisi-
tion, is largely dependent on a substantial amount of input, which provides the
learner with more opportunities to encounter words. Hill and Laufer (2003) es-
timated that an L2 learner can enlarge their vocabulary size by 2000 words for
every eight million words of text they read incidentally. However, the number of
times a word needs to be encountered in order for it to be retained and recalled
by the learner is dependent upon the learners’ English proficiency (Zahar, Cobb,
& Spada, 2001). More advanced learners are more likely to acquire new words
with fewer encounters whilst less advanced learners may need more encounters
to acquire new words. Pellicer-Sanchez and Schmitt (2010) found that seeing a
word ten times in different contexts during reading may facilitate recognition of
the word the next time learners encounter it in the text. There is some consensus
in the literature that about eight to ten encounters whilst reading are needed for
learners to acquire receptive knowledge of words (Schmitt, 2008, p.348).

Pigada and Schmitt (2006) explored the acquisition of spelling, meaning, and
grammatical characteristics after one-month of extensive reading and found that
for about 65% of the target words, at least one of the assessed aspects of vocabulary
knowledge was acquired, with a particular gain found for spelling. Al-Homoud and
Schmitt (2009) also found similar results from extensive reading of graded readers,
where learners increased their vocabulary at the 2000, 3000, and 5000 frequency
levels. A study by Brown, Waring and Donkaewbua (2008) found that listening
as a supplement to reading was superior to reading-only in acquiring vocabulary;
however Al-Homoud (2007) found that listening to news reports for 12 minutes
per day for seven days enabled learners to only gain about 5% (2/40) of the target
words. Therefore, it could be argued that incidental input, in the form of extensive
reading or listening, may have a significant effect on acquiring new words when
two forms of input (reading and listening) take place together.

Implicit (incidental) input is less efficient for the acquisition and knowledge of
word form and meaning of new words when compared to explicit (intentional) in-
class input. Laufer (2005) showed that explicit vocabulary learning led to better
retention of word meaning than implicit learning in both immediate and delayed
tests. However, incidental input was more effective in enhancing knowledge of
words that had already been learnt (Waring & Takaki, 2003). They found that
reading graded readers does not always lead to acquisition of new words, but
it is effective for developing partially-known vocabulary. In addition, incidental
exposure may lead to the development of multiple types of vocabulary knowledge,
as it provides “repeated exposures in different contexts” (Schmitt, 2008, p.348).

In addition to incidental in-class input, the effect of incidental input outside the
classroom has been investigated in three studies. Xu (2010) studied the language
attrition between Chinese and Dutch learners of English at university level and
found that Chinese learners, receiving only a small amount of input outside the
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structured setting, showed a decline in their vocabulary after their English instruc-
tion ceased, whilst Dutch learners, receiving a great amount of input outside the
structured setting, managed to maintain their vocabulary. The effect of incidental
input outside the classroom has also been explored in terms of English proficiency.
De Bot et al (2004) studied the key factors of the English proficiency of 13 to 16
year-old Dutch learners of English. They found that in-class English learning had
little effect, and that it was input outside the structured setting such as listening
to pop music or watching movies that had a great effect on students’ English pro-
ficiency. Naber and Lowie (2012) also found similar results amongst eighth-grade
Dutch learners of English. They found that students who had received early in-
class English education did not have significantly higher proficiency results than
those students who had not begun classes as early. The most predictive factor in
determining English proficiency was, in fact, English exposure after school, such
as conversations, computer games, and TV, which blurred the effect of the early
start of English instruction.

To compare whether the enhanced input has an effect on language learning, we
should compare two conditions: one condition with more enhanced input and one
condition with less enhanced input. Previous studies have compared the effects of
intensive versus less-intensive language instruction (course density), usually with
indirect comparison. Two homogeneous groups are compared: one acting as con-
trol and the other as experimental (Fiks & Corbina, 1967; Mason, 1971; Solecki,
1971). However, there has been no direct comparison of the two conditions where
one group of participants act as both the control group and the experimental
group. When the comparison of the two conditions is done within the same group,
the sequencing of the experimental treatment becomes another factor which may
influence the results: the experimental condition may come before or after the
control condition.

The studies mentioned above demonstrate that a large amount of incidental input
from outside the classroom leads to higher language proficiency and that incidental
in-class input is likely to enhance contextual knowledge. It has not been investi-
gated whether incidental input has an effect on two types of contextual vocabulary
knowledge: associations and collocations. In our study, we intend to investigate
if enhanced input has an effect on learning associations and collocations and if
the sequence of experimental treatments has an effect on learning associations and
collocations.

This chapter begins with elucidating how the vocabulary learning processes- se-
mantization and consolidation- could potentially be enhanced by natural exposure
to input, followed by an evaluation of how these two learning processes may be
involved in explicit and implicit in-class learning in the Taiwanese context. We
argued that in-class explicit learning in Taiwan may not necessarily lead to the
acquisition of contextual vocabulary knowledge and that natural exposure to input
may enhance the vocabulary learning process, with a specific focus on the knowl-
edge of associations and collocations. To assess the level of achievement of associ-
ations and collocations, we made a distinction between receptive and productive
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knowledge. We evaluated the effects of enhanced input on contextual vocabulary
knowledge in two aspects with two levels: receptive collocation, productive collo-
cation, receptive association, and productive association. Over a period of eight
months, two homogeneous groups of beginner learners of English received input in
two inverse conditions: group A was exposed to extra enhanced input in the first
four months (high input condition) and received no extra enhanced input in the
last four months (low input condition) whilst group B was exposed to no extra
enhanced input in the first four months and was given extra enhanced input in
the last four months. Each group acted as its own control group. We compared
the results with tests at three moments in time to see to what extent the learners
acquired the four types of vocabulary knowledge, both with and without extra
English input and whether the sequence of experimental treatment influenced the
acquisition of four types of vocabulary knowledge.

3.2 Theoretical Background

3.2.1 The process of vocabulary acquisition

When it comes to vocabulary learning, two major processes are involved: semanti-
zation and consolidation (Beheydt, 1987). In the process of semantization, learners
notice the gap between their knowledge and the English input and make efforts to
make sense of the word. They try to deduce the meaning of the word and the part
of the speech within the context, link the word form and the word meaning, and
incorporate the word meaning to their existing semantic network. In terms of the
mental lexicon, learners temporarily create a new lemma, attach meaning to the
lemma, and include the new lemma and the meaning in the semantic network (de
Groot, 1993). The more efficiently the words are incorporated into the semantic
network, the more effective the process of semantization will be.

However, during the process of semantization, new words cannot be retained for
long. The new words should be retrieved several times before they can be learned.
In order to embed the new words in long-term memory, elaborate retrieval paths
must be set up. This is achieved through repetition of the target words, sample
sentences of the words, images of the words, and encountering words in different
contexts. Learners consolidate the words by guessing the word meaning while
reading, by intentionally practicing the words frequently, by incidentally being
exposed to the words more often in different contexts, and by associating the words
with images or some sample sentences. Hulstijn (2000) and Hulstijn and Laufer
(2001) argued that learners who processed the words more elaborately would have
higher retention rates than those who processed the words less elaborately, and
that learners who processed the words with higher levels of involvement with their
input would have better retention than those who processed the words with lower
levels of involvement with their input. At the consolidation stage, learners are
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more likely to retain the words in their mental lexicon when they process and
associate the words with various retrieval paths.

Semantization and consolidation take place through both explicit and implicit
learning. During the process of semantization, students notice the gap in their
understanding in both explicit and implicit learning; however, explicit learning
provides a stronger link between the word form and word meaning than implicit
learning as learners may not attempt to fill in the gap, or they may incorrectly
guess the word meaning in implicit learning. During the process of consolidation,
a rich linguistic environment from the incidental learning enables the learners
to encounter the words more frequently in different contexts with varied English
input, which can only be achieved by very intensive explicit learning. It seems that
explicit learning can more efficiently link the word form and word meaning in the
process of semantization than implicit learning (as suggested by Laufer (2005)),
but implicit learning can provide more varied retrieval paths in the process of
consolidation than explicit learning (as suggested by Schmitt (2008)).

However, the generally explicit learning method in Taiwan may not help the stu-
dents in the process of semantization as much as could be expected, as there is no
time allowance in the Taiwanese classrooms for the essential step of deducing the
meaning of the new vocabulary. In this setting, students are provided with short
readers and an adjacent word list with an accompanying Chinese (L1) translation.
The (explicit) teaching methodology centers around basic translation between L1
and L2. In addition, explicit learning in Taiwan has little to do with the process of
consolidation, as students encounter the words in only one kind of context due to
the limited number of readers in the text book (12 readers per six month period).
For example, students only see “present” in one reader in the meaning of “now.”
They do not know the use of “at present” and have no exposure to other meanings
of “present” such as “gift.”

Therefore, we could argue that explicit learning in Taiwan does not optimally
engage learners in the process of obtaining word meanings in different English
contexts. Students only associate the words with the L1, making it impossible for
them to generate their conceptual representations in English; their understanding
of word meaning is only in the form of L1-L2 translation. This L1-L2 link between
word meanings does not help students to gain the depth of vocabulary knowledge
which is needed for sophisticated use of the language. Students do not know how
to use the words in context or how to associate the word with other words. Even
if students know how to use the word, their knowledge is most often restricted to
a singular context.

Due to the lack of vocabulary processing in the explicit learning environment
and the scarcity of implicit learning taking place in classrooms in the Taiwanese
context, enhanced input (naturally exposing learners to English input) may take
over the role of enhancing the process of vocabulary learning, semantization and
consolidation, with larger quantities of input as well as a higher quality of input.
It is generally difficult to obtain contextual knowledge such as collocations in the
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Taiwanese English classrooms because it is important to have learners read or
hear new vocabulary in all types of different contexts in order to learn contextual
knowledge. Enhanced input offers a lot of opportunities for repetition of new words
in different contexts; learners encounter the lexical items from various meaning-
based input sources, which potentially contribute to better contextual vocabulary
knowledge.

3.2.2 Vocabulary knowledge

Knowledge of a word conflates a number of different dimensions of vocabulary
knowledge. The first of these dimensions is the level of vocabulary knowledge-
receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge. Receptive vocabulary knowledge
refers to the ability to comprehend or to read the language, that is, the ability to
receptively recognize. Productive vocabulary knowledge refers to the capacity of
producing word knowledge in forms of speaking or writing.

Several studies found a significant gap between receptive and productive vocab-
ulary knowledge. Laufer and Paribakht (1998) tested learners of English in 11th
grade in Israel on passive vocabulary size (matching words based on word mean-
ing), controlled active vocabulary (producing words based on a sample sentence),
and free active vocabulary (composing a 300-400 word writing piece). They found
that the gain of all three levels of vocabulary knowledge over one academic year in-
dicated the existence of a gap between them. Students significantly gained in their
passive vocabulary size and controlled active vocabulary; however the increase of
the passive vocabulary size was larger than the controlled active vocabulary. More-
over, a gain in free active vocabulary was not found. This implied an even larger
gap between the free active vocabulary and the other two types of vocabulary
knowledge. Laufer et al (2004) then explored receptive and productive knowledge
at four levels where a more organized structure of vocabulary knowledge was dis-
played: passive recall, active recall, passive recognition, and active recognition.
The gap between passive and active was found again: productive knowledge was
found to require more efforts to learn than receptive knowledge as learners should
not only maximize the chances of encountering the same lexical items but also
elaborate the contexts where these lexical items are accommodated. Caspi and
Lowie (2013) investigated four levels of vocabulary knowledge (following Laufer’s
study in 2004) in multiple case studies over 36 weeks. They found confirmation of
the gap between receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge as a result of the
complex interactions between the different levels of vocabulary knowledge.

Studies on the existence of the gap between receptive and productive knowledge
also provide information on the necessity of distinguishing of different types of
vocabulary knowledge in order to understand to what extent learners comprehend
new vocabulary. For instance, passive recall and passive recognition are both
aspects of receptive vocabulary knowledge; however, passive recall focuses on re-
trieving word meaning given the word form whilst passive recognition focuses on
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retrieving word form given the word meaning.

Different types of vocabulary knowledge–word form, word meaning, and word
use–were suggested by Nation (2001, p.27) in Table 3.1. These three aspects of
vocabulary knowledge enable us to investigate how well learners comprehend the
words. For example, the word form may be produced correctly while the link
between the word form and the meaning is missing. The word meaning may be
recognized correctly while the word use may not be right: learners may use the
word grammatically or semantically incorrectly. The word use may be precise
while the word form is not accurate, i.e. learners may use the word in the right
context but spell the word incorrectly. Our study focuses on two types of con-
textual vocabulary knowledge, one from the category of word meaning and one
from the category of word use, at two levels: receptive and productive knowledge.
For word meaning, we looked at word associations: how well learners are able to
distinguish word meanings among synonyms. For word use, we looked at word
collocations: how well learners are able to use words which conventionally occur
together, namely, word collocations. In the next section, we will explain the cat-
egorization of the knowledge of associations and collocations and discuss some of
the studies regarding the acquisition of these two types of knowledge.
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Word knowledge Abstract Concepts Concrete Concepts

Word Form Spoken Learners should be able
to recognize the “spoken
form” when hearing the
word or say the “spoken
form.”

Written Learners should be able
to recognize the “written
form” when reading the
word or spell the “written
form” when writing.

Word Part Learners should be able to
recognize “what parts” the
word is made of and as-
sociate “word parts” with
word meaning or construct
the word with the right
“word parts.”

Word meaning Form and Meaning Learners should know the
meaning of the word or be
able to produce the word
to express the meaning.

Concept and Referents Learners should know the
meaning of the word when
it is used in different con-
texts or produce the word
in different contexts.

Associations Learners should know the
related words of the tar-
get words or produce the
synonym or the antonym
of the target words.

Word Use Grammatical Functions Learners should be able
to recognize whether the
word is used correctly or
use the word in the sen-
tence that the learners
originally learned.

Collocations Learners should know the
collocated words of the
target word or use the col-
located words or the target
word in the writing.

Constraints on use Learners should know the
property of the word or
use the word in the most
suitable situation.

Table 3.1: Different aspects of vocabulary knowledge(Nation, 2001, p.27)
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3.2.3 Word associations

Fitzpatrick and Izura (2011, p.384) categorized six types of word associations (Ta-
ble 3.2): the associations between form and meaning (newsagent and newspaper),
associations between meaning and collocations (brother and sister), collocations
(goose and bump), associations between forms (assess and asset), associations
between words of equivalent meaning such as synonyms (sofa and couch), and
associations between associated words of non-equivalent meaning (celebrate and
party).

Schmitt and Meara (1997) investigated 95 secondary and post-secondary Japanese
English learners and assessed them at the beginning and the end of the semester
on their acquisition of receptive and productive verb associations. When further
analyzing the results in the productive associations, they found that among the
words these participants knew the meaning of, only fifty percent were being cor-
rectly connected to their verb associations. They argued that one possible reason
why there was so little gain in verb associations was that these learners only knew
the translated meaning in their L1 of the words, which prevented the mastering

Category Name Description Examples

Form and Meaning Associative responses re-
lated to the cue word in
both their form and gen-
eral meaning.

newsagent&newspaper

Meaning and Collocations Associative responses re-
lated to the cue word in
both general meaning and
in their tendency to co-
occur in the language.

rubbish&bin

Collocation Associative responses
whose only relation to the
cue word is their tendency
to co-occur in language

batman,goose bump

Form Associative responses re-
lated to the cue word only
in their form.

mustard&mustang

Equivalent meaning Associative responses
whose meaning is equiva-
lent to the cue word

sofa&couch

Non-equivalent meaning Associative responses
whose meaning is related
but not equivalent to the
cue word.

party&celebrate

Table 3.2: Categories of associations (Fitzpatrick and Izura, 2011, p.384)
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of knowledge of associations.

3.2.4 Word collocations

The definition of collocations in Fitzpatrick and Izura’s association framework
focuses on the tendency of the collocations related to the cue word in meaning
to co-occur. We applied a more complete classification of collocations, suggested
by Granger and Paquot (2008, 43-44), to refine the definitions. Classifications
of the collocations are assigned to one of the three major categories: referen-
tial phrasemes, textual phrasemes, and communicative phrasemes. Referential
phrasemes refer to objects, phenomenon, or real-life facts (heavy rain, sort out).
Textual phrasemes are used to structure the content (as soon as). Communicative
phrasemes are used to express feelings (how are you doing?).

There are different types of referential phrasemes: compounds, lexical colloca-
tions, grammatical collocations, and phrasal verbs. Compounds are combinations
of words where each of the constituent parts of the compound can stand on its own
but carry one meaning as a whole collocation (birthday calendar). Lexical collo-
cations are usage-based relations between two lexemes (heavy rain). The second
word (rain) is semantically dependent on the base word (heavy), while both words
each have their semantic contribution to the combination (heavy rain). Gram-
matical collocations (cope with) are combinations of a lexical word (cope) and a
grammatical word (with). Phrasal verbs (blow up, make out) are combinations of
a verb (blow) and an adverb (up).

Durrant & Schmitt (2010) tested 84 proficient English learners in the UK on their
retention of collocations based on different training conditions: (1) single exposure,
40 sentences for 40 target collocations shown once, (2) verbatim repetition, 40
sentences for 40 target collocations shown twice, and (3) varied repetition, 80
sentences for 40 target collocations shown once. Both verbatim repetition and
varied repetition demonstrated better retention performances than single exposure;
and verbatim repetition showed slightly better retention performances than varied
repetition. We could argue that the acquisition of collocations could be enhanced
by the number of repetitions (exposure) and by the various retrieval paths.

Fitzpatrick and Izura (2011) tested 24 Spanish learners of English on their produc-
tive response time of associations and collocations in L2. They found that learners
responded significantly faster on collocations than on associations (non-equivalent
meaning). This study seems to show that L2 learners cognitively take more time
to process associations than collocations.
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3.2.5 The effect of course density

There is little research on the impact of course density (degree of input provided,
for instance, intensive vs. less intensive input) on development, and most of the re-
search is dated and does not conform to present day standards. Fiks and Corbino
(1967) looked at the relation between course density, course duration, and vocab-
ulary size. The data consisted of interviews with staff members from nine schools.
Therefore, no hard data on either vocabulary size or course density is available.
Solecki (1971) reports on the set-up of a very intensive course of Russian which
leads to good learning results, but no control group was included in the research,
so the specific impact of course density could not be shown. Mason (1971) com-
pared groups of EFL students in an experimental intensive course with a control
group taking regular classes. No differences between the experimental and control
groups were found, but numbers of participants were low (15 in the experimental
group, 9 in the control group). He concluded that “intensive EFL work may be a
waste of time” (p.179).

Oxford & Ehrman (1995) studied the use of language learning strategies in inten-
sive adult learning language courses in the US Defense Language Institute. Since
there was no comparison with strategy use in similar learners in non-intensive
courses, there was no way to assess the specificity of strategy use for the intensive
learners. Weissberg & Stuve (1979) showed that not all learners profited equally
from intensive language instruction. In their project, the students who started
with more advanced levels of proficiency gained less than the students with less
advanced proficiency.

It turns out that there are very few studies that make a direct comparison between
intensive and less intensive language courses by using the same group of partici-
pants in both intensive and less intensive conditions. In our study, same students
went through an intensive and a less intensive stage with half of the group starting
with the intensive part and the other half starting with the less intensive part. No
clear conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the literature with respect to the
effectiveness of intensive versus less intensive courses. However, as Oxford and
Ehrman (1995) points out, course density is only one of many variables that may
impact on success in language learning.

3.2.6 The aims of the current study

Enhanced input could potentially address one of the problems of in-class English
learning in the Taiwanese context- namely, the quantity of input and the qual-
ity of processing vocabulary learning. Firstly, the frequency of encountering the
same lexical item is increased, thus quantity of input is enlarged. Secondly, the
possibility of encountering the same lexical item in different contexts (various con-
solidation paths) is increased; these different contexts make learners construct the
conceptual representation of the word meaning in L2 instead of L1 translation, and
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they shape the network of associations in L2. These two factors in turn facilitate
the acquisition of associations and collocations through natural exposure to input.
In our study, we investigate whether enhanced input influences the learning of as-
sociations and collocations. Through the direct comparison of high and low input
conditions within the same learners , we also investigate whether the sequence of
input conditions influences the learning of associations and collocations.

Additionally, to productively use the words takes more effort than to receptively
recognize the use of the words (the receptive-productive gap) (Laufer & Parib-
akht,1998). We assume that the receptive knowledge is more advanced than the
productive knowledge in both collocations and associations.

Finally, L2 learners showed longer response times when responding to associations
than to collocations (Fitzpatrick & Izura, 2011). We therefore assume that the
knowledge of associations is less advanced than the knowledge of collocations.

Our study intends to investigate the following questions:
1. Does the input condition (high and low) affect the number of associations
and collocations beginner learners of English in the Taiwanese context are able to
learn?
2. Does the sequence of input conditions (high to low vs. low to high) affect the
number of associations and collocations beginner learners of English in the Tai-
wanese context are able to learn?
3. For beginner learners of English in the Taiwanese context, is receptive knowl-
edge more advanced than productive knowledge?
4. For beginner learners of English in the Taiwanese context, is knowledge of as-
sociations less advanced than knowledge of collocations?

3.3 Method

3.3.1 Design

Two groups (A and B) received the inverse sequence of input conditions (high to
low or low to high input conditions) over eight months and acted as their own
control groups. In both input conditions, the two groups received in-class English
lessons as usual. As demonstrated in Figure 3.1, Group A had one extra five-hour
input session per week from movies and reading together in the first four months,
but did not receive any extra input in the second four months. In contrast, Group
B had an inverse condition: no additional input in the first four months but with
extra five-hour input sessions in the second four months. The two groups were
tested three times. Test 1 of group A and test 2 of group B were defined as the
first measurement of high input (H1); test 2 of group A and test 3 of group B
were defined as the second measurement of high input (H2). Test 2 of group A
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and test 1 of group B were defined as the first measurement of low input (L1);
test 3 of group A and test 2 of group B were defined as the second measurement
of low input (L2). The time between each assessment was approximately four
months. The two groups were asked to fill in the questionnaire regarding their
input exposure outside the classroom three times: in October 2011, before the
experiment began, in February 2012, four months after the experiment, and in
June 2012, eight months after the experiment.

Figure 3.1: Research Design of groups A and B in low and high input with three tests
(T1, T2, and T3) and measurements (H1, H2, L1, and L2)

3.3.2 Participants

60 beginner learners of English, aged from 14 to 15, participated in the study.
There were 30 students for each group. Two groups were evaluated based on
their mid-term exams and were found to be homogenous in terms of their English
proficiency at school. All of them had learned English at the same junior high
school for one year: they were supposed to know 1000 English words by the time
the experiment began, but their ability to speak or write in English was extremely
limited. Based on the questionnaire, these participants had been limitedly exposed
to English-speaking contexts (1 to 1.5 hours per week), movies or reading in their
daily life. They merely received eight-hour English classes per week as their expo-
sure to English. Seven participants in each group were excluded from our study,
as their contributions to the experiment were not valid (not paying attention to
either the input or the tests). Therefore, only the contributions of 23 students in
each group were included in the analysis.

3.3.3 Sources of input outside the classroom

Previous research on incidental learning has shown that the combination of reading
and listening input is superior to reading-only input (Brown, Waring, & Donkaew-
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bua, 2008). Our participants received 5-hour extra input sessions in two forms:
graded readers and movies. The graded readers were from the book “Speed Read-
ing: A course for learners of English” (Quinn & Nation, 2007). This reader was
written for English foreign learners who have a vocabulary size of approximately
1000 words. Each reading consisted of 550 words with ten comprehension ques-
tions. Movies selected by the participants were all American animated movies
such as Mega Mind and Toy Story 3 (see Appendix A).

3.3.4 Experiment procedure

Participants were told that they were in a program aimed at promoting their
English proficiency and that their attitudes towards involvement in the program
would be counted as a part of their overall English grade (5%). They filled in
the online questionnaire three times in class before each assessment. In the low
input condition, the two groups only received eight hours of English classes per
week, with most of the instructions in Chinese. There was very little chance for
these learners to actively make use of resources outside the classroom based on
the questionnaire. It was found that on average less than 1.5 hours of English
input was experienced when not in class. In the high input condition, two groups
received a graded reader and watched movies in as natural a fashion as possible.
No intentional teaching instructions and no note-taking were involved; the students
were invited to watch the movies just for pleasure. They read one to two graded
readers per week under the supervision of their English instructor after class (16:00-
17:00). They read the graded readers with no time limit (on average, they finished
each reader in 45 minutes), answered ten comprehension questions about the reader
as part of the text input, and were not given the answers to these questions in order
to eliminate any task-related pressure. They watched two to three movies per week
with Chinese subtitles during lunchtime almost every day and were asked to write
two sentences in English about the movie to ensure their focus on the content of
the movie.

3.3.5 Assessment of collocations and associations

In each assessment, there were forty items. The word meanings of the forty items
were not known to the participants before the experiment began as these words
did not appear in their only English source, the English text book from which they
were taught. Many of the word meanings of these 120 items were explicitly taught
by the English teacher during the experiment with a translation vocabulary list.
The forty items in each assessment consisted of 10 receptive collocation questions,
10 productive collocation questions, 10 receptive association questions, and 10
productive association questions. Among the 10 items in each of these categories,
four words were from frequency band 1 to 1000, another four words were from
frequency band 1001 to 2000, and two words were from frequency band 2001 to
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3000 (based on the corpus of contemporary American English (COCA)). We chose
COCA as our target corpus database because it is a frequently updated corpus
based on American English, especially from the media; and the English input our
participants was exposed to was mainly American English via the media.

The assessments of the word associations evaluated the ability to associate words of
equivalent meaning and to associate the associated words of non-equivalent mean-
ing. For receptive associations, learners were required to choose the word that had
a different meaning from three other words, and write down the Chinese meaning
of the assigned word randomly selected from the four options to avoid guessing;
for productive associations, learners were required to produce one synonym of the
target word given the part of the speech.

The assessment of collocations examined the learners’ capacity to choose and
produce the four major lexicon-related categories of referential phrasemes: com-
pounds (high-speed train), lexical collocations (heavy rain), grammatical colloca-
tions (good for), and phrasal verbs (blow up) as they frequently occur in the movies
and the reader. For receptive collocations, learners were required to choose the col-
located words from four multiple choice items. As the receptive assessments only
require learners to choose instead of producing the answer, we asked the learn-
ers to write down the translation of the meaning of the collocations in Chinese
to avoid guessing; for productive collocations, learners were required to produce
the prepositions of the grammatical collocations and the phrasal verbs, a task
which was deemed appropriate in difficulty considering the low level of English
proficiency of the students. Words which may have been beyond the learners’ vo-
cabulary knowledge had the Chinese meaning included in the sentence. Only when
the translation and the answer were correct could that item be calculated as one
correct item in the receptive tests of associations and collocations. Below are some
examples of questions of receptive associations, productive associations, receptive
collocations, and productive collocations. Full version of three assessments can be
found in Appendix B.

One example of receptive associations:
Please choose the word which has a different meaning from the rest.
(1) fear
(2) certain
(3) sure
(4) clear
Write down the Chinese meaning of ”clear.”

One example of productive associations:
Please write the Chinese meaning of the word and one synonym of the word.
(1) To start

One example of receptive collocations: The Olympic games (奧運)
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place in Beijing in 2008. They will be held in London in 2012.
(1) held
(2) made
(3) found
(4) took

One example of productive collocations:
She got the first prize in the first exam. She was so proud (preposition)
herself.

The difficulty of the tests was evaluated before the start of the experiment: forty
students, who studied in the same grade and in the same junior high school as
our participants, completed the three assessments in a week. We carried out a
Kruskal test (non-parametric test) on four subparts of vocabulary knowledge in
three assessments. It was found that each assessment had equal level of difficulty
(mean of Test 1 is 11.2, mean of Test 2 is 8.1, mean of Test 3 is 8.9), as the scores
on all three assessments were not significantly different.

3.3.6 Analysis procedure

Due to the complexity of the research design, we first defined each test at three
time periods with all features and display in Figure 3.1 together with the experi-
ment design as described in 3.3.1. In addition, the knowledge level (receptive and
productive) and the knowledge type (associations and collocations) were also de-
fined. The two groups represent two different sequences of input conditions: group
A was exposed to a period of high enhanced input first, and then was exposed to
low enhanced input. Group B was exposed to these conditions in the reverse order.

3.4 Results

We carried out a MANOVA with the following independent variables: input con-
dition (high and low input conditions), sequence of input conditions (from high to
low or from low to high input conditions), knowledge level (receptive and produc-
tive), knowledge type (collocations and associations), and time of measurement
(measurement timing 1 and measurement timing 2). In Figure 3.2, we plotted
the mean of each test at all three time periods for both groups; in Table 3.3, we
displayed the mean and the standard deviation of each test. In the beginning of
the experiment (test 1), the two groups did not show any significant differences in
the four types of vocabulary knowledge (F (1, 44) = 1.608, p=0.211).
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Figure 3.2: Developments of four dimensions of vocabulary knowledge in three tests in
two groups (T1, T2, and T3).

A-test1 A-test2 A-test3 B-test1 B-test2 B-test3

Receptive Mean 1.87 2.26 2.30 2.65 2.83 3.43
Collocations SD 2.30 2.47 2.25 3.23 2.82 3.76

Productive Mean 1.09 0.78 2.04 1.35 1.66 3.04
Collocations SD 1.86 1.20 1.99 2.01 1.99 2.72

Receptive Mean 2.65 1.52 2.74 2.09 1.74 3.87
Associations SD 2.08 1.47 2.01 2.47 1.57 3.38

Productive Mean 1.00 1.13 1.78 1.43 1.39 3.22
Associations SD 2.07 1.46 1.70 2.21 1.37 2.30

Table 3.3: Mean score of four types of vocabulary knowledge of group A and B at three
timings.

The interaction between time of measurement and input condition was not sig-
nificant (F (0.409, 1) = 0.991, p=0.526). High and low input conditions did not
show any difference in all word knowledge types, knowledge levels, and time of
measurements. The interaction between input condition and sequence of input
conditions (the difference between the two groups) turned out to be significant
(F (20.13, 1) = 0.69, p < 0.01): group B showed an increase between low and
high input conditions whilst group A showed a decrease (Figure 3.3). The two
groups showed opposite patterns of development. The main effect of knowledge
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level (receptive and productive) turned out to be significant (F (0.581, 1) = 31.77,
p < 0.001), but the main effect of knowledge type (collocations and associations)
was not significant (F (0.981, 1) = 0.86, p=0.358). The receptive and the pro-
ductive knowledge showed a difference in all knowledge types, input conditions,
and time of measurement. The knowledge of collocations and the knowledge of
associations did not show any difference in all knowledge levels, input conditions,
and time of measurement.

Figure 3.3: Interaction between group and types of input (high & low).

To further comprehend how the enhanced input influenced the learning of collo-
cations and associations we looked into the frequency of encountering the same
collocations and associations, which were answered correctly by at least 33 partic-
ipants out of 46 (70% of the participants). We counted the number of occurrences
of two lexical items of collocations: “interested in” as the receptive collocation
and “no longer” as the productive collocation. “Interested in” appeared in the
reading texts 17 times and 6 times in the movies. “No longer” appeared in the
reading texts 5 times and 24 times in the movies. We also counted the number of
occurrences of two lexical items of associations: “little and small” as the receptive
association, and “start and begin” as the productive association. “Little” and
“Small” appear in the reading texts 8 and 18 times but 212 times and 161 times
in the movie. “Start” and “Begin” appear in the reading texts 25 and 9 times,
but 320 times and 291 times in the movies.

The first question addressed in this study is whether the input condition has an
effect on the learning of collocations and associations for beginner learners of En-
glish in the Taiwanese context, regardless of the groups. The interaction between
time of measurement (learning gain from the first to the second measurement) and
input condition turned out to be not significant. The input condition, high or low,
therefore had no effect on the learning of collocations and associations.

The second question addressed in this study is whether the sequence of input
conditions has an effect on the learning of collocations and associations for beginner
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learners of English in Taiwanese context. The interaction between input condition
and sequence of input conditions turned out to be significant. Group A showed
an increase in the low input condition and a decrease in the high input condition
whilst Group B showed no increase in the low input condition but had an increase
in the high input condition (Figure 3.3). The two groups therefore demonstrated
opposite patterns of development. The sequence of input, from low to high input
(Group B) or from high to low input (Group A), can be seen to have had an
effect on the learning of collocations and associations. Therefore, what seems to
be more influential on these beginner learners of English is the sequence of input
given rather than whether they are in a high or low input condition.

The third research question asked whether the receptive knowledge was more ad-
vanced than the productive knowledge. The analyses showed that there was a
significant difference between the two knowledge levels, receptive and productive
knowledge in all knowledge types, input conditions, and times of measurement.
Receptive knowledge was more advanced than productive knowledge. Therefore,
the beginner learners of English showed more mastery of receptive knowledge than
productive knowledge.

The fourth research question intended to investigate whether beginner learners
of English learned more collocations or associations. The analyses showed that
there was no significant difference between the two knowledge types, collocations
and associations (F (0.981, 1) = 0.864, p=0.358) in all knowledge levels, input
conditions, and time of measurements. These beginner learners of English did
not perform differently in collocations and associations. Therefore, regardless of
whether learners were in high or in low input periods, their receptive knowledge was
generally more advanced than their productive knowledge, and their knowledge of
collocations was equal to their knowledge of associations.

3.5 Discussion

Natural exposure to English input using a combination of readings and movies
appeared to enhance the acquisition of two types of contextual vocabulary knowl-
edge: associations and collocations. However, this only takes place when the high
input condition is presented after the low input condition. It should be noted
that natural exposure to English input did not change the nature of the difficulty
of receptive and productive knowledge, where the receptive knowledge of associ-
ations and collocations was found to be significantly larger than the productive
knowledge of associations and collocations.

Natural exposure to English input can be expected to enhance the acquisition of as-
sociations and collocations, as the frequency at which learners encounter the same
lexical item is increased (Durrant & Schmitt, 2010). The frequency of occurrence
of these lexical items in our assessments as shown in the qualitative investigation
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of the distribution of collocations and associations largely exceeded the required
numbers (8-10) of encountering the words in order to acquire the word meaning
(Zahar, Cobb, & Spada, 2001), and therefore these frequency levels subsequently
can be seen to have led to the acquisition of contextual vocabulary knowledge
among beginner learners.

However, we found striking differences in the frequency of encountering the same
lexical items in associations and collocations: the number of occurrences of col-
locations was much smaller than the number of occurrences of associations, but
the acquisition of associations was equally difficult as to the acquisition of collo-
cations, as shown in the results where there was no significant difference between
the two. A reason for this could be that the collocated words generally appear as a
unit (at a visually noticeable distance) whilst the associated words are merely ran-
domly distributed throughout the input (not necessarily at a visually noticeable
distance). To acquire knowledge of the associations, the number of occurrences
alone does not seem to be very effective- unless these occurrences do appear within
a sentence or at least within a noticeable reading/hearing distance.

Explicit in-class input is more effective than incidental in-class input in that it ef-
fectively links the word form and word meaning. Incidental in-class input has been
shown to be more effective than explicit in-class input in that it enhances partially-
comprehended vocabulary knowledge, especially contextual vocabulary knowledge,
through encountering the same lexical item in different contexts (Schmitt, 2008;
Waring & Takaki, 2003). Group B first only had in-class English lessons with
explicit learning, where the link between form and meaning was strengthened and
then received natural exposure to English input, the order of which (low input to
high input) seemed to benefit group B more than group A, who received inverse
treatments. If the link between word form and word meaning was established and
enhanced previously through the in-class English input, the word collocations and
associations could be learned more easily. Previous knowledge of word form and
word meaning enhanced the acquisition of associations and collocations.

To facilitate the acquisition of full vocabulary knowledge, it seems that the timing
of providing a certain type of vocabulary knowledge is vital. For instance, at the
beginning, there is a need to provide the knowledge essential for establishing the
link between word form and word meaning; at later moments, there is a need
to provide the knowledge for constructing the contextual vocabulary knowledge.
This may result from the fact that some types of vocabulary knowledge seem to be
mastered sooner than others. Schmitt and Meara’s study (1997) showed that their
participants knew the meaning of the words, and only fifty percent of these words
were successfully associated with other words. This implies that different types of
vocabulary knowledge may be learned to different degrees during the acquisition
of a word, and thus different types of vocabulary knowledge should be provided
at different times. Therefore, group A, who did not consolidate their knowledge
of word form and meaning in class in the first four months, showed a decrease
in the high input condition. Probably due to a delayed effect of input, Group A
showed an increase in the low input condition, which took place after the high
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input condition.

Schmitt and Meara (1997) have pointed out that linking L2 words to L1 translation
does not help with the formation of word associations. In our study, we found that
through the explicit in-class teaching of word form and word meaning, together
with natural exposure to English input, (which stimulated the development of con-
ceptual representations of word meaning in their L2 instead of L1), the association
of words did indeed take place. It is therefore advisable that when teaching words
explicitly, instructors should not only focus on the L1-L2 translation vocabulary
list but also emphasize the importance of learning the word meaning in context,
which can be easily achieved through natural exposure to English input.

The acquisition of the collocations and associations showed no significant differ-
ence, and there was little evidence that one type of word knowledge was more
advanced than the other. In Fitzpatrick and Izura’s (2011) study, Spanish learn-
ers of English productively responded to the collocations faster than to the asso-
ciations. Their data suggests that the acquisition of collocations is less difficult
than the acquisition of associations as there was less response time required for
the collocations. However, we did not find a difference in the gains of collocations
and associations. One possible reason may be that Fitzpatrick and Izura’s study
used reaction times as a measure, whilst our study tested the ability to use col-
locations and associations, operationalized as receptive or productive output in
written form. The response time only required processing of the word-level recog-
nition in isolation whilst the receptive or productive outputs of collocations and
associations required processing of the word-level recognition not only in isolation
but also in context.

The increase of the knowledge of collocations and associations in our learners’ data
is small. The change between the means in the two input conditions is no more
than two out of ten lexical items. One possible reason is that extra five-hour input
sessions are not sufficient for the facilitation of large leaps in development. Begin-
ner learners of English, who have not established a strong link between form and
meaning, may need even more exposure to acquire associations and collocations.
Another possible reason is the quality of input. Our participants received the En-
glish input mostly receptively, watching movies and producing one sentence about
the movie or reading the articles and answering some comprehension questions.
There is a need for learners to experience a deeper level of word-processing than
merely receiving the input. As argued by Hulstijn and Laufer (2001), the more
the learners are involved in their input, the more likely they are to acquire the
vocabulary. Apart from passively receiving input outside the classroom, the use of
English in written and spoken form should also be promoted. For instance, learn-
ers can try posting their news on Facebook in English as a productive example of
incidental learning.
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3.6 Conclusions

Our results did not support the hypothesis that with enhanced input (natural
exposure to English input), beginner learners of English in Taiwan demonstrate
more learning of contextual vocabulary knowledge than without enhanced input.
However, the results did support the hypothesis that the knowledge of linking
word form and word meaning would support the acquisition of contextual vocabu-
lary knowledge. Based on these observations, we advise that language instructors
should begin with teaching the link between word form and word meaning explic-
itly, prior to providing any incidental input. With the previously consolidated link
between word form and meaning, learners can more effectively develop contextual
vocabulary knowledge in the latter learning stages.

The gain of collocations and associations seems small. Five-hour enhanced input
per week has little effect on the acquisition of contextual vocabulary knowledge.
We speculate that it is due to limited exposure of input, limited involvement of the
lexical items, and limited English capacity of these beginner learners. A potential
avenue for a future study could be to explore the number of extra hours per
week for each level (beginning, intermediate, advanced) which would be sufficient
to maximize the acquisition of collocations and associations. By analyzing the
corpus data of the input and the manuscripts from the movies or reading texts,
researchers would be able to keep track what collocations and associations are
learned, retained, and built upon and from which resource they originally came.

Future research could also investigate the difference between the acquisition of col-
locations and associations, theoretically and empirically. It seems that associations
require a stronger link between word form and meaning and stronger construction
of conceptual representation than collocations. Although the cognitive data im-
plied that it took more time to process associations than collocations, our results
did not find a difference in the performance of associations and collocations.
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Chapter 4

Input outside the classroom
and vocabulary development:

A dynamic perspective

This chapter is based on Chan. H., Lowie. W. and de Bot. K. (in press). In-
put outside the classroom and vocabulary development; A dynamic perspective.
In Reif, M. and J. Robinson,Culture and Cognition in Bilingualism. Amsterdam,
Philadelphia: Benjamins.
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4.1 Introduction

Both the frequency (quantity) and quality of the input are crucial for the suc-
cessful development of a second language. However, in many classrooms around
the world, English language instruction often occurs within a non-authentic con-
text. In Taiwan, language learning syllabi are constructed around the grammar-
translation method, and the main focus is on word-list translation or textbook
reading. Whilst students attend eight hours of English classes a week, they rarely
hear a complete English sentence or produce any spoken English themselves. Most
of the in-class English input is in fact presented in Chinese. This level of in-class
English input is not quantitatively sufficient in terms of the number of repetitions
necessary to learn new vocabulary. In addition, it does not qualitatively support
contextual comprehension of the words.

Receiving input outside the classroom could potentially overcome the shortcomings
of such English classes in Taiwan, but most of the Taiwanese English learners are
not aware of the available access to input outside the classroom (e.g. smart phone
or computer). Exposure to English in an unstructured setting increases the amount
of input learners receive, which in turn increases the number of words learners are
exposed to. Learners can watch English episodes, listen to English radio, read
online news, play online games, and chat on Facebook. These sources combined
with the ubiquity of TV, computers, ipads, or smart phones have resulted in an
environment where learners can receive English input whenever and wherever they
choose. These rich and varied opportunities could potentially lead to improvement
of English proficiency beyond the learners’ in-class learning.

The importance of input outside the classroom has been emphasized in several
studies. Xu (2010) found that input outside the classroom is influential in sup-
porting the retention of English words. Dutch learners, who received lots of En-
glish input in everyday life, had a higher retention rate of English words than
Chinese learners, who had limited access to authentic English input in every-
day life. Another study in the Netherlands (De Bot, De Quay-Peeters, & Evers,
2004) elucidated the factors that determine the English proficiency of thirteen to
sixteen-year old lower secondary pupils. 1574 pupils were tested on four skills of
English proficiency: listening ability, reading ability, speaking ability, and writing
ability. This study showed that the prime determiner of English proficiency was
not school-based teaching but rather exposure to English through the media (TV,
music, computers, and the internet) outside of the classroom. Listening to pop
songs, especially when the listener paid attention to the lyrics, had a strong effect
on their aural comprehension skills. Watching TV programs, with either English
subtitles or spoken English, also had an impact on language proficiency, especially
on listening ability.

These findings reflect the main argument of Ellis’ (2002) and Larsen-Freeman’s
(2002) studies: input, operationalized as the frequency of occurrence, is key in
successful language acquisition. The ability to use English fluently can be seen
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as a cumulative effect of interaction within an authentic English environment.
The more learners connect themselves with a naturalistic English context (envi-
ronment), the more likely they are to develop a good command of English. It is
not likely that a learner will be able to learn a language in isolation without au-
thentic English interaction. With increased amounts of contact time with English
through various channels outside the classroom, learners enlarge the possibility of
successfully learning English.

However, the large-scale quantitative studies reported earlier have not been able
to provide a satisfactory explanation of what exactly occurred during the language
learning process. The explanatory power of the study by De Bot, De Quay-Peeters,
and Evers (2004) was quite limited as only 14% of the variance was explained.
Moreover, previous studies have concentrated on the outcomes of the process (i.e.
the product), rather than on the process itself. Therefore, a more detailed study
is needed, in which learners are followed intensively and longitudinally to observe
the development of language over time. It is not feasible to carry out such research
at that large scale due to limited time and resources. A smaller scale longitudi-
nal study should be able to give us sufficient insight into the real-time process of
language learning as it is influenced by input outside the classroom. The develop-
mental process can be investigated by the longitudinal data with the application of
a dynamic mathematical model, the logistic model, which can be empirically and
theoretically considered an ideal model to describe the vocabulary development.

Our study intends to answer three research questions:
1. Do learners of English improve their writings (operationalized as lexical diffi-
culty) when they receive more exposure from input outside the classroom?
2. Do English learners’ writings deteriorate (operationalized as lexical difficulty)
when they receive less exposure from input outside the classroom?
3. Can the logistic model meaningfully interpret the development of lexical diffi-
culty for each individual learner?

We followed four Taiwanese learners of English longitudinally for five months,
which produced a time series of fifty-six writings. These writings were analysed
with respect to the learners’ development of lexical difficulty. We then compared
the writing development (in terms of lexical difficulty) with the differing degrees
of amount of input the learners received outside the classroom. This paper begins
with a general review of research into vocabulary learning and focuses on the differ-
ences between our study and previous studies on this issue, followed by a focus on
vocabulary learning from a dynamic systems theory perspective. The description
of data collection combines detailed information regarding the participants, the
materials, and the procedures with the time series of writing production. Finally,
the analyses and results pertaining to the concepts of dynamic system theory lead
to the discussion and conclusions about the application of a dynamic approach to
investigating the influence of input outside the classroom on lexical difficulty.
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4.2 Theoretical background

4.2.1 Vocabulary Size and Lexical difficulty

Vocabulary has long played an essential role in studies of second language acqui-
sition. Learners of English need around 8000 to 9000 word families (all morpho-
logically related lexical items are counted as one family) or about 98% coverage
of the vocabulary, to read authentic texts such as novels or newspapers (Nation,
2006). As for listening comprehension, they need about 90% coverage of the vo-
cabulary to sufficiently understand the spoken discourse (Laufer, 1989). A large
number of lexical items are required to read and comprehend English as a second
language. The number of lexical items, referred to as vocabulary size, is regarded
as an important indicator of the capacity to operate in English.

The Lexical Frequency Profile (LFP), developed by Laufer and Nation in 1995, is
an approach to estimating the productive vocabulary size of English learners from
their writings. LFP generates a profile of the writing productions by describing the
lexical content of the text in terms of frequency bands. For example, a profile of a
writing production could report that 92% of the vocabulary falls in the frequency
band 1 to 1000 (1k), 5% of the vocabulary falls in the frequency band 1001 to
2000 (2k), and 3% of the vocabulary falls in the frequency band 2001 to 3000 (3k).
Calculating the percentage of the vocabulary that falls into each frequency band
makes it possible to characterize each text in a standardized way.

Meara (2005) used the percentage of words in 1k, 2k, and 3k (2001+) based on
the study of Laufer and Nation (1995) to generate the simulated data to test the
sensitivity of LFP in different ranges of vocabulary size. It is suggested that 100%
of the possibility that the LFP can distinguish the estimation of vocabulary size
between 2000 and 3000, that 90% of the possibility that the LFP can distinguish
the estimation of vocabulary size between 2500 and 3000, and that 67% of the
possibility that the LFP can distinguish the estimation of vocabulary size between
3000 and 3500. As our participants’ vocabulary inferred from the beginning level of
GEPT test was at least 2800 words in size but not exceeding 4000 words as none of
them passed the intermediate level of GEPT test. So, for this range (2800-4000), it
seems that LFP cannot well distinguish the writings produced by our participants.
Similar to the Meara’s (2005) finding, Edwards and Collins (2011) confirmed the
fact that the use of 1k word proportions in LFP to distinguish learners of different
vocabulary sizes becomes less effective as vocabulary size increases. The change
of probability of 1k words diminishes when vocabulary size increases. Using LFP
as a tool to assess our participants’ vocabulary size may not be suitable.

V size (Meara & Miralpeix, 2004) is an alternative approach to estimating pro-
ductive vocabulary size from writing samples. The assumption of V size follows
the assumption of the Zipf’s law (1935, 1949), where words are acquired in order
of their frequency, and the frequency of the occurrence of the words is roughly
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inversely related to the rank of the word. A more proficient learner would use
more low frequent words; a less proficient learner would use fewer low frequent
words. The following equation describes such property of vocabulary learning.

F = KT/R (4.1)

where F is the frequency of a word; R is its rank; T is the length of a text; K is
a constant of proportionality. The equation is transformed into the logarithmic
weighting (equation 2) since words are not likely to occur equally in a text. This
transformation makes the relationship between log(R) and log(F ) a linear one. A
detailed description of how Zip’s law is used to estimate the vocabulary size can
be found in Edward and Collins’ (2011).

log(F ) = log(K) + log(T )− log(R) (4.2)

After loading the written text into V size, we first get a word list and the per-
centage of the words in each frequency band (Frequency band A, from 1 to 500;
Frequency band B, from 501 to 1000; Frequency band C, from 1001 to 1500; Fre-
quency band D, from 1501 to 2000; and Frequency band E, above 2000). Then
the V size program finds the best matching pattern of the data based on Zipf’s
law and generates the estimated value of the vocabulary size of this writer.

However, there are some problems of using V size. Firstly, the percentage of the
words in each frequency band depends largely on the dictionary used. If we wish
to measure the V size of writings from the same learner, we must use the same
dictionary as a reference to the percentage distributed over the frequency band.
Second, as our participants are beginner learners of English, they tend to make
some errors in their writing productions. The treatment of these errors should be
consistent and should eliminate the effect of the error on the estimation of V size.

There are also restrictions of using V size. As V size is sensitive to the words
of low frequency band (E), V size seems to behave erratically. To have a rough
estimation of the sensitivity, we took one sample written text with 131 words to
observe how V size may fluctuate. A sample written text of 131 words with 79%
words in A (1-500), 10% words in B (501-1000), 7% in C (1001-1500), 4% words
in D (1501-2000), and 0% words in E (above 2000) is estimated to be write by a
learner whose V size is 2100. An increase from 0% to 1% in E (2 more words in
E) enlarges the V size by 200 (2100 to 2300). An increase of 2% (3 or 4 words in
E) enlarges the V size by 300 (2100 to 2400). An increase of 3% (5 words in E)
enlarges the V size by 500 (2100-2600). An increase of 4% (6 words in E) enlarges
the V size by 700 (2100-2800). An increase of 5% (7 words in E) enlarges the
V-size by 1000 (2100-3100). This means that even with a small number of words
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used in low frequency band E, the value of V size changes erratically. If the text
in itself is very short, the small change of the number of words will largely affect
the percentage V size and thus the V size will be of high variability. Moreover,
if the topic requires the use of many infrequent words, V size will also be of high
variability.

Due to the high variability of V size, we would take the estimated vocabulary size
generated by V size as an index of lexical difficulty in writing. Although lexical
difficulty has been found not only related to the frequency band but also related to
the difficulty of forming and image or the length of the word (Dunn, 2013), V size,
if used as an index of lexical difficulty, can at least reveal the lexical difficulty in
terms of frequency band. The higher the value of V size is, the higher the lexical
difficulty is. As we assume that the effect of the exposure to input outside the
classroom may bring about immediate effects on the use of more difficult (low
frequency) words, we will use V size as an index of lexical difficulty to observe this
development over time.

4.2.2 Intentional and incidental vocabulary learning

To enlarge the number of the lexical items, two approaches to learning vocabulary
have been largely investigated: intentional and incidental vocabulary learning.
Intentional vocabulary learning (explicitly drawing the learners’ attention to the
lexical items themselves) is especially effective for the retention of words. Smith
(2004) found that learners retained more novel lexical items that were learnt in an
Internet chat program, in which words were largely used through the interaction
between the subjects. Walter & Bozkurt (2009) also found that learners have
better retention of words when the words on the notebook are firstly previewed
and later incorporated in the classroom. Maximizing the engagement with the
words is the main principle in designing intentional learning activities (Schmitt,
2008).

On the other hand, incidental learning (implicitly exposing learners to meaning-
focused input) increases the number of word repetitions and allows learners to
consolidate their contextual knowledge of the vocabulary. Hulstijn and Laufer
(2001) investigated the incidental learning that results from reading. They com-
pared the short-term and long-term receptive vocabulary retention between three
levels of involvement loads, reading comprehension, comprehension plus filling in
target words, and composition-writing with target words. Their results showed
that words which were processed with composition-writing were more success-
fully retained than with comprehension or comprehension plus filling in target
words. Knight (1994) also found that Spanish intermediate-level language learn-
ers increased their English vocabularies by reading and deducing meaning through
guessing or using a dictionary. In light of these studies, it can be argued that ac-
quisition of vocabulary could be enhanced by intentionally or incidentally engaging
learners with the words to greater degrees.
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These studies, focusing on either intentional or incidental learning, mostly investi-
gate what type of “in-class input” learners encounter and draw conclusions based
on how many lexical items learners are able to recognize or produce after the
treatment. However, the potential impact of natural exposure to English input on
promoting the acquisition of vocabulary, especially with in-depth longitudinal ob-
servations, remains largely unknown. Input outside the classroom may potentially
enhance vocabulary learning by exposing learners to the words more frequently,
which would maximize their lexical engagement in a context-based environment
and raise the chances for learners to retain and then produce the words them-
selves. Therefore, there is a need for a study that investigates the potential effect
of input outside the classroom on vocabulary acquisition.

4.2.3 A dynamic perspective of vocabulary development

The application of dynamic system theory (DST) to the theory of second language
development includes several basic characteristics (De Bot & Larsen-Freeman,
2011). One of the starting points of a dynamic system approach is that there
is a sensitive dependence on the initial conditions of the individual. It features a
non-linear development with interconnected variables, and these variables change
through internal reorganization and interaction with the environment. “Dynamic”,
in fact, refers to the changes that occur in a system as a result of internal forces
and “energy from outside itself” (De Bot & Larsen-Freeman, 2011, p.8).

DST has been applied to first and second language learning (Cameron & Larsen-
Freeman, 2008; Van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005) and human cognitive systems (El-
man, 2004; Spivey, 2007). These studies intend to depict the tendencies, patterns,
and the contingencies of language development, which are iterative, non-linear,
time-dependent, and interconnected: the key characteristics of DST.

4.2.4 Modelling vocabulary development

One way of investigating dynamic development is to build a mathematical model
that quantifies the dynamic relationships between the variables. To apply a mathe-
matical model, we start by observing the developmental patterns of the data. This
helps us determine which mathematical model we could choose to describe the tra-
jectory. The trajectory generated from the model must resemble the trajectory of
the data. Second, we look into the theoretical background of the model, which
must be compatible with the concepts on which our data is based: iterativity,
non-linearity, and time-dependency.

Vocabulary development as a dynamic non-linear process, is iterative, and is lim-
ited by the availability of resources. The size of the vocabulary in time “t + 1”
depends on time “t”: each data point depends on the previous data point. The
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way in which the variables interact unfolds step by step. Learners have a limited
learning capacity (working memory), limited input (external resource), or limited
motivation; thus the vocabulary development does not increase infinitely but stag-
nates in the end. The logistic model presents a dynamic theoretical equation where
it models iterative growth and allows us to model on the basis of initial conditions,
carrying capacity, and learning rate.

The logistic model was originally used to describe the population growth over time
by Verhulst (1845). The population P (t) varying over time can be described as:

dP (t)/dt = rP (t)(1− P (t)/K) (4.3)

The left part of the equation demonstrates that the population (P ) changes with
the time (t). The right part of the equation demonstrates that the growth rate of
the population (r) changes with the time and that the population (P ) is limited
by its resources (K).

The pattern of the logistic model is likely to match that of vocabulary development:
the development is slow in the initial state, is faster in the middle state, and is
slow again when the maximum capacity is approached in the final state. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.1. The growth pattern changes with three variables: the
initial value (the beginning value of the development), the learning rate (the slope
of the development), and the carrying capacity (the maximum final value of the
development). We illustrated how the adjusted values of three variables change
the trajectory in Figure 4.1. When changing the value of the carrying capacity
(K) from 1 to 1.5 and holding other parameters constant, we find the difference
between line 3 and line 1 (compared to line 3 as a standard). Changing the value
of the learning rate from 0.3 to 0.4 and holding other parameters constant, we find
the difference between line 3 and line 4. Changing the initial value (the beginning
value of the development) from 1.2 to 2.0 and holding other parameters constant,
we find the difference between line 3 and line 2.

Previous applications of logistic equation modelling have shed important light on
the dynamic interactions of components within dynamic systems. Caspi (2010)
utilized the logistic model to describe the academic vocabulary development of
four advanced learners of English. She found that the more receptive vocabulary
knowledge acted as a conditional precursor for the more productive vocabulary
knowledge. Chan (2010) used the logistic model to describe the vocabulary devel-
opment of three different levels of vocabulary knowledge for learners of English.
In both studies, the logistic model successfully interprets the vocabulary devel-
opment of different levels of vocabulary knowledge using three variables: initial
value, learning rate, and carrying capacity. The carrying capacity represents all
of the learner’s resources in the time frame.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of how adjusted values of three variables change the tra-
jectory.

4.3 The study

4.3.1 Method

We followed four beginning learners of English for five months through their log
of input outside the classroom and their fifty-six writings. Based on their logs
and the input given by the experimenter, we defined low, intermediate, and high
degrees of input outside the classroom, operationalized as hours of English input
per week. The learners freely produced two to three writings per week without
any time limit on a Facebook writing club that was set up for the experiment.
Measuring the lexical difficulty (with the measure of V size) from their writings,
we observed the general trajectory of the data, smoothed it, fitted the smoothed
data with the logistic model, and then obtained the value of the three variables.
We also compared the mean V size with high, intermediate, and low degrees of
input exposure.

4.3.2 Participants

Four Taiwanese beginning learners of English participated in the study: Skid,
Grace, Gloria, and Tina. At the start of the experiment, their receptive vocabulary
size was approximately 2260 words, according to the General English Proficiency
Test they passed (Wu, 2012). This figure (2260) provided us with a rough idea of
the English proficiency level of these learners. Through interviewing the subjects’
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English teacher, several details were already known about the participants. Skid
(age 32) could read well but could not comprehend fast-paced English conversation,
speak fluently, or write smoothly. Tina, Grace, and Gloria (age 15) were very close
friends. They had an equal capacity in four aspects of English: speaking, listening,
writing, and reading. Tina was particularly good at speaking fluently, and Gloria
was particularly good at writing error-free sentences.

4.3.3 Materials

There are five material resources the four learners made use of. They read online
news written for the ESL learners on “Breaking News English”, watched free online
movies in English with Chinese subtitles on “Tube+”, watched the latest English
music videos on “YouTube”, chatted in English with friends on “Facebook”, and
listened to English songs with “Itunes.” Among the five resources, movies and
readings were the two main types of English input.

In this study, the larger part of the input was experimentally manipulated; some
of the input was selected by the participants themselves. We kept track of the
learners’ input from their logs, which convey the history of input outside of the
classroom. They wrote down what type of input (movie), how long they were
exposed to the input (2 hours), and what they did with the input (e.g. I looked up
two words from the movie). The fifty-six written language samples were analysed
with respect to the learners’ development of lexical difficulty.

4.3.4 Input stages

From the participants’ logs, we defined three degrees of input outside the class-
room: low (less than 2 hours of English input per week), intermediate (2 to 5
hours of English input per week), and high (more than 9 hours of English input
per week). In five months, Skid went from a low level input to an intermediate
level of input, mostly receiving the input from movies and reading. Tina, Grace,
and Gloria spent most of their time together and went from a low level of input to
an intermediate level (mostly through reading), then a high level, and then back
to an intermediate level (mostly through movies).

In the first stage, classified as low input, where Skid completed writing 1 to 19, he
did not have any English input. In the second (intermediate) stage, from writing 20
to 38, he mostly watched movies as English input. In the third (still intermediate)
stage, from writing 39 to 56, he mostly read online news as English input.

In their first low-input stage, from writing 1 to 10, Tina, Grace, and Gloria only
had English songs as their English input. In the second (intermediate) stage, from
writing 11 to 20, they mostly read online news as their main English input. In the
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third stage, from writing 21 to 37, they read online articles everyday, watched two
to three English movies a week, and frequently chatted with friends on Facebook
or in person in English. This was their stage with a high-level of input. In the
fourth stage, where they fell back to an intermediate level of input, writing 38 to
56, they watched two English movies per week as their main source of English
input.

4.3.5 Writing tasks

The four participants wrote approximately 200 words for each writing. The topics
of the 56 writings are all TOEFL1 writing topics. These topics are related to ex-
pressing opinions on agreeing or disagreeing with a statement, or about comparing
the advantages and disadvantages of a subject. For example, they produced one
writing piece on comparing the advantages of having friends who are different from
them and the advantages of having friends who are similar to them. They also
produced another type of writing piece on whether they agree parents are the best
teachers. For such intensive longitudinal study, it is important to maintain the
difficulty of different writing topics at the same level. These topics, highly related
to the learners’ life experience, could potentially elicit equally as many words from
each learner. Although the topics varied, they were invariably general in nature
and required little topic-specific vocabulary. Moreover, as our participants have
a comparatively small vocabulary pool, the topics were limited in word choice:
many of the words used largely overlapped.

4.3.6 Procedure

Over five months, the four participants posted two to three 200-word writings per
week on a Facebook writing club constructed for the purpose of the experiment.
Participants were able to read each other’s posts and to comment on what they
read or wrote. As could be observed from the content of the writings, the four
participants demonstrated very little imitation of each other’s work. Some of the
participants may have learnt new vocabulary from the productions of the other
participants, but this new vocabulary could also have been learnt from alternative
English input. Regardless, there was no significant evidence of imitation apparent
in the writings. The participants could choose whether or not to respond to each
other if they received feedback on their posts. There was no requirement to correct
their grammatical or lexical errors.

All writing productions were transformed into text files, so we could utilize V size
v2.0 (Meara & Miralpeix, 2004) to estimate the lexical difficulty with the value

1TOEFL writing topics can be found in the following link:
http://www.ets.org/Media/Tests/TOEFL/pdf/989563wt.pdf
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generated from this tool: vocabulary size. In our study, the participants made
the following types of errors: subject-verb agreement, plural noun, misuse of cat-
egories of words (e.g. adjective and adverb), parallelism (balance and equality
especially in tenses), verb form and tense, orthography, sentence structure, misuse
of word meaning, preposition, pronoun, and articles. Among these errors, misuse
of categories of words, verb form, orthography, and misuse of word meaning may
influence the V size to a greater degree as they are related to the word count in
the frequency band. We count in the misuse of categories of words and verb form
as at least the partially productive word form and meaning are achieved and as
this type of error is related to their typical L1-L2 translation learning style. We
did not count in the misuse of word meaning as only the productive word form is
learned. As for mis-spelling, if the error was consistent, we did not count it in. If
the error was not consistent, implying that it could be the typing problem instead
of orthography, we count it in. Proper names, like Taiwan and Japan, were re-
coded as the highest frequency band to avoid an overestimation of the productive
vocabulary size; hyphenated words, (e.g.“well-known”), are counted as two words
in V size, and thus we edited these down to one word.

Here is one example how we clean up the data:

I think that a nice bridge is really important for a country! Because it may bring
a lot of convenient (error of incorrect use in the sentence), people can go anywhere
easily, even in the big country! I hate traffic jam so much. That is too tiring and
boring, and it also waste (error of incorrect use in the sentence) our time. That is
not a good situation, I think! I think the most terrible traffic jam I have seen was in
Seoul (proper name)! Ten lines were full of cars! I don’t (abbreviation) know that
I have to say it’s (abbreviation) beautiful or horrible! But I think that the people
in the car were so poor! What time will be arrived (error of incorrect use in the
sentence)? That is a good question! Fortunately, we have MRT (proper name) in
Taipei, it brings a lot ofconvenient ! I think without MRT, Taipei’s (proper name)
traffic jam will be better than Seoul (proper name)! And hopefully, there wasn’t
(abbreviation) any big problem about traffic jam in Taiwan, except the Festival
day (error of incorrect use in the sentence). But Taiwan is too small. I think
this is not a big problem for us! And we also have a lot of transportation vehicle
(error of incorrect use in the sentence), so I just want to say, we are lucky to live
in Taiwan!

4.3.7 Design and analyses

We assume that our four participants would increase their lexical difficulty (V size)
whilst they received more input outside the classroom and that the development of
lexical difficulty would be stagnant when there was no exposure to input outside
the classroom. We closely observed the learners’ amount of input outside the
classroom from their logs and analysed their writings in terms of lexical difficulty.
In order to construct a dynamic concept of the development, each individual, taken
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as a constantly changing complex system, has a set of variables that interact over
time. In our study, two variables are selected for observation: the amount of
input outside the classroom, and the written language samples, operationalised
as lexical difficulty. The basic assumption is that with more contact with an
English context, learners may increase their lexical difficulty over time, while with
less input outside the classroom, learners’ lexical difficulty will be stagnant or
even decrease. Input outside the classroom interacts with the writing productions
over time, causing change in the individual’s complex system. Input outside the
classroom promotes the use of more advanced words in the writings, and in turn
the writings, consolidating the use of the words, facilitate the comprehension of the
input outside the classroom in the next time point. The previous output (writing
productions) becomes the current input. This concept of a constantly changing,
interacting, and self-organising complex system is an essential characteristic of
Dynamic System Theory.

Our study attempts to reveal the relative importance of the interconnected vari-
ables, input outside the classroom and vocabulary development. We will model
the system in which the development is iterative, and the pattern is non-linear.
In order to do so we first observed the developmental patterns in the data and
decided that the logistic model was suitable for our study. Further research into
the theoretical background of the model demonstrated that it was compatible
with the concepts on which our data is based: iterativity, non-linearity, and time-
dependency. Applying the logistic model to interpreting the trajectory of the data
enables us to obtain the values of the three main variables, which meaningfully
quantify the vocabulary development.

4.3.8 The modelling procedure

The general impression of the first look at the trajectory is usually fluctuant as
there is a lot of variability. It is natural to find variability in the trajectory as
there are many factors influencing the performance of the learners. However, to
obtain a more clear idea of what the general trajectory looks like, it is necessary to
remove some of the variability from the data sets, whilst at the same time ensuring
there is no loss of crucial information from the data. One technique to remove the
variability is data smoothing. We opted for one commonly accepted smoothing
method- smoothing spline (Green & Silverman, 1994), which locally fits a cubic
smoothing spline to the data sets and is more dynamic than creating linear trend
lines. This smoothing method was carried out in “R” (http://www.r-project.org).

After obtaining the smoothed data, we proceed with the model fitting: to fit the
logistic model with the smoothed data in order to obtain the values of the three
variables. To find the best fitting, the smallest difference between the logistic
model and the smoothed data must be ascertained. This difference usually refers
to the smallest sum of squares. The values of the three variables are entered
into the equation of the logistic model to generate the model trajectory, and the
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difference between the model trajectory and the smoothed trajectory is calculated
in terms of the sum of squares. This process is repeated until the smallest sum of
squares is found. It is not feasible to manually enter the values of three variables
thousands of times to find the least sum square. A curve-fitting program, Amoeba
(Press et al, 1986) should be applied to execute the fitting task to automatically
find the smallest sum of squares and then generate the values of the three variables.

4.4 Results

We intended to investigate how the lexical difficulty (represented by the measure of
V size) of writings was affected by different degrees of input outside the classroom.
We first observed the trajectory of the data and the smoothed data of the V size,
then obtained the values of the three variables (initial value, learning rate, and the
carrying capacity) in order to determine the logistic model, and then compared
the mean V size for each degree (low, intermediate, high) of English input.

4.4.1 Developmental trajectory

The development of raw data is depicted in Figure 4.2. Skid’s data has more
variability than the other three participants. Tina’s, Grace’s, and Gloria’s data
has fewer fluctuations, indicating their writing performance was more stable than
Skid’s. However, the trajectories of the data did not give us a clear picture of
the development of V size due to the high variability and the scale. We obtained
the smoothed data, leaving out some variability, to gain a clearer idea of how to
explore the trend of the development.

4.4.2 Developmental trajectory of smoothed data

The trajectory of smoothed data is depicted in Figure 4.3 in the form of solid
lines. Skid’s smoothed data is still more variable than the other three participants’:
Tina’s data shows an “s” curve pattern in the logistic model; Gloria’s and Grace’s
data is identical, showing as an increasing line. We could conclude that the four
learners in our study, judging from their writings, have increased their V size
values over the five-month period.

4.4.3 Parameter values of the model fitting

By fitting the smoothed data with the logistic model, we were able to obtain
the values of the three variables determining the development of V size. We first
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Figure 4.2: Trajectory of the raw measurements of lexical difficulty (V size) of the four
learners

had to ascertain whether the fitting was good enough to interpret the data. The
trajectory of the fitted data (dashed line) is depicted in Figure 4.3 together with
the smoothed data (solid line). As can be seen, the logistic model did not capture
the entirety of Skid’s developmental pattern: there is great disparity between the
trajectory of the smoothed data and that of the fitted data (the model). However,
the logistic model fits well with the smoothed data of the other three participants.

The values of the three variables (initial value, learning rate, and carrying capacity)
generated from the model fitting are displayed in Table 4.1. Since the smoothed
data from Tina, Grace, and Gloria demonstrated a good fit with the model, we
were able to use the logistic model to describe their lexical difficulty in terms of
V size. Tina had a lower initial value of V size; she had a value of 2732 words to
produce. However, she had a higher learning rate (0.119), and was therefore able
to produce almost the same number of words (3846) as Gloria and Grace (3973
and 3778). Tina’s V size increased when receiving increasing amounts of input
outside the classroom (data point 1 to 17) but started to stagnate in episode 38,
which was about the moment that the input outside the classroom became much
less than in previous periods. We could conclude that Tina’s V size increased with
the higher degree of English input, but it also decreased with the lower degree of
English input and that therefore, Tina was sensitive to the volume of input she
was exposed to.

Gloria had a V size value of 3531 words at the beginning of the experiment. These
values increased with a lower learning rate (0.03) but steadily reached 3973 after
the increasing exposure of input outside the classroom. Grace had a V size value
of 3070 words at the beginning. Her V size grew with the same learning rate as
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Figure 4.3: Trajectory of smoothed and fitted data of V size of the four learners.

Participant Initial Value Learning Rate Carrying Capacity

Skid 4307 1 5094

Tina 2732 0.119 3846

Gloria 3531 0.03 3973

Grace 3070 0.03 3778

Table 4.1: Values of the three variables for the four learners.

Gloria’s learning rate (0.03) and ended up as 3778 with the increasing volume of
English input. We can conclude that Gloria and Grace were less sensitive to the
volume of input outside the classroom than Tina.

Skid’s model showed a relatively poor fitting, as it did not fit well with the
smoothed data. As can be observed from the Figure 4.3, the logistic model was
able to describe the initial value accurately but failed to capture the learning rate
and the carrying capacity since the development pattern of the data in the mid-
dle and the final stage largely deviated from the expected pattern of the logistic
model. A very high learning rate was generated from the model fitting and the
carrying capacity reached its final value at a very early stage. In other words, the
logistic model generally did not reflect the reality in Skid’s data set. Therefore,
we can only state that Skid had about a level of 4307 V size at the beginning of
the experiment.
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4.4.4 Mean of vocabulary size in each input stage

We show the mean of V size in each input stage along with the timeline in Table
4.2 and 4.3. Skid’s V size, even during the period of low input, still increased
through reflection and practice of the words, which he originally knew receptively
but started to produce in his writing. Skid was highly motivated by the input
from movies, where his V size grew about 1469 words in size. However, Skid was
less motivated by the input from online articles and his V size decreased by 979
words.

Stage 1 2 3

Writing Number 1-19 20-38 39-56

Input Volume Low Intermediate Intermediate
Movie Reading

Mean of Vocabulary Size 4415 5884 4905

Table 4.2: Mean of Vocabulary Size in each input stage of Skid.

Stage 1 2 3 4

Writing Number 1-10 11-20 21-37 38-56

Input Volume Low Intermediate High Intermediate
Reading Movie

Tina 3060 3270 4111 3652

Gloria 3620 3570 3958 3842

Grace 3030 3120 3600 3621

Table 4.3: Mean of Vocabulary Size in each input stage of Tina, Gloria, and Grace.

During the low input period, Tina’s V size did not grow, but it increased by 210
words when receiving intermediate input from reading online news and by 841
words when receiving high input. When receiving less input in the last period, her
V size reduced by 459 words. Tina showed that she was sensitive to the volume
of input: the more she was exposed to the English input, the more her V size
increased. From her writings, we found that she liked to use new words gained
from chats with friends in her writing, especially the more native-like chunks. Her
writings reflected her preferred way of saying things while interacting with other
people in English, because she liked to sound and speak like a native speaker.

During the low input and the intermediate input period, Gloria’s V size did not
grow, but it increased by 388 words in the high input stage. Her V size reduced by
116 words in the last intermediate input stage when she received less input than
the previous stage. Gloria only showed a slight growth in the high input period;
she was less sensitive to the volume of input, showed a stable learning curve, and
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carefully used new words gained from reading online news, especially the words of
low frequency.

Grace’s V size, even during the low input period, gradually increased, but her
growth slowed down during the following intermediate input period. Her V size
increased by 480 when receiving high input, and she was able to retain her words
in the following intermediate input period with a difference of only 21 words.
On the other hand, the data suggested that Grace had a delayed effect from the
exposure of input. Her V size tended to grow, to stabilize, to grow again, and
to stabilize again. From her writings, we found that she usually only used the
words she already knew very well and only started to use new words when she was
completely confident in how to use them correctly. This pattern may explain the
delayed effect of the exposure of the input on V size.

4.4.5 Summary of results

The first research question asked whether learners of English developed their writ-
ing in terms of lexical difficulty (represented by the measure of V size) with more
exposure to input outside of the classroom. The increase of lexical difficulty was
determined by the difference between the mean of the lexical difficulty of low and
intermediate input or between the mean of the lexical difficulty of low and high
input. The four learners showed an increase in their lexical difficulty. When look-
ing at the increase of the whole development, we found that the increase of lexical
difficulty, determined by the difference between the carrying capacity (the final vo-
cabulary size learners reached) and the initial value (the beginning vocabulary size
learners held), increased by about five-hundred words in a period of five months
with extra incidental English input, mostly from movies and reading. Since the
three girls (Tina, Gloria, and Grace) attended merely traditional Taiwanese En-
glish class where hardly any English input existed and Skid did not have any
English lessons, it is likely that this effect is caused by the extra enhanced input.

The second research question asked whether the learners of English decreased their
lexical difficulty with less exposure to input outside of the classroom. The decrease
of the lexical difficulty was determined by the difference between the mean of the
lexical difficulty in the earlier higher input stage (high input stage) and the mean
in the later lower input stage (low input stage). Tina, sensitive to the volume of
input, demonstrated an immediate decrease in her lexical difficulty. Grace and
Gloria’s lexical difficulty did not decrease immediately, as there may have been a
delayed learning effect from the input on their writings.

The third research question asked whether the logistic model could meaningfully
interpret the development of lexical difficulty for these four learners. We found that
the model fitting was ideal in Tina’s, Gloria’s, and Grace’s data. The values of the
three variables, initial value, learning rate, and carrying capacity, were sufficiently
meaningful to describe the lexical development of these three learners. Skid’s data,
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however, did not demonstrate a trajectory similar to the logistic model. We were
only able to use the initial value to describe Skid’s beginning state of the lexical
development.

4.5 Discussion

The objective of this study was to find out in what way input outside the classroom
influences written production in the L2. The logistic model analysis showed that
three of the participants in our study (Tina, Gloria, and Grace) developed their
lexical difficulty with input outside the classroom. They did not have equivalent
initial values of lexical difficulty but reached approximately the same degree of
lexical difficulty by the end of the experiment due to different learning rates.
We could argue that the differences in sensitivity to the volume of English input
between the three different learners were determined by the learning rate: Tina’s
vocabulary development was of a higher learning rate; she was more sensitive to
input outside the classroom than Grace and Gloria, whose learning rates were
lower. Skid’s lexical development did not develop in the same way as the other
three participants. His vocabulary development showed considerable variability;
in fact, his smoothed data indicated that there might be three overlapping logistic
models. A single logistic model could not capture all of the characteristics of his
lexical development.

The logistic model successfully quantified the development of lexical difficulty for
Tina, Gloria, and Grace with the three variables: initial value, learning rate, and
carrying capacity. The values of these three variables enabled us to make explicit
observations of how input outside the classroom influences lexical development.
This preliminary model of L2 lexical development was, however, not able to rep-
resent Skid’s data. We should consider at least two more variables in the equation
of the logistic model: the quantity of input and the quality of input. When the
quantity of the input is lowered to a certain level, the lexical development not only
ceases to grow but also begins to decrease. Additionally, the quality of the input,
which could potentially be determined by the absolute value of the difficulty of
input and the level of learners’ vocabulary size, could influence the lexical devel-
opment. These two variables have not yet been included in our current logistic
model.

The variability of the data is large within each individual. Two factors may have
led to the high variability. Firstly, we observe a development over time, where the
increase of vocabulary is expected as there is input available. Variability usually
takes place when there is a change in the language development (Spoelman &
Verspoor, 2010). Secondly, the adult learner, Skid, showed very high variability
within his data sets because he immediately used some low frequency words which
he receptively acquired from input in his writing productions–even the writing
topics were not relevant to the input learners were exposed to. As mentioned
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previously, the value of V size is very sensitive to the words in the low frequency
bands. There is therefore more variability to be found in Skid’s data.

The other factor leading to the high variability is the topic of the writing. Al-
though all topics were general and did not require much specific vocabulary, the
performance of the writings on different types of topics may depend on personal
experience and preferences. This is an inherent challenge for all studies that use
longitudinal approaches to investigating writings in a natural environment. Our
study looked at the beginning learners of English, who have a limited number of
lexical items, with only the focus on the topics related to their life experience.
The effect of writing topic cannot be avoided, and we have tried to minimize it by
giving rather simple types of writing topics.

The lexical difficulty increased by about five hundred in V size value through in-
cidental English input over five months. The time window of the observation may
not be long enough for learners to show a larger growth in lexical difficulty, espe-
cially when looking at the productive lexical difficulty. Learners may receptively
know some words partially and then may have a more thorough understanding
of the words through input or may activate the words through input. However,
learners may also acquire some new words, yet may not be able to use them pro-
ductively in a text. The time window of this study may not have been long enough
to allow for incidental learning by simply watching movies and reading some online
news. We will continue to collect the writings of these participants to extend the
time scale of the observations.

4.6 Conclusion

This study has attempted to investigate how the development of L2 lexical diffi-
culty develops with input outside the classroom. We have used the logistic model to
account for the lexical development. This model quantifies the important compo-
nents determining the lexical development, which are the initial value, the learning
rate, and the carrying capacity. Though the preliminary logistic model was not
able to describe the vocabulary development of one participant, the trajectory
of this participant indicated two possible variables to add in the equation of the
logistic model, the quantitative input, the total amount of input exposure, and
the qualitative input, the degree to which learners absorb the vocabulary from the
exposure.

Learners, with input outside the classroom, kept themselves in an English con-
text and benefited from having more opportunities for using English. With pure
incidental English input in the form of movies and online reading, the increase
of lexical difficulty was approximately 500 words in five months. Although this
longitudinal study has collected data on a relatively short-term time scale, it has
explored the microscopic level of understanding the actual lexical development.
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Our study attempts to complement the previous vocabulary learning studies by
going beyond a static means of looking at the data to an understanding of the
dynamics of vocabulary learning.
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Chapter 5

A case study of lexical
development of writing and

speaking in identical twins

This chapter is based on Chan, H., Lowie, W., & de Bot, K. (2014). A case
study of lexical development of L2 writing and speaking in identical twins. Actes
des 16èmes Rencontres Jeunes Chercheurs en Sciences du Langage: Modèles et
modélisation dans les sciences du langage (RJC 2013), 54-65.
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5.1 Introduction

In first language acquisition, beginner learners develop basic speaking competence
earlier than writing competence (Fradd & McGee, 1994) as they mostly receive
writing instructions after attending school at age six. In contrast to first language
learners, second language learners do not necessarily develop balanced skills in
their writing and speaking. Some L2 learners, who are proficient in speaking,
cannot necessarily read or write with any level of competence (Milton & Hop-
kins, 2006). On the other hand, some L2 learners, who are not fully proficient in
speaking, are already able to read and write well (Hudelson, 1984).

This paper begins by exploring the characteristics of writing and speaking as
described by theoretical cognitive models, and will look at the relationship between
writing and speaking, and at the similarities and differences between them. This
paper is written within the tradition of a Dynamic Systems Theory approach
to language development (see De Bot et al., 2007). Rather than focusing on
the product of development at one moment in time, this approach emphasizes
the process of language development and the dynamic interaction of factors that
shape the language system. To understand how differences within written and
spoken language use emerge over time, a microgenetic longitudinal case study
was carried out. Two 15 year-old Taiwanese identical twins, who were beginner
learners of English, were followed for eight months. Their writing and speaking
were analyzed on two dimensions of lexical complexity: lexical diversity and lexical
difficulty. We compared the mean scores of lexical diversity and lexical difficulty
in writing and speaking and then analyzed their developmental patterns in terms
of three learning stages of development defined by a mathematical model. The
main question to be answered in this article is how differences between writing
and speaking emerge over time. We investigated this by observing which language
production mode (writing or speaking) shows a higher degree of lexical complexity
and by comparing the dynamic correlation in writing and speaking with respect
to lexical complexity.

5.2 Literature Review

5.2.1 Theoretical models of writing and speaking

A framework aiming at understanding the cognitive processes that play a role in
writing was proposed by Hayes and Flower (1981) (see Figure 5.1). Three main
elements of the writing process were distinguished: the task environment, the
writer’s long-term memory, and the control of a monitor of planning, translating,
and revising. In the process of planning, writers generate ideas, organize ideas, set
their goals for writing, translate the plans into text, and later edit the text.

Levelt’s model of speaking (1989) subdivided the process of speaking into three
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Figure 5.1: The cognitive process model of the composing process (Flower & Hayes,
1981).

sequential components: a conceptualizer, a formulator, and an articulator. Each
component serves as an output of another component. A preverbal message gener-
ated in the conceptualizer process proceeds to the formulator. In the formulator,
the preverbal message is turned into a verbal message, which involves grammatical
and phonological encoding in interaction with the mental lexicon. The output of
the formulator, the phonetic plan, proceeds to the articulator. In the articulator,
the phonetic plan is turned into a speech utterance.

These two widely accepted theoretical models show three similar characteristics
of the writing and speaking modalities. Firstly, both types of production have a
communicative function that requires the learner to take into consideration not
only the topic, but also the receiver Writers communicate with the (imaginative)
reader, while speakers communicate with the audience. Secondly, both speakers
and writers formulate their production goals, which determine the mode of pro-
duction. For instance, formal speech is more organized than a chat with a friend;
an assignment is more organized than an email written to parents. Thirdly, both
writing and speaking are based on three main processes: preverbal planning (con-
ceptualizer), translating (formulator) and revising (feedback loop).

In addition to these similarities, differences between writing and speaking can also
be observed. First, writing and speaking constitute different modes of operation:
writers produce the written form whilst speakers produce the spoken form. Second,
the time pressure that is higher for speaking than for writing. This implies that
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speaking is more automatic. Due to lower cognitive load, writing, compared to
speaking, generally allows learners to find the more appropriate words to express
a certain meaning (Halliday, 1985). Thirdly, the option for revision in writing is
basically absent in speaking.

5.2.2 Characteristics of beginner learners of English in Taiwan

Beginner learners of English in Taiwan do not have a balanced capacity of writing
and speaking (Chang, 2006; Wu, 2012). This is caused by a strong focus on the
ability to write in the English learning environment in Taiwan. Most beginner
learners, from age six to twelve, learn to spell vocabulary by rote learning in order
to achieve well on written tests, causing some of them not to be able to pronounce
English at all. Consequently, the development of speaking falls far behind that of
writing in Taiwan.

Another characteristic of these Taiwanese learners is that they are not taught to
set high standards of writing and speaking goals. In their writing and speaking
productions, they do not focus much on which word they should select and whether
the grammatical form is accurate. They do not pay much attention to revision:
the ideas are not organized, the sentence structures are not entirely accurate, and
words are not carefully selected. In short, they are writers writing as they speak.
This means that they mix registers easily which may lead to a style of writing that
may be too informal for the test type used.

The only distinction between writing and speaking in these beginner learners of
English in Taiwan is the modality of the presented form (written or spoken) and
the degree of automaticity (time allowed to formulate the language). As our target
participants, two identical twins, do not have significant difficulty producing spo-
ken or written utterances based on the results of their general English proficiency
test (GEPT) where they both passed writing and speaking sections (80/100), the
only factor that affects the difference between these modalities is the degree of
automaticity, which may lead to the differences in lexical complexity between the
two types of production.

5.2.3 Studies comparing writing and speaking

Two studies have compared the syntactical complexity and lexical complexity of
L2 writing and speaking and the relation between writing and speaking. Dykstra-
Pruim (2003) observed the writing and speaking relations of learners of German
over three semesters. The average number of complex type clauses per subject
was found to be lower in writing than in speaking. Additionally, the strength of
the correlations between writing and speaking in the different grammatical do-
mains changed over time. For instance, there was no correlation between writing
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and speaking for the accuracy of verb use in the first two semesters, but a sig-
nificant positive correlation was found in the third semester. Given the fact that
the correlation between writing and speaking did not remain constant over the
different learning stages, a changing correlation between two tasks is expected in
our longitudinal case study.

Yu (2010) studied the relations between writing and speaking in advanced learners
of English with respect to lexical diversity (number of different words used in the
text). He compared the measure D (Malvern & Richards, 2002) of twenty-five
intermediate learners of English. Contrary to what was expected, the writing tasks,
which allowed learners to have more time to plan and organize their production,
did not have higher D-scores than the speaking tasks. No significant correlation
was found between the values for measure D in writing and speaking.

However, as argued by Yu, lexical diversity only accounts for the number of differ-
ent words and does not explain how these different words were distributed across
different frequency bands. The sentence “I go to school with my dog” has the
same lexical diversity as the sentence “A barber had my hair permed stylishly.”
However, the second sentence has higher lexical difficulty than the first sentence.
That is, the second sentence contains more words belonging to higher frequency
bands (less frequent words). So in addition to looking at lexical diversity, lexical
difficulty should also be considered in the comparison of writing and speaking.

One tool, the Lexical Frequency Profile (LFP) developed by Laufer and Nation, is
potentially a useful instrument to measure the percentage of words in the frequency
bands (1 to 1000, 1001 to 2000, 2001 to 3000, 3001 to 4000, and so on). However,
this tool was not sensitive enough to trace the differences in terms of percentage of
words in the frequency band among groups of closer levels of English proficiency
(Meara, 2005), so that it is not likely to be useful in assessing proficiency in
individual development. As our study follows the individual development on a
weekly basis, LFP could not be used as a suitable tool to measure the lexical
difficulty based on frequency bands.

The only alternative possibility to evaluate lexical difficulty based on frequency
bands is to use the extrinsic index: V-size. V-size (Meara & Mirapleix, 2004) was
originally developed to estimate writers’ vocabulary size based on the number of
the words used in different frequency bands. The basic assumption of V-size is that
the more proficient learners are, the more low frequent words there will be in their
writing. V-size generates a score, which can be considered to be either learners’
estimated vocabulary size or the level of lexical difficulty of learners’ writing. V-size
as an index of lexical difficulty based on frequency bands is sufficiently sensitive,
and is therefore an appropriate measure to investigate the individual development
on a weekly basis.

In the current study, the first question to be answered is whether writing and speak-
ing differ in lexical diversity and lexical difficulty. As writing is less automatic,
learners have more time to select the words to use, which potentially increases
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the level of lexical diversity and lexical difficulty. Therefore, we hypothesize that
writing generally shows higher levels of lexical diversity and lexical difficulty than
speaking.

Yu’s (2010) study did not show a significant correlation between writing and speak-
ing in terms of lexical diversity among advanced learners of English, which was
probably due to the limited number of available participants (25 in Yu’s study).
His study did not provide any conclusions about the correlation between lexical
characteristics of speaking and writing in beginner learners of English. Therefore,
the second research question to be answered is, whether there is a correlation be-
tween writing and speaking for beginner learners of English in lexical diversity and
lexical difficulty. Finally, as shown by Dykstra-Pruim’s study (2003) the strength
of the correlation between writing and speaking seems to change over time. We
therefore also investigate whether and how the correlations of writing and speaking
change over time.

5.2.4 A dynamic systems approach to lexical development

The present study starts from the assumption that lexical development in speaking
and writing is a dynamic process. Full treatment of the application of Dynamic
Systems Theory (DST) to lexical development is beyond the scope of the present
article. Discussions of the basics of DST and its application in L2 development can
be found in de Bot (2008) and Lowie & Verspoor (2011) and de Bot et al. (2013).
The basic assumption is that development is an iterative process in which the next
state of a system is a modification of the previous stage. In development, different
aspects may change in different ways and some processes of development may sup-
port each other (connected growers in terms of Van Geert (2008) but they may also
compete). For the present study, the aim is to see to what extent the development
of writing and speaking supports each other as reflected in positive correlations
over time between the two modalities or rather should be seen as competitive. It is
conceivable that in one stage of development, all the cognitive resources are spent
on writing development, which may go at the expense of speaking, or the other
way around. In DST, it is assumed that development is not linear and that the
interaction between variables over time can lead to complex patterns. The dense
data in the present study allow us to see how the modalities develop and how they
interact over time, and the use of hidden Markov model allows us to see these
characteristics in different stages given the dense data.
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5.3 Method

5.3.1 Participants

Two identical twins, Gloria and Grace (not the participants’ real names), par-
ticipated in the study. They were 15 year-old (ninth grade) Taiwanese beginner
learners of English whose L1 was Chinese. They received conventional eight-hour
English lessons (per week) at school, where most of the instructions were in Chi-
nese, and the focus was on L1-L2 translation. However, in order to enhance their
development in lexical diversity and difficulty over time, they were given extra
input outside the classroom by the researcher in different amounts at different
moments. In terms of the hours of exposure, roughly three stages can be distin-
guished. From writing 1 to 20, they received low to intermediate amounts of input;
from writing 21 to 56, they received high to intermediate amounts of input; from
writing 57 to 100, they received intermediate to low amounts of input.

5.3.2 Procedure

The two participants produced two to three writing samples (200 words with no
time limit) and monologue recordings (2 to 3 minutes, free to stop) per week.
Over a period of eight months, 100 written and oral texts were collected from each
participant. The topics for writing and speaking were selected from the list of
standard TOEFL tests provided by the researcher at the beginning of the study.
The researcher reminded the participants to produce writings and recordings every
week. The writings were posted on a Facebook writing club constructed for the
purpose of the experiment, and recordings were sent to the researcher via Gmail.
Participants were able to access each other’s writings and could comment on what
they read or wrote. They could choose whether or not to respond to each other if
they received feedback on their writings.

The choice of topics in writing and speaking are usually assumed to affect pro-
duction performance; the difficulty of the writing topics was therefore controlled
as much as possible. The TOEFL topics can be regarded as a reliable selection of
writing topics, as its general topics can potentially elicit the use of as many words
from learners as possible. Although the eventual choice of topics may largely de-
pend on learners’ personal experience and preferences, the fact that we have used
identical twins with the same background and similar hobbies can be expected to
minimize the effect of the topics. Examples of the topics for writing and speaking
are as follows (See Appendix C)

Example of a speaking topic:
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Which of the following statements do you agree with? Some believe that TV pro-
grams have a positive influence on modern society. Others, however, think that
the influence of TV programs is negative. What TV programs have a positive
influence? Why? What TV programs have a negative influence? Why?

Example of a writing topic:

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? With the help of technology,
students nowadays can learn more information and learn it more quickly. Use
specific reasons and examples to support your answer.

After collecting all the writings samples and monologue recordings, we calculated
the values of lexical diversity and lexical difficulty. The most commonly used
measure of lexical diversity is the Type-Token Ratio (TTR). However, TTR is
strongly affected by the text length. Thus, McKee, Malvern, and Richards (2000)
developed one adjusted metric of TTR, the D, where the text length has little
effect. The higher the value of D, the greater the lexical diversity is. As an
operationalization of lexical difficulty, we used V-size (Meara & Mirapleix, 2004).
As previously explained, V-size is a reliable measure to express the difficulty of
the word use in the texts. To investigate the development of V-size over time,
we fitted the V-size values for each of the frequency bands with a mathematical
model. Analogous to D, the higher the value of V-size is, the higher the level of
lexical difficulty the words will be.

After obtaining the values of the lexical measures, we plotted these values to ob-
serve the development of lexical diversity and lexical difficulty. We applied an
automatic smoothing technique to our data, which is known as spline smooth-
ing (Chambers & Hastie, 1992).This technique reduces the variability locally in a
dynamic way, while preserving the most important information in the data sets.
With the smoothed data, we were better able to focus on the general trend with-
out being distracted by the variability. However, the general trajectories found
could not answer our research questions, as the descriptive analysis is only based
on visual observation. We therefore applied a mathematical model, the hidden
Markov model, to quantify lexical development and the relations between writing
and speaking at three learning stages.

5.3.3 Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

HMM is a model assuming that the data goes through a Markov process where
one can predict subsequent state based only on the present state without having
to consider the entire developmental history (Rabiner, 1989). For instance, if one
wishes to predict the English score taking place next time, the prediction given the
English score of last time is as good as the prediction given the English scores of the
last ten times. However, there are hidden states within the Markov process that
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cannot be seen. For instance, the learner’s English scores are observed variables,
but the learner’s English learning stages are hidden—it is hard to define whether
this learner is in his own beginning, intermediate, advanced stage of learning.

With the HMM, we are able to determine mathematically the most likely learning
stages given the time-series data of several variables at the same time: the hidden
stages are inferred on the basis of the observed data. In our study, the learning
stages are inferred by four linguistic measures: lexical diversity and difficulty in
both writing and speaking. However, to reach the ideal estimation of the learning
stages, it is important to select the number of stages, revealing the differences
in each stage. On the basis of the amount of input received in three different
periods as indicated in the previous section (i.e. from low to intermediate level of
input, from intermediate to high level of input, and from intermediate to low level
of input), we assumed that defining three stages in HMM should give us enough
information to reveal the overall developmental pattern of the learner.

In this study, we assume that each participant develops his/her lexical knowl-
edge through three lexical learning stages: stage1 as beginning stage, stage 2 as
intermediate stage, and stage 3 as advanced stage. However, the participant’s
such lexical learning stages are hidden–only the lexical measures in writing and
speaking could be observed. We model such development process by an HMM. In
such model, each lexical learning stage (beginning, intermediate, and advanced)
for each production solely depends on the previous lexical learning stage of the
previous production. The values of the lexical measures of each production are
independent to all the previous values of the lexical measures if the corresponding
lexical learning stage is given: the Markov property. We initialized the model with
the linear structure where stage 1 can transit to stage 1 or stage 2, stage 2 can
transit to stage 2 or stage 3, and stage 3 can only transit to stage 3. The stage 2
cannot transit to stage 1, the stage 3 cannot transit to stage 2 or stage. Finally,
the stages of lexical development could be determined from the model, including
the information on how the stages coincided with data points, the means of the
variables at each stage, and the covariances between variables at each stage.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Comparison of the means and correlations of variables in
writing and speaking

The means of the lexical measures in writing and speaking of the two participants
are presented in Table 5.1. The means of vocabulary size of Gloria’s writing
and speaking did not show any difference, but the means of vocabulary size of
Grace’s writing were found to be significantly lower than that of her speaking.
However, the means of vocabulary diversity of Gloria’s and Grace’s writings were
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both significantly higher than that of Gloria’s and Grace’s speaking.

Gloria Writing Gloria Speaking Significance
V size V size

Mean=3492 Mean=3306
SD=989 SD=1390

Grace Writing Grace Speaking
V size V size

Mean=3008 Mean=3648 **
SD=1195 SD=1894

Gloria Writing Gloria Speaking
D D

Mean=60.9 Mean=42.6 **
SD=12.1 SD=9.1

Grace Writing Grace Speaking
D D

Mean=53.9 Mean=38.6 **
SD=12.1 SD=9.1

Table 5.1: Means and significance of differences between writing and speaking for vo-
cabulary difficulty (V size) and vocabulary diversity (D).

As shown in Table 5.2 and 5.3, there does not seem to be any relationship between
writing and speaking in vocabulary size and vocabulary diversity in Gloria and
Grace’s data, as none of the correlations are statistically significant.

V size D
of writing of writing

V size of speaking -0.15 (p=0.14)

D of speaking 0.15 (p=0.13)

Table 5.2: Correlations of two variables in writing and speaking: Gloria

V size D
of writing of writing

V size of speaking -0.12 (p=0.25)

D of speaking -0.17 (p=0.10)

Table 5.3: Correlations of two variables in writing and speaking: Grace
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5.4.2 Modelling development of speaking and writing

Figure 5.2 shows the general trends of vocabulary difficulty and vocabulary diver-
sity of the two subjects in writing and speaking over time. Over time, Gloria’s
vocabulary size in writing was generally higher than in speaking; in contrast,
Grace’s vocabulary size in speaking was generally higher than that in writing over
time. Both Gloria’s and Grace’s vocabulary diversity in writing were higher than
in speaking.

Figure 5.2: Development of Vocabulary size and D of Gloria and Grace.

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 depict the means of vocabulary size and vocabulary diversity
in each stage and the data points falling in each stage. For instance, Table 5.4
shows that Gloria’s first stage was from data point 1 to 27, which had a mean of
V-size value in writing of 3598, a mean of V-size value in speaking of 3690, a mean
of vocabulary diversity (D-value) in writing of 61.8, and a mean of vocabulary
diversity (D-value) in speaking of 42.9.

There are two interesting points worth noting before we present the differences
in the lexical measurements over the three stages. Firstly, even though the twins
have different values of lexical measures, they seem to show very similar trained
hidden stages. For instance, Gloria’s first stage runs from writing sample 1 to 27,
and Grace’s first stage runs from writing sample 1 to 32. Secondly, the learning
stages in the mathematical model seem to go hand in hand with the input stages
defined by the amount of input hours (writing 1 to 20, writing 21 to 56, and writing
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57 to 100). Therefore, the selection of the number of the stages appears to be an
accurate reflection of the data set.

Observing the changes in lexical measurements over three stages, we found that
Gloria’s vocabulary size in writing was almost equal to that in speaking at stage
1, and higher than that in speaking at stage 2, but became lower than that in
speaking at stage 3. There seemed to be a shift of a larger vocabulary size from
writing to speaking in Gloria’s development. Grace had a smaller vocabulary size
in writing than in speaking in all three stages. As far as vocabulary diversity was
concerned, the twins had higher vocabulary diversity in writing than in speaking
at every stage.

Gloria Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of
Vsize in Vsize in D in D in
writing speaking writing speaking

Stage 1 3598 3690 61.8 42.9
(1-27)

Stage 2 3797 3001 62.7 42.5
(28-75)

Stage 3 2780 3469 57.5 42.6
(76-100)

Table 5.4: Means of V size and D in writing and speaking in three stages: Gloria

Grace Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of
Vsize in Vsize in D in D in
writing speaking writing speaking

Stage 1 3310 3759 56.3 36.5
(1-32)

Stage 2 3146 3515 57.1 36.5
(33-67)

Stage 3 2567 3681 48.2 42.8
(68-100)

Table 5.5: Means of V size and D in writing and speaking in three stages: Grace

Table 5.6 depicts the correlation of each variable in writing and speaking at all
three stages. Due to the small number of the data points in each stage (approxi-
mately 33 data points) compared to the whole time series of development (100 data
points), the correlations between writing and speaking would have to be relatively
high before significance can be reached (at p<0.05). Only two of the correlations
are found to be statistically significant in three stages.
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The first question addressed in this study was whether there is a difference be-
tween writing and speaking in lexical diversity and lexical difficulty. Based on the
comparison of the means of the lexical diversity and difficulty in writing and speak-
ing, lexical diversity proves to be significantly higher in writing than in speaking,
but lexical difficulty in writing is either equal to or lower than lexical difficulty in
speaking. Similar findings are found with the trajectory and the three learning
stages. The trajectories of lexical diversity in writing are mostly higher than those
in speaking and the values of lexical diversity in writing are always higher than
those in speaking at three learning stages.

The second question concerned correlations of writing and speaking between the
two learners. The results show that no statistically significant correlations were
found in writing and speaking for lexical diversity or for lexical difficulty among
beginner learners.

The third question extends our understanding of the second question. It attempted
to find out whether the correlations between writing and speaking change over
time. The two identical twins did not show similar results: the correlations between
Gloria’s V-size values for writing and speaking did not change over time while
those of Grace’s change from no correlation to a negative correlation. For lexical
diversity (D), the correlations between Gloria’s writing and speaking changed from
no correlation to positive correlation at the second stage while those of Grace did
not change over time.

Gloria Correlation of Vsize in Correlation of D in
writing and speaking writing and speaking

Stage1(1-27) -0.25 (p=0.18) -0.20 (p=0.28)

Stage2(28-75) -0.03 (p=0.86) 0.43 (p=0.002**)

Stage3(76-100) -0.01 (p=0.95) 0.15 (p=0.45)

Grace Correlation of V size in Correlation of D in
writing and speaking writing and speaking

Stage1(1-32) 0.13 (p=0.47) -0.0007 (p=0.97)

Stage2(33-67) -0.12 (p=0.27) -0.17 (p=0.33)

Stage3(68-100) -0.37 (p=0.02*) -0.11 (p=0.52)

Table 5.6: Correlations of V size and D in writing and speaking in three stages

5.5 Discussion

Our study compared the lexical development in writing and speaking with a focus
on lexical diversity and lexical difficulty. The lexical diversity was significantly
higher in writing than in speaking, which deviates from Yu’s (2010) study in
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which no difference in lexical diversity in the writing and speaking of intermediate
learners of English was found. This may be due to the fact that beginner learners,
compared to intermediate learners, do not show similar lexical diversity in writing
and speaking. The limited time available in speaking and the relatively high
automaticity in speaking restricted ranges of word use of beginner learners, but
not that of intermediate learners.

In contrast to our expectations, the values found for lexical difficulty were not
higher in writing than in speaking. Apparently, more time allowance to monitor
writing production did not lead to increased lexical difficulty in use. The results
focusing on the three learning stages show that Gloria, like many learners of En-
glish in Taiwan, first developed the difficulty of word use in writing and in speaking
while Grace first developed the difficulty of word use in speaking. What may play
a more important role than the time allowance in the lexical difficulty is the indi-
vidual language learning strategies: Gloria preferred to first try out less frequent
words in her writing and to use her writing as a support for developing her speak-
ing skills. Grace preferred to first try out less frequent words in her speaking and
used speaking to support the development of her writing skills. Since writing and
speaking are both means of communication, the choice of rehearsing the language
depends on learners’ preferred way of communicating with their receivers (readers
or listeners).

Since this study was done within the framework of a Dynamic Systems Theory
approach to language learning, our empirical study especially focused on the chang-
ing correlations of writing and speaking over time. Similar to what was found in
Dykstra-Pruim’s study (2003), the correlations of writing and speaking changed
in strength over time either from no correlation to negative correlation or from
no correlation to positive correlation in either lexical diversity or lexical difficulty,
which led to average correlation values very close to zero. We therefore looked
at when and why the correlations changed over time. However, the results of our
study show that no definite conclusions can be drawn with regard to the direc-
tion of the changing correlation between writing and speaking over time, as the
identical twins diametrically opposed relations between writing and speaking in
different lexical measures. This finding corroborates the observation that language
development is a highly individual process (see Lowie, 2013) and that the result
of dynamic iterations cannot be predicted for different individuals.

In our study, we compared the lexical performance in writing and speaking. We
have not yet investigated the difference between writing and speaking in syntactical
dimensions. A future study could compare writing and speaking in terms of syntax
or could further focus on exploring how these variables (lexical and syntactical)
interact with each other over time. This may shed light on multi-dimensional
comparisons of writing and speaking and the interrelationships of the variables in
speaking and writing.
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5.6 Conclusions

The aim of this study was to explore lexical development over time in speaking
and writing. A set of dense data has been analyzed using both visual inspection
of patterns of development and mathematical modeling. This study demonstrated
the impact of modality on the variety of words used in writing. From a DST per-
spective, the finding are highly relevant in that they show that even when initial
conditions seem to be the same, since we tested identical twins, who have the same
family background and language environment but also the same language input
the patterns of development of the two individuals show remarkable differences. It
is not clear what causes these differences. It may be due to different preference of
rehearsing the language. Therefore understanding individual performance of writ-
ing and speaking is as important as understanding group performances of writing
and speaking. There are no real indications that the processes of development in
speaking and writing are causally related: correlations over time were low and not
significant.
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Chapter 6

Dynamic syntactic
development in speaking

versus writing in identical twins

This chapter is based on Chan, H., Verspoor, M. & Vahtrick, L. (in press). Dy-
namic development in speaking versus writing in identical twins. Language Learn-
ing.
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6.1 Introduction

Taking a dynamic usage-based perspective on language use and language devel-
opment, a number of researchers (e.g. Larsen-Freeman, 2006; de Bot, Lowie, &
Verspoor, 2007, and Verspoor, de Bot, & Lowie, 2011) view L2 development as a
dynamic process because all factors involved, including the amount of meaningful
exposure and motivation, affect the process continuously. Within this perspec-
tive, the language itself is viewed as a complex usage-based system with many
sub-systems, all of which are interconnected and may demonstrate shifts at dif-
ferent stages of the developmental trajectory. Such shifts can be described as the
inevitable re-organization a dynamic system undergoes throughout its lifetime.

In previous L2 studies that have employed a dynamic usage-based perspective,
the focus has been on the variability found within individual measures and how
these may interact over time (Spoelman & Verspoor, 2010; Verspoor, Lowie, &
Van Dijk, 2008), on the variation amongst learners (Larsen-Freeman, 2006), or on
developmental peaks that may be demonstrative of overuse (Van Dijk, Verspoor,
& Lowie, 2011). The current paper focuses on stages of development, punctuated
by moments of re-organization. We will investigate at what points in the process
the interaction amongst different linguistic sub-systems shifts.

Different sub-systems may show various interrelationships over time: precursor,
competitive and supportive (Van Geert, 2003; Caspi, 2010). A precursor rela-
tionship occurs when a particular sub-system needs to be in place before another
can begin to develop, for example in L1, one word utterances (lexicon) precede
the occurrence of two or three word utterances. A competitive relation occurs
when one sub-system develops at the expense of another; for example, in L1, a
growth in multi-word utterances is usually accompanied with a dip in the rate
of learning new single words (Robinson & Mervin, 1998). A supportive relation-
ship occurs when sub-systems grow in tandem. For example, once the lexical and
syntactic sub-systems have matured and have become automated, they no longer
compete, and therefore develop synchronously. In other words, the interaction
between different sub-systems may change over time, in what is called moments of
self-organization (Caspi, 2010; Spoelman & Verspoor; Van Geert, 2008; Verspoor
et al., 2008; Verspoor, Schmid, & Xu, 2012).

A review of previous studies that have examined the development of different
measures in L2 learners reveals that it is more likely for the language to develop
lexically before it develops syntactically at various stages in wave-like patterns. A
cross-sectional study conducted by Verspoor et al. (2012) found the beginner (A1.1
to A1.2 as defined in CEFR) and intermediate (B1.1 to B1.2) learners in the study
both developed more in the lexicon, whilst the low-intermediate learners (A1.2 to
A2) were found to demonstrate more syntactic than lexical development. Similarly,
in a longitudinal study with more advanced students, Caspi (2010) demonstrated
that three of her four learners exhibited comparable patterns in the development
of the lexicon and syntax, which developed in wave-like patterns with lexical devel-
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opment preceding syntactic development. From these studies, two points can be
taken. The first is that, when investigating learners of English, we should assume
wave-like patterns for different sub-systems, and the second is that it is possible
to distinguish shifts in wave-like patterns among the sub-systems at specific times,
indicating new stages in the learner’s developmental trajectory.

Taking a usage-based perspective, we do not assume a predetermined path of de-
velopment, but assume that each learner will have to discover his or her own path
through trial and error. In other words, development and change are individually
“owned”. This developmental trajectory is inevitably accompanied with variabil-
ity, as any sub-system that has not fully matured is likely to be affected when
attention is drawn to other sub-systems, and variation within this variability will
occur among learners (van Dijk et al., 2011). In a longitudinal study following
four Chinese learners of English, Larsen-Freeman (2006) found that although the
averages of the vocabulary complexity (adjusted type-token ratio) and grammat-
ical complexity (average number of clauses per t-unit) examined demonstrated
upward trends, no two learners were alike, and all showed a great deal of vari-
ability. Moreover, Verspoor et al. (2012) found that there is more variability and
variation among beginners than among more advanced learners.

To be able to investigate development in this manner, we must use dense lon-
gitudinal data of individuals, as any averaging or other smoothing of data from
multiple learners will conceal the inter-individual variability and interactions be-
tween the individual’s sub-systems we are interested in studying. In the current
study, we compare identical twins, who live in the same home and have been at-
tending the same classes in school. Traditional twin studies normally compare
monozygotic (MZ, or identical) twin pairs with dizygotic (DZ, or fraternal) twin
pairs in order to investigate the effect that genetic factors have on language (Se-
gal, 2010; Stromswold, 2006). The current study is not a traditional twin study in
that only one pair of MZ twins is being examined. The majority of twin studies
have found identical twins to perform more similarly than fraternal twins in lin-
guistic development, validating the emphasis that we place on the identical nature
of their genetic makeup in the current study (Stromwold, 2006). In stating that
the participants are identical twins, we are not invoking the much-maligned equal
environments assumption (Plomin, Defries, McClern, & McGuffin, 2008), which
argues that MZ and DZ twins both share equal environments, so any significantly
closer developmental patterns found in MZ twins must be due to genetics. Instead,
we merely hypothesize that twins who share 100% of their genes and who have
been raised in a similar environment are more likely than any other pair of learners
to exhibit similar developmental patterns (Hayiou-Thomas, 2008). In this paper,
we will investigate their development over several syntactic complexity measures
in both their speaking and their writing to see (a) whether these measures develop
in speaking before they do so in writing, and (b) whether the twins develop in a
similar manner.

The current paper differs from previous studies that deal with dynamic develop-
ment over time in that it will not focus on the variability of the separate measures,
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nor on the specific interactions between these measures. Instead, this paper will
focus on the moments of self-organization, i.e. the moments in the learning pro-
cess where the various sub-systems reorganize and the resulting variability marks
a new stage in the developmental trajectory.

6.2 Theoretical Background

6.2.1 Complexity in speaking and writing in L1 and L2

Most of the research on comparing the development of complexity in speaking and
writing has been done on the lexicon rather than syntax, but as the findings are
explained in terms of cost of production, we assume they may also apply to syntax.
Bourdin and Fayol (1994; 1996; 2002) conducted several studies on both children
and adults. In simple word-recall tasks, children from the second and fourth grades
recalled fewer words in writing than in speaking, which was found to be due to
less practice in handwriting and spelling (Bourdin & Fayol, 1994). Bourdin and
Fayol (1996) then investigated the recall of sentences produced in speaking and
writing tasks and found similar results to the first study: children performed less
proficiently in writing than in speaking. In order to move beyond the level of
merely recalling oral and written language, Bourdin and Fayol (2002) then con-
ducted a follow up study which tested more complex production processes (such
as sentence construction, lexical choice, and expression of meaning) in two condi-
tions. Educated L1 adults were presented with sets of words, some semantically
linked and others not semantically linked. The participants were asked to produce
sentences with these sets of semantically linked or unlinked words in both the oral
and written mode. The recall of the presented words was equal in both tasks, and
the number of grammatically correct sentences showed no difference between the
tasks. However, the two tasks differed in the conceptual domain- in oral language,
there is more elaboration of ideas and more construction of a coherent framework
between the semantically unlinked words than in written language. Bourdin and
Favol (2002) therefore conclude that written production is more costly than oral
production, even in adults. Interpreting their results in the framework of capacity
theories in production (Fayol, 1999; McCutchen, 1996; 2000), which is in line with
our own dynamic view of limited resources and possible competition for attention,
they suggest that the management of the writing of texts demands a certain degree
of attention. In addition, writing texts with sets of weakly associated elements de-
mands an extra capacity to maintain and organise the information in the working
memory and/or the ability to adopt a strategic approach to the composition of
texts. Apparently, the residual capacity needed for writing is insufficient as the
cost of this elaboration must be added to that of production.

Conversely, the situation may be quite different with the L2, and learners may
develop their speaking and writing skills at the same time, or in some cases the
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written language is acquired before the spoken language. Milton and Hopkins
(2006) found that L2 learners of English have a smaller oral English vocabulary
size (M = 2260) than written English vocabulary size (M = 2655). They also
found that the oral and written vocabulary size varied with English proficiency:
learners of lower English proficiency levels tended to have better phonological
vocabulary knowledge than orthographic vocabulary knowledge, whilst learners
of higher English proficiency levels had more orthographic vocabulary knowledge.
However, the sequence of developing these two types of vocabulary knowledge
is related to the input. Hudelson (1984) points out that instructed learners in
particular who are first exposed more to the written language than to the oral
language may be able to read and write but may not be fully proficient in speaking.

In the field of L2 development, there are not many studies that have actually
compared the development of oral and written language. This may be due to
the fact that these skills, whilst they utilize the same linguistic resources (Levelt,
1989) are in fact very different, both in terms of how they are produced and
how they appear. However, for each mode of language, many complexity indices,
both lexical and syntactical, have been widely investigated and defined (Bulté &
Housen, 2012; Ortega, 2003; Polio, 1997; Quinn & Nation, 2007; Wolfe-Quintero,
Inagaki, & Kim, 1998).

Different complexity measures were applied in studies that compare the L2 de-
velopment in oral and written language and the findings are in line with what
Bourdin and Favol’s studies found. There are two studies that have focused on
lexical development and one study that focused on specific types of syntactic devel-
opment. Yu (2010) compared the lexical diversity with the measure D (Malvern &
Richards, 2002) of the compositions and interviews of twenty-five advanced learn-
ers of English. Contrary to what was expected, the written language, which allows
learners more chances to plan and organize their production, did not have a higher
D than the oral language.

Chan, Lowie, & de Bot (2014) subsequently compared two lexical measures: lexical
diversity with the measure “D” and lexical difficulty with “V-size” (which counts
the number of words in different frequency bands and generates an estimated
value of difficulty of word use) of the oral and written language of the same pair of
identical twins (beginner learners of English) as in the current study. In contrast
with Yu (2010), Chan et al. (2014) found that the learners had a lower lexical
diversity (D) in their oral language than in their written language, but they did
not have a lower lexical difficulty (V-size) in their oral language than in their
written language. Chan et al. (2014) concluded that the difference in the linguistic
performance between oral and written language was most likely due to the extra
time allowed on task in the writing condition. In other words, the learners had
more time to think during writing about which words they could use, and were
therefore more likely to use a greater variety of words.

In syntactic measures, Dykstra-Pruim (2003) observed university learners of Ger-
man during three tasks: an oral narrative task, a written narrative task, and a
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written grammar task. Over three semesters, she compared different elements of
grammar in both oral and written products. She found that the average number
of attempted clauses of the more difficult type (with inversion after a preposed el-
ement or verb position at the end of a subordinate clause) per subject was higher
in oral language than in written language; however, in the written mode, these
clauses were significantly more accurate. Because our study does not deal with
accuracy, it is important to note that the oral language was syntactically more
complex than the written language. In contrast, both Ellis and Yuan (2005), who
used passive phrases as an index, and Robinson (2007), who used infinitival phrases
as an index, found that writing has a higher syntactic complexity than speaking,
and suggest it may be related to the extra time allowed in writing.

The fact that some studies (Yu, 2010; Dyksta-Pruim, 2003) found oral language
to be equally complex or more complex than written language is rather surprising
given the fact that in producing written language, the learners have more time
than in producing oral language to think about the manner and form in which
they wish to express their thoughts. One study that shows that time may indeed
be a relevant factor in the production of language is by Yuan and Ellis (2003).
Focusing on oral language, they analyzed the effect of planning on complexity.
They had three conditions involving both pre-task planning and online planning.
Because our study did not control for pre-task planning as the learners started
speaking and writing immediately when they were reminded to do their oral or
written task, we will ignore the pre-task planning condition in our study. However,
for the current study, the differences between the two other conditions (with or
without online planning) are relevant. In the online planning condition, there was
no time limit allowing for online monitoring. In the no online planning condition,
there was a time limit, which forced the speakers to speed up their production.
Yuan and Ellis (2003) found that the speakers who had no time limit produced
oral language with greater syntactic complexity than the speakers who had a time
limit. The authors concluded that the time allowed for online planning has a
positive effect on the syntactic complexity of oral production.

Although we might expect greater complexity in writing than in speaking because
of the extra time for planning (Weigle, 2003), Biber, Gray and Poonpon (2011)
suggest that oral texts may not necessarily be less complex, as the nature of written
and oral complexity is different. Spoken language may actually contain more
dependent clauses (which are taken as a sign of complexity in the current study)
than written language, which in turn contains more elaborated noun phrases.
However, Biber et al. (2011) look specifically at academic written English with
elaborated noun phrases, which is of a much higher proficiency level than our
subjects will use. As Byrnes, Maxim and Norris (2010) point out, the choice of
appropriate complexity measures will be related to the proficiency level of the
learners and will be different, especially at the advanced level.

Only a few studies (Yuan & Ellis, 2005; Robinson, 2007), have found more com-
plexity in written than oral production, but these studies focused on isolated mea-
sures. In the other L1 and L2 studies discussed so far, the oral language has been
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found to be generally more complex than the written language, despite the extra
time for online planning learners often have when producing written language.
Therefore, we will assume that, when looking at more general, holistic complexity
measures such as mean length of T-unit and the amount of subordination, we will
find a difference in favour of oral production rather than written production. We
assume that if the tasks are similar in topic and in the amount of time allowed
(no time pressure), the oral language production will be more complex. Online
planning or editing will be possible for both types of production, however writ-
ten production may be more demanding of cognitive resources (Bourdin & Fayol,
2002). In order to test this assumption, the current study investigates how L2 oral
and written language develops in syntactic complexity over time (8 months), and
whether the two learners show similar developmental paths.

6.2.2 Complexity measures in language development

To investigate the development of language production, there were calls from re-
searchers including Hakuta (1976) and Larsen-Freeman (1976) to emphasize and
investigate the construction of developmental indices. Wolfe-Quintero et al. (1998)
summarized one of the most comprehensive and thorough studies on the devel-
opmental indices, covering three major dimensions: complexity, accuracy, and
fluency. Complexity (C), accuracy (A), and fluency (F) began to be used as a
measurement of learner performance (Ortega, 2003) and served as three major
criteria in understanding the development of language production.

Complexity has been extensively investigated in several domains. Bulté and
Housen (2012) presented a taxonomic model of L2 complexity which includes three
components: propositional complexity, discourse-interactional complexity, and lin-
guistic complexity. The propositional complexity is the amount of information
(number of ideas) present in the production (Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005); discourse
interactional complexity (which only exists in learners’ dialogic discourse) refers
to the number and the types of exchanges that learners engage in; and linguistic
complexity refers to the degree of elaboration of the productions in width and in
depth. In our study, we focus on linguistic complexity.

Within the dimensions of linguistic complexity, syntactic complexity has received a
lot of attention due to its inherent sophistication. Syntactic complexity represents
“the range of syntactic forms that surface in language production and the degree
of sophistication of such forms” (Ortega, 2003, p. 493). Several cross-sectional
studies investigated how the measures of syntactic complexity could potentially
distinguish groups of differing proficiency levels in their second language produc-
tion (e.g. Bardovi-Harlig & Bofman, 1989; Larsen-Freeman, 1978). Longitudinal
studies have investigated how to track the writing development in syntactic com-
plexity over time (e.g. Ishikawa, 1995; Norris & Ortega, 2000) and showed that
mean length of T-unit, mean length of clause, clauses per T-unit, and dependent
clauses per clause were more satisfactory than other metrics. However, as argued
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by Norris and Ortega (2009) across 16 studies in task-based language learning
research, these measures did not consistently show that they could distinguish ad-
jacent English proficiency levels, due in part to different research designs, different
L1s of the participants, and different formats of the measurements. It is difficult
to say what metrics should be implemented for what level of English proficiency,
in what type of language learning, and for which L1. In line with these findings
and a dynamic usage-based perspective, Bulté (2013) summarizes the ways an L2
system may develop as follows:

The L2 system of a learner can develop (expand, grow) in many different direc-
tions (i.e. along many different dimensions and in many different subsystems).
Words can be added to the lexicon (more items, more variety), different mean-
ings or functions of words can be learned (more components within an item,
and more relations), more specific words for restricted contexts and situations
(higher sophistication), independent clause and simple sentence structures and
word order, coordination and subordination of clauses (horizontal and hierar-
chical relationships), subordination within phrases, verb paradigms, . . . All of
these changes make the L2 system of a learner more complex, and this is (or
at least can be) also reflected in a more complex L2 production. (p.100)

To thoroughly represent syntactic complexity in second language writing, the mea-
sures should sufficiently gauge different dimensions of complexity and provide dis-
tinctive characteristics with as little overlap as possible to avoid redundant mea-
sures. Therefore, we should only include metrics which represent independent
traits and which do not correlate highly with other metrics. A range of distinctive
measures were deployed by Norris & Ortega (2009) with five central foci: length
of production units, amount of subordination, amount of coordination, sophistica-
tion and acquisitional timing of grammatical forms used in production, and total
frequency of use of certain forms considered to be sophisticated. The length of
production is generally calculated by dividing words by a production unit (e.g.
clause, sentence, T-unit) and has been widely used in child language acquisition
since Brown (1973). The amount of subordination is computed by dividing the
number of instances of a subordinate clause by a production unit, for example the
mean number of dependent clauses per T-unit. The amount of coordination, pro-
posed by Bardovi-Harlig (1992), is a metric determined by dividing the number of
coordinate clauses by the total number of combined clauses. However, according
to Bulté and Housen (2012), this coordination index is not a pure coordination
measure but rather an index of subordination.

Different metrics demonstrate different developmental trajectories at different pro-
ficiency levels of English learners. However, the mean length of the T-unit and
the degree of subordination have proven to correlate strongly with different levels
of proficiency over time, especially at the lower levels, and will be used in the cur-
rent study. For our third dimension of complexity, we wanted to find a measure
that would tap into another dimension of complexity and found that the number
of coordinate phrases did not significantly correlate with either the mean length
of the T unit or the degree of subordination. We will assume that coordinate
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phrases are rather easy to form and may therefore occur earlier than subordinate
clauses. In addition, Bulté (2013) argues that it is important to include both
clausal subordination and phrasal complexity measures in order to properly assess
L2 complexity, as they are both measures of syntactic complexification which do
not occur together, nor develop in parallel.

In our study, we will attempt to determine in which mode (oral or written) the
language of beginner learners of English (CEFR A2 to B1) demonstrates more
complexity first in terms of the three different dimensions of syntactic complex-
ity, and whether the identical twins show similar developmental patterns in these
measures.

6.3 The study

6.3.1 Participants

Gloria and Grace (not their real names) are two female identical twins, aged 15 at
the time of the study. For ten years, they attended school in Taiwan in the same
English class with the same English teacher, where English classes were taught in
Chinese with a focus on grammar. In other words, until the current study began,
they had mainly received only written input in English. At the beginning of the
study, they had a very similar English proficiency level (See Table 6.1) as measured
by the General English Proficiency Test (GEPT) (Wu, 2012).

Grace Gloria

Listening (120) 112 112

Speaking (100) 80 80

Reading (120) 108 105

Writing (100) 88 82

Table 6.1: Score of GEPT: Gloria and Grace

According to an informal personality test, the big five test1, they also had similar
personalities: they were both open to new experiences (creative, curious, and
original); they were sociable, friendly, and talkative; and they were nervous, highly-
strung, and worried.

1The big five personality Test: http://www.outofservice.com/bigfive/
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6.3.2 Procedure

The study lasted for eight months. During the study, the researcher asked the
participants to obtain extra aural exposure through the media in three stages:
low, high and low. According to the self-reports in their diaries, they obtained
about 2 to 5 hours per week of extra input until data point 20; 5 to 15 hours per
week until data point 56; and again 2-5 hours per week until the last data point.
Frequent informal Facebook contact with the researcher about the content of the
movies confirmed the statements in the self-reports. The amount of exposure was
manipulated for another study on the effect of exposure on vocabulary (Chan et
al., in press).

During this time, the participants produced oral and written texts approximately
three times a week, which was usually on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. For each
participant, 100 oral texts and 100 written texts were gathered. The topics, se-
lected from the list of standard TOEFL tests by the researcher, were of the same
genre. All the topics were presented to the two participants at the beginning of
the study. Examples of the topics for writing and speaking are as follows (See
Appendix C)

Example of a speaking topic:

Which of the following statements do you agree with? Some believe that TV pro-
grams have a positive influence on modern society. Others, however, think that
the influence of TV programs is negative. What TV programs have a positive
influence? Why? What TV programs have a negative influence? Why?

Example of a writing topic:

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? With the help of technology,
students nowadays can learn more information and learn it more quickly. Use
specific reasons and examples to support your answer.

In order to motivate and remind the participants to obtain extra exposure to
English and to do the speaking and writing tasks, the researcher created a private
group on Facebook for the project, which only the researcher, the participants,
and the parents had access to. The researcher reminded the twins every week to
record themselves and to write the texts. Recordings were sent through email, and
the written texts were posted in the Facebook account. To keep the participants
motivated in the study, the researcher reacted to the content of each text, but no
corrective feedback on form was given on either the oral or the written texts.

All texts were prepared for automatic processing in Lu’s automatic syntactic com-
plexity analyzer (Lu, 2010). The analyzer is designed to investigate the syntactic
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complexity in writing in second language acquisition and fourteen indices of syn-
tactic complexity are calculated (see p. 479).

Lu (2010) provides clear descriptions of sentences, clauses, dependent clauses, T-
units, complex T-units, and complex nominals (p. 481-484). For our study, we
used length of T-units, dependent clauses and coordinate phrases. A T-unit is one
main clause plus any subordinate clause or nonclausal structure that is attached
to or embedded in it (Hunt, 1970, p.4). T-units also include sentence fragments
punctuated by the writer (Bardovi-Harlig & Bofman, 1989; Tapia, 1993). Because
it is only possible to search parse trees one by one using Tregex, it was specified
that a T-unit can only occur within a sentence punctuated by the writer (Hom-
burg, 1984; Ishikawa, 1995). A dependent clause is defined as a finite adjective,
adverbial, or nominal clause (Cooper, 1976; Hunt, 1965; Kameen, 1979). Non-
finite verb phrases are excluded in the definition of clauses (e.g. Bardovi-Harlig &
Bofman, 1989). As far as coordinate phrases are concerned, only adjective, adverb,
noun, and verb phrases are counted in coordinate phrases (Cooper, 1976).

Among the 14 syntactic complexity measures generated from the automatic tool,
there are three main categories employed extensively in second language acqui-
sition: length of production unit, subordination, and coordination (Lu, 2010, p.
479; Norris & Ortega, 2009, p. 559).

Lu tested the reliability of the analyzer on essays written by Chinese learners
of English at the university level. As these learners are advanced writers, their
writings mostly contain errors of word use (e.g. collocations) rather than errors
of grammatical completeness. Thus, the errors existing within the boundaries of
a unit of a structure led to little misanalysis by the parser or little misrecognition
of the production units. However, as Lu points out, writing samples of beginner
learners which still contain errors of syntactic completeness should be carefully
preprocessed. Therefore, all oral texts (each about 200 words in length) were
first transcribed by the researcher. To avoid redundancy in the oral production,
filled pauses (e.g. mm and er), dysfluencies (e.g. repetitions, restarts, repairs),
and utterances that did not involve linguistic meaning or form (e.g. laughter)
were left out. Then both the oral and written texts were preprocessed for the
analyzer, mainly to be able to count the units, meaning that incorrect punctuation
and incomplete sentence structures were corrected. (See Appendix for examples.)
All other errors remained to keep the data as original as possible. After the
preprocessing, the text files were submitted one by one to the automatic processing
tool to obtain the values of the syntactic measures for observation.

For the present study, we selected the mean length of T-unit (MLT) as a general
complexity measure and dependent clauses per T-unit (DC/T) as a more specific
complexity measure. These two measures partly overlap as T-units tend to be-
come longer when dependent clauses are added. Therefore, in order to find a third
measure that would tap into a different, less-overlapping dimension of complex-
ity, we ran correlations with the remaining 12 syntactic complexity measures and
selected the one with the lowest correlation to the MLT, which was the number
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of coordinate phrases per T-unit (CP/T). Based on Verspoor et al. (2012), we
assumed that coordinated phrases show less development over time and are less
indicative of linguistic complexity than the other two measures.

6.3.3 Analyses

To test our hypotheses, both traditional and dynamic statistical analyses are used.
For overall differences, the oral and written texts were first compared with an
independent two-sample T-test. To investigate the learning stages, the data was
first visually inspected for general patterns. Then to find the exact moments of
reorganization, the data were analyzed with the hidden Markov model (HMM).

As pointed out by Van Dijk et al. (2011), visual inspection is first needed to
get a feel for the data and to stipulate hypotheses that can later be tested in
modeling. Because the raw data of the measures has different numerical ranges
(MLT from about 7 to 10; DC/T from about 0,2 to 3; CP/T from 0 to about
0.8), the data was first normalized to 0-1 to be able to observe the relationships
between the measures on a common scale. Because the high degree of variability
for each measure obscures any general, discernible pattern, a moving average trend
line was added of 6 data points. These trend lines were visually inspected to see
if there were shifts in the configuration of the measures. Discernible shifts point
to possible boundaries to be found by the modeling.

Most longitudinal dynamic studies so far have aimed at investigating the tra-
jectory of separate measures (cf. Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Verspoor et al., 2010;
Verspoor et al. 2008) or the relations between these measures (precursor, com-
petitive, supportive) (Caspi & Lowie, 2013; Chan, Lowie, & de Bot, in press).
For example, the modeling done by Lowie et al. (2011) on such data has been
done as follows: observe the empirical data by means of visual inspection, hypoth-
esize explicit parameters for initial conditions, precursor relationships and other
degrees of interaction among the measures, run simulations, and do manual ad-
justing of the parameters until high correlations among the observed and modeled
data are found, which then can confirm the hypothesized interaction among the
measures. These studies have revealed important characteristics of language de-
velopment such as individual differences, the meaning of variability, and trade-off
effects. The current study takes the dynamic analyses in a somewhat different
direction, both in aims and type of modeling. The aim is to find moments of self-
organization, the moments that the interaction among the measures shifts and
takes on a new configuration, indicating the beginning of a new stage.

However, the more observed measures that are involved, the more difficult it is to
visually observe the changes in the interaction of the measures and then model
them as Lowie et al. (2011) suggested. Therefore, we used a dynamic model, an
unsupervised Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which detects the patterns based on
the data. In this model, the string of data (or the value) of all measures is first
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analyzed to detect patterns of change. After that, the model finds the best stage
sequence of the changes and the data point where a “shift” in the complex system
occurs, indicating the boundaries of the stages.

There are two types of HMMs, supervised and unsupervised. The type of model
used depends on whether there are clearly identifiable labels for the categories.
The supervised HMM typically deals with correctly tagged texts such as with part
of speech (PoS), where probabilities of certain sequences of PoS are calculated. For
example, when you see the article “the”, there is a 40% chance that the next word
is a noun. CLAWS (http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws/) pioneered the HMM-based
part of speech tagging (Garside, 1987; Garside & Smith, 1997). Unsupervised
models, which we use in the current study, deal with data strings that have no
pre-set identifiable labels, in our case, values expressing differences in degree. In
the unsupervised HMM, the values are visible but no knowledge of the probability
matrices for initial, transition, and observation data is presupposed in the model.
A large number of studies in the field of speech recognition use the unsupervised
HMM (e.g. Novotney, Schwartz & Ma, 2009; Park & Glass, 2008; Zhang & Glass,
2009).

With the HMM, it is possible to try out different numbers of learning stages
and explore which number of stages reveals changes over time best; however, the
current study postulated three stages in the modelling for two reasons. We visually
inspected the interaction of the measures in our charts and observed three to five
stages, depending on the mode (speaking or writing) of the learner. But more
importantly, there is a minimum number of data points for a stage required: the
number of data points in each stage must be minimally two to three times the
number of observed measures. As we worked with six measures (three spoken and
three written), there had to be a minimum of 12 to 18 data points in each stage,
but preferably more. Therefore, we decided on three stages.

The software was based on Chan and Lee (2013), and one of the authors pro-
grammed our software in Perl for a Linux environment specifically for the current
study. There are two major algorithms involved in the process of looking for the
highest probability. The Baum-Welch algorithm, also known as the “expecta-
tion maximization” (EM) algorithm, (Rabiner, 1989) aims to find the most likely
changes of the learning stages. It finds the transitional probabilities, the emission
probabilities, and the initial probability. The Viterbi algorithm (Ryan & Nudd,
1993) then determines the best stage sequence.

The six observable measures, the MLT, DC/T, and CP/T at each data point for
both writing and speaking, were used to train the model. In the modelling, the
raw data was used. The model was initialized with a linear structure where state 1
can transit to state 1 or state 2, state 2 can transit to state 2 or state 3, and state
3 can only transit to state 3. The parameters were adjusted to find the best model
with the Baum-Welch algorithm (Rabiner, 1989). The training was discontinued
when the model converged, i.e. when further iteration resulted in no significant
change in the model. After obtaining the set of parameters, the single best stage
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sequence was calculated with the Viterbi algorithm (Ryan & Nudd, 1993).

The output in our software program informs us of (1) the data points at the
beginning and end of each stage, (2) the means of the measures at each stage, and
(3) the covariances between measures at each stage.

6.4 Results

The mean of Gloria’s oral language was 199.4 words (SD = 34.2) per text; the
mean of Gloria’s written language was 185.3 words (SD = 48.4) per text. The
mean of Grace’s oral language was 200.6 words (SD = 38.0) per text; the mean of
Grace’s written language was 153.7 words (SD = 54.3) per text.

The traditional statistical analyses by means of T-tests (Table 6.2) indicate that
for Gloria, all three measures of syntactic complexity in speaking were significantly
higher than those in writing, but that this was not the case for Grace. In Grace’s
data, MLT and CP/T in speaking were significantly higher than those in writing,
but the DC/T in speaking and writing was almost the same.

MLT MLT Significance
(speaking) (writing)

Gloria Mean=13.2 Mean=10.0 **
Sd=3.1 Sd=1.2

Grace Mean=14.2 Mean=12.9 **
Sd=3.6 Sd=3.0

DC/T DC/T Significance
(speaking) (writing)

Gloria Mean=0.9 Mean=0.5 **
Sd=0.4 Sd=0.2

Grace Mean=0.9 Mean=0.9
Sd=0.4 Sd=0.4

CP/T CP/T Significance
(speaking) (writing)

Gloria Mean=0.2 Mean=0.1 **
Sd=0.2 Sd=0.1

Grace Mean=0.3 Mean=0.2 **
Sd=0.2 Sd=0.2

Table 6.2: Mean of each variable: Gloria and Grace

To analyze change over time, the raw data was plotted in Excel with a moving
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average trend line of six data points to visually inspect the data. Because it is
difficult to see the interactions occurring between 6 measures, we first examined
the data in each mode for each learner separately before we combined them for each
learner. We added arrows where we observe a quantitatively different configuration
of the measures that might suggest a shift. We looked for both changes in the
measure over time (clear rise or fall) and changes in the interaction among the
measures (where they cross). However, we must keep in mind that the trend lines
are moving averages of 6 data points, so they cannot specify the exact data point
of these changes.

In Gloria’s writing (Figure 6.1a), we observe such shifts around data point 15, 27
and 79, which mainly involves CP/T, which goes down at each of these points. In
Gloria’s speaking (Figure 6.1b), we observe such moments around data points 15,
27, 59, and 79, which also involve CP/T, which goes down in each case except at
data point 79, where it actually goes up. In the combined writing and speaking
graph (Figure 6.1c), it is difficult to identify the specific measures, but shifts in
configuration seem to occur around data points 27, 45, and 79.

To quantitatively determine the exact points of the shifts in the configuration of
the six measures in Gloria’s data, we made use of the Hidden Markov Model.
Table 6.3 presents the results. In the left columns are the three learning stages as
found by the HMM and the next columns show the mean for each measure during
that learning stage in the speaking and writing conditions.

As Table 6.3 shows, Gloria’s shifts seem to have occurred after data points 27 and
78, both of which had also been visually observed in the writing and speaking and
the combined measures in the Excel graphs. Note also that Gloria’s MLT, DC/T,
and CP/T in speaking were consistently higher than those in writing in all three
learning stages.

In Grace’s measures (Figure 6.2), the shifts in configuration are overall visually
less clear than in Gloria’s writing. In the writing measures (Figure 6.2a), we
observe shifts around data point 19, where the CP/T crosses and goes down, 33

Gloria Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of
MLT MLT DC/T DC/T CP/T CP/T

(speaking) (writing) (speaking) (writing) (speaking) (writing)

Stage1 13.9 9.6 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.1
(1-27)

Stage2 12.4 10.0 0.9 0.6 0.1 0.1
(28-78)

Stage3 14.14 10.4 0.9 0.5 0.3 0.1
(79-100)

Table 6.3: Mean of each variable in three stages: Gloria
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Figure 6.1: Gloria’s measures with a moving average trend line of 6 data points.

where there is a clear differences in the distance between the trend lines, from
converging to diverging, 49, where the trend lines start diverging from each other
again, and at 71 where they converge again. In Grace’s speaking (Figure 6.2b),
we observe such moments around data points 23 where the trend lines converge
and 69 where the CP/T trend line crosses again and goes up. In the combined
writing and speaking graph (Figure 6.2c), it is very difficult to visually discern
shifts in the configuration, but the HMM analysis (see below) points to shifts in
configuration after data points 31, where the CP/T-S makes a clear dip below all
the other measures, and after 71 where the trend lines seem to converge before
they diverge again.

To quantitatively determine the exact points of the shifts in the configuration of
the six measures in Grace’s data, we made use of the HMM. Table 6.4 presents the
results. In the left columns are the three learning stages as found by the modeling
and the next columns show the mean for each measure during that learning stage
in the speaking and writing conditions.
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As Table 6.4 shows, Grace’s largest shifts appear to occur after data points 31 and
71, neither of which had been found exactly in the data, but close enough as our
visible inspection is based on trend lines that were averaged over 6 data points.
These shifts occur at different times than for Gloria and suggest that Grace’s
second stage of development was shorter than Gloria’s. Note also that Grace’s
MLT and DC/T were higher in speaking than in writing in the first learning stage,
but lower in the second and the third learning stages. Grace’s CP/T in speaking
was higher than that in writing in the first and the second learning stages, but
lower in the third one. In Grace’s data, there seems to be a shift from higher
syntactic complexity in speaking at the beginning to higher syntactic complexity
in writing in the third learning stage.

Figure 6.2: Grace’s measures with a moving average trend line of 6 data points.
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Grace Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean of
MLT MLT DC/T DC/T CP/T CP/T

(speaking) (writing) (speaking) (writing) (speaking) (writing)

Stage1 15.6 11.0 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.2
(1-31)

Stage2 13.7 13.9 0.9 1.0 0.3 0.2
(32-70)

Stage3 13.4 13.5 0.8 0.9 0.2 0.2
(71-100)

Table 6.4: Mean of each variable in three stages: Grace

Gloria Correlation of Correlation of Correlation of
MLT in writing DC/T in writing CP/T in writing

and speaking and speaking and speaking

Stage1(1-27) 0.1 (p=0.8) -0.1(p=0.7) -0.1(p=0.6)

Stage2(28-78) -0.1 (p=0.6) 0.1 (p=0.4) -0.1 (p=0.3)

Stage3(79-100) -0.3 (p=0.2) 0.4 (p=0.1) 0.5 (p=0.02*)

Grace

Stage1(1-31) -0.1 (p=0.7) 0.2 (p=0.3) -0.04 (p=0.8)

Stage2(32-70) -0.1 (p=0.4) -0.03 (p=0.9) -0.2 (p=0.1)

Stage3(71-100) 0.1 (p=0.6) -0.01 (p=1.0) -0.1 (p=0.5)

Table 6.5: Correlations of the variables in writing and speaking in three stages.

Table 6.5 shows the correlations (normalized covariances obtained from the HMM)
of each measure per learning stage for speaking and writing. It will be assumed
that if the correlations between speaking and writing measures are positive, the
constructs develop synchronously in speaking and writing. If the correlations are
negative, they develop asynchronously. If there is no meaningful relation, the
relation will be regarded as neutral. As indicated by the trend lines, different
developmental patterns are found for the twins. Gloria’s MLT in speaking and
writing developed synchronously in the first stage and asynchronously in the last
two stages, whilst Grace’s MLT in speaking and writing developed asynchronously
in the first two stages but synchronously in the last stage.

Gloria’s DC/T in speaking and writing developed slightly asynchronously in the
first stage but synchronously in the last two stages, whilst Grace’s DC/T in speak-
ing and writing developed somewhat synchronously in the first stage but asyn-
chronously in the last two stages.

Gloria’s CP/T in speaking and writing developed slightly asynchronously in the
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first stage but synchronously in the last two stages whilst Grace’s CP/T in speaking
and writing developed asynchronously in all three stages.

We may conclude that the directions of the correlations of the MLT and DC/T,
except for MLT in stage 2, in speaking and writing were in opposite directions for
the twins.

6.5 Discussion

This study explored two questions: (1) as far as syntactic complexity is concerned,
does it develop first in spoken or in written language; and (2) do the two learners
in our study develop in similar ways?

As far as the first question is concerned, we hypothesized that syntactic complexity
would develop in speaking first and then in writing. This hypothesis was based
mainly on the findings of previous studies (e.g. Dykstra-Pruim, 2003), and was
formulated despite our knowledge that our learners had been exposed more to
the written language than oral language before the study and that writing gives
more time for online planning (Yuan & Ellis, 2005). This hypothesis proved to
be correct. The T-tests reveal that the majority of means of the measures for the
variable syntactic complexity are significantly higher in speaking than in writing.

Yuan and Ellis (2005) had participants with the same L1 as ours and they found
that when their participants were given more time (no time pressure) to speak, they
produced more complex sentences. In our study, it is possible that the participants
took less time for online planning in their speaking than in their writing, but our
results in terms of syntactic complexity suggest that the speaking task provided
the learners with enough time to plan online.

Therefore, our findings are in line with other studies. Bourdin and Fayol (2002)
demonstrated that L1 children as well as adults tend to elaborate more in oral
language than in written language, mainly because writing seems to come at an
extra processing cost, meaning there are fewer resources to manage the writing
process. Moreover, another feature in common with Bourdin and Fayol (2002)
is the amount of revision taking place in the written language. They argue that
because they did not allow learners to revise the written language, the quality of
the written language may have suffered due to insufficient time to manage the
processes in written production. In our study, the revision was allowed in both
tasks. The learners were able to go back to rephrase what they wished to say
or to edit what they wrote. However, judging by their written products, the two
learners did not seem to make use of the opportunity to revise their writing and
they seemed to write as if they were speaking, i.e. not adjusting their production
to better suit a written form. The written texts had many grammatical errors,
and the focus seemed to be mainly on using the right words instead of composing
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complex and accurate sentences.

This leads to another possible explanation of our findings. The language profi-
ciency of these two learners is rather low so that in speaking they have difficulty
retrieving the words they seek to use on time. Therefore, in order to fully express
what they wish to explain, they circumscribe the item, resulting in longer sen-
tences, especially with dependent clauses and coordinate phrases. This is in line
with Chan et al. (2014), who found greater lexical diversity in writing than in
speaking. During writing, there may be more time for learners to search for the
right lexical item so they can express one idea more concisely. However, this idea is
not quite in line with Milton and Hopkins (2006), who found that learners of lower
English proficiency levels tend to have better phonological vocabulary knowledge
than orthographic vocabulary knowledge.

The idea that the low intermediate learners’ lexical use rather than their syntactic
complexity benefits more from the extra time allowed for revision in writing is in
line with Verspoor et al. (2012), who found that her low proficiency learners tend to
focus more on acquiring the lexicon than on using complex sentence constructions.
Caspi (2010) also found that the lexicon seems to develop before syntax.

Our second research question concerned the developmental patterns of our learners.
As expected from a dynamic usage-based perspective, we saw a great deal of
variability within each learner; however, since we controlled for as many variables
as we could by tracing identical twins in very similar conditions, we expected less
variation in general developmental patterns. General patterns have been found
before among less similar subjects. For example, Caspi (2010) found that three
of the four learners showed similar sequences in the development of their lexicon
and syntax. Van Dijk et al. (2011) showed how different Spanish learners of
English went through similar sequences in their acquisition of English negative
verb phrases. However, when we tested the development of the measures over
time with the HMM, there were some similarities but also clear differences between
the learners. Both showed more syntactic complexity in speaking early on, and
Gloria’s syntactic complexity in speaking remained stable during the study, but
Grace showed a shift to more complexity in writing rather than speaking in the
second and the third stage. This finding is also in line with the finding by Chan
et al. (2014), where the two girls demonstrate contrasting lexical developmental
patterns. A possible explanation for the disparate development of written syntactic
complexity between the twins may be found in the competition between lexical
and syntactic measures. Whereas one twin focused more on the lexicon, the other
focused more on the syntax. Further study will have to examine this relationship.

We may conclude that even identical twins with similar personalities and interests
who are exposed to similar input within the same environment may demonstrate
different developmental paths. Larsen-Freeman (2006) argues that whilst some
variation between learners is attributable to external social factors, variation must
also come from the internal restructuring that occurs within the language learning
system. From a usage-based perspective, one expects not only that input plays
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an important role in shaping a learner’s language, but also that each individual
has to find his/her own way in figuring out the meaning and use of words or
constructions. Identical twins are no exception to this.

6.6 Conclusions

Language development is dynamic, with different sub systems of the language
developing at different rates and interacting continuously, which may result in
different relations between these sub-systems over time. One of the main contri-
butions of the current study is to have shown a way of modeling the development
of the separate measures and interactions among them to discover moments of
reorganization of these measures and the emergence of new stages in the devel-
opmental process. These stages, when confirmed with the HMM, can be seen to
occur when there is an ascertainable overall difference in the ways in which the
measures interact with each other, and in the measures themselves. The HMM
allowed us to objectively observe and chart the changes of several measures at a
time, rather than restricting us to just subjectively observing the overall pattern
(i.e. linear growth or decline) of the development.

In using the HMM, the current study establishes a new line of confirming subjective
findings within the dynamic usage-based perspective. If we had simply wished to
investigate which modality of production was more complex, we would not have
needed to use the HMM. However, what the HMM has allowed us to do is to look
at the way in which the complexity in writing and speaking changes over time,
thereby establishing the study as process-oriented rather than product-oriented.

The analyses demonstrated that within the time of the study, the syntactic com-
plexity in oral language developed sooner than in written language, a pattern also
generally found in the L1. This study also found that the time limit advantage
of written language over oral language did not seem to result in higher syntactic
complexity. The low intermediate learners in fact elaborated their ideas and ex-
pressions more in their oral production than in their written production, which
resulted in greater syntactic complexity in three dimensions: mean length of T-
unit, dependent clause per T-unit, and coordinate phrase per T-unit. However,
these syntactic complexity measures do not reveal the depth of the complexity-
such as the number of ideas expressed or the coherence of the production.

The analyses also showed that these two very similar learners, identical twins liv-
ing in the same household with the same schooling and very similar exposure to
English, showed contrasting developmental patterns of syntactic complexity. An
important point to note here comes from Stromswold (2006):

Researchers who study language acquisition often implicitly assume that when
one refers to the role of environmental factors on language development, one
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is primarily referring to postnatal, psychosocial factors such as the quantity
or quality of adult linguistic input that children receive. If psychosocial fac-
tors have a large impact on language development, this would support theories
that argue that language development is largely the result of children’s social
and language environments (empiricist/emergentist theories). It would also call
into question nativist/biological theories that argue that language acquisition is
largely the result of children’s innate, biological endowment (nativist/biological
theories). (p. 341)

Therefore, we can conclude that, despite being monozygotic twins, the sisters,
in displaying contrasting developmental patterns, provide further support to em-
piricist/ emergentist theories of language development. This observation makes
us wonder to what extent there actually exist “average” learners who develop in
similar manners.
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Discussion
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7.1 General Summary

This dissertation is concerned with investigating SLD from a DST point of view.
One purpose of this dissertation is to examine how a DST perspective can help
us understand language development in written and oral productions in terms of
lexicon and syntax. The other purpose is to explore new analytical methods to
investigate the nonlinear dynamic development of language.

SLA studies aim at explaining the phenomena involved in second language learning
(Jordan, 2004). These studies encompass “the simultaneous and sequential acqui-
sition and loss of second, third, fourth, etc. languages and dialects by children
and adults learning naturalistically or with the aid of instruction, as individuals
or in groups, in second or foreign language settings” (Long, 1993, p.225). In this
dissertation, the goal is not to come up with a theory of all of these aspects, but to
focus on some specific aspects and to show how the principles used may be applied
more widely. The perspective of choice is DST. With a DST perspective of SLD,
it is assumed that language development is an iterative process in which the next
state of the system is a modification of the previous state. During language de-
velopment, the embedded linguistic subsystems (e.g. phonology, syntax, lexicon)
change in different ways and interact with each other over time, which leads to the
emergence of the new state of the whole language system. The language system
is a subsystem embedded in a larger cognitive system; the cognitive system is a
subsystem embedded in learner’s body and mind; the learner’s body and mind are
subsystems embedded in the language environment. These open changing subsys-
tems continuously interact with each other starting from the initial state of the
subsystems. Due to the iterations of each subsystem and complex interaction of
the subsystems, the language system of each language user is essentially different.
Each learner’s language development should be seen as an individually owned pro-
cess, which is shaped by nonlinear changing subsystems over time. Two dynamic
growth models, the logistic model and the hidden Markov model, are used in the
current dissertation, allowing us to deal with the iterative nature of developing
complex dynamic systems and the non-linear nature of the embedded subsystems
interacting over time. The longitudinal case studies of different developmental
dimensions, especially the case of the identical twins, show clearly that language
development is an individually owned process.

The first two studies in this dissertation (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) investigated
how the language environment influenced the embedded subsystem of vocabulary
learning. The first study observed a group of beginning learners of English in Tai-
wan and found that natural exposure to English input had an effect on learning
contextual vocabulary knowledge, collocations and associations over eight months.
The second study took a closer look at the process of how the natural exposure
to English input influenced vocabulary size. This study looks at the dense data of
vocabulary size longitudinally with the dense corpus generated from four beginner
learners of English in Taiwan, three of which were randomly selected from the
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group study in the first study. Both studies provided valuable information on the
dynamics of second language acquisitions: the relation between language environ-
ment and vocabulary acquisition in size and the contextual knowledge. The group
study in the first study demonstrated the input factor affecting the acquisition of
contextual vocabulary knowledge at three moments in time; the case study in the
second study showed how input factor interacted with vocabulary size by observing
the developmental process at 56 moments in time. The second study, in addition,
evaluated the analytical DST method, which is the logistic model, in terms of the
goodness of logistic equation to quantify the lexical developmental patterns.

The last two studies in this dissertation investigated how the embedded subsys-
tems, writing and speaking, interacted with each other over time in terms of lexi-
con and syntax. These two studies found that the interaction between writing and
speaking showed a complex relationship but writing had higher lexical complex-
ity than speaking whilst speaking had higher syntactic complexity than writing.
These two chapters investigated two identical twins on their writing and speaking
with lexical and syntactic measures over eight months at 100 moments in time and
also explore a newly-applied DST analytical method, the hidden Markov model
(HMM).

7.2 Vocabulary learning and Input

One of the developmental subsystems that this study focuses on is the lexicon. In
1980, Meara argued:“Vocabulary acquisition is part of the psychology of second
language learning that has received short shrift from applied linguistics, and has
been very largely neglected by recent developments in research. This neglect is all
the more striking in that learners themselves readily admit that they experience
considerable difficulty with vocabulary, and once they have got over the initial
stages of acquiring their second language, most learners identify the acquisition of
vocabulary as their greatest single source of problems” (p.1).

The observed neglect of vocabulary in the 1980s has now been resolved to a large
degree. Over the last 30 years, the interest in vocabulary has grown considerably
with a small but very active group of researchers that include, in addition to
Paul Meara, researchers like Paul Nation, Norbert Schmitt and Bill Grabe and
Batia Laufer. Presentations on vocabulary at major conferences typically attract
a large audience, and there are articles on it in the major journals. Meara (2012)
presents a bibliometric analysis of the research literature on vocabulary in 2006
using author co-citation. With this technique, it can be shown who is co-cited with
whom and so provide a graph or mapping of the field with the main players. The
analysis shows that there were two clusters. One is a psycholinguistic cluster with
De Groot, Kroll and Green as the main scholars, and the other is a vocabulary
cluster lead by Nation and Laufer. More importantly, the analysis shows how large
the network of researchers on vocabulary is today.
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With the growth of the field, the question or topic studies have grown as well.
One of the main themes continues to be how learners manage to acquire a large
set of words in relatively little time. The discussion has focused on two issues
mainly: one is the role of active explicit word learning vs. implicit word learning
(Schmitt, Schmitt & Mann 2011, Ortega 2014); the other one is what constitutes
word knowledge, and in particular the depth of vocabulary (all the things we can
know about a word) vs. width of vocabulary (how many words do we know). In
this dissertation, these two issues, which are highly influenced by input, are dealt
with from a DST perspective.

The strongest proponent for the role of input in vocabulary development is no
doubt Stephen Krashen. His 1989 article “We acquire vocabulary and spelling
through reading: additional evidence for the input hypothesis” presents his posi-
tion very clearly. He argues: “In my view, the most promising hypothesis is that
vocabulary and spelling are acquired in fundamentally the same way as the rest of
the language is acquired.” (p.440). The input hypothesis assumes that we acquire
language by understanding messages. The input hypothesis is part of his larger
theory on the natural approach which assumes incidental learning as the most im-
portant mechanism. While Krashen’s work has become extremely popular among
teachers, it has met with serious critique on a number of assumptions. McLaughlin
(1987) argues that most of the basic terms in Krashen’s model, like “acquisition”,
“learning”, “incidental” and “input” are not well defined. Most of the critiques
concern his ideas about grammatical aspects, not so much on vocabulary. Ellis
(1994) points out that none of Krashen’s studies demonstrate the validity of the
Input Hypothesis.

The research on various forms of input for vocabulary learning was summarized by
Laufer (2009). In her overview of a large set of articles on this topic, intensity of
contact and variation therein, one of the main points in the present dissertation by
observing the vocabulary development through the source of learning (incidental
learning by natural exposure to English input), have not been studied specifically
so far according to her overview. There are many studies that focus on the amount
and type of input, but there is no single solution or final conclusion on this issue.
She concluded that “most recent approaches to vocabulary learning attach less
importance to the source of learning and more to the quality of elaboration of
word information, task involvement and frequent rehearsals.” (p. 341).

7.3 Components of word knowledge

Learners need adequate exposure to input in order to learn vocabulary, but learn-
ing vocabulary well requires more than extensive exposure as learners need a wide
range of vocabulary knowledge to use the words well (depth of vocabulary). Three
main types of vocabulary knowledge, word form, word meaning, and word use,
as suggested by Nation (2001, p.27) explain how well learners “know” a word in
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a thorough manner. Word form is composed of a written form, a spoken form,
and morphological composition; word meaning is composed of linking word form
and meaning, concept (e.g. associations), and referents; word use is composed of
grammatical functions, collocations, and constraints on use. Generally speaking,
among these three main aspects of vocabulary knowledge, word form is seen more
as a foundation of starting to know/produce a word in isolation whilst word mean-
ing and word use are relevant for knowing and producing a word in a context. For
instance, knowing the L2 word “surprised” in L1 translation is the starting level of
learning the word, but knowing that the word “surprised” is usually used together
with “at” (collocations) is the contextual level (contextual vocabulary knowledge).
Knowing a word “big” in its own L1 translation is the starting level of knowing
the word, but knowing that the synonym of “big” is “large” and the antonym is
“small” relates to another type of contextual vocabulary knowledge.

Apart from the challenge of learning a wide range of vocabulary knowledge, the
other challenge of vocabulary learning is enlarging the vocabulary size (width of
vocabulary)–vocabulary size refers to the number of vocabulary items a learner
has acquired. This is relevant because one should know a certain stock of words
in order to comprehend the content. For instance, 98 % coverage of the written
discourse (8000-9000 word families) has been shown to be sufficient for learners
to comprehend authentic texts (e.g. novels or newspapers) (Nation, 2006). Many
studies have been carried out to estimate the difficulty of the English input and to
match the degree of coverage to comprehend such English input. However, there
are few studies aiming at estimating learners’ vocabulary size for the purpose of
providing appropriate input. For instance, a beginner learner should be provided
with beginning level of learning material; a person who has an estimated vocab-
ulary size of 1000 should be provided with texts with not many more than 1000
most frequent words for better learning results.

However, estimating a learner’s vocabulary size is more difficult than estimating
the vocabulary size of the texts. The first challenge of estimating learners’ vo-
cabulary size lies in the fact that it fluctuates constantly. The difficulty of the
English input is generally static whilst learners’ vocabulary size fluctuates from
time to time, day by day. Estimation of the vocabulary size of one learner cannot
be determined by one point or two points of the time. If we want to do justice to
the process-based nature of vocabulary development, it should be followed longi-
tudinally with dense measurements over time. The second challenge of estimating
one’s vocabulary size is that while the L2 English input (e.g. book) has a fixed
context where the corpus is available for analysis, one learner’s corpus, gathered
from his or her language productions, is generally not large enough for analysis.
To measure one’s vocabulary size more precisely, it is required to have not only
dense data of one’s language production, but also an appropriate analysis tool
which is sensitive enough to detect or reveal the changes in vocabulary size within
limited corpus. The last challenge of estimating one’s vocabulary size is that it is
difficult to know when a “word” is known and to what extent a “word” is known.
Is a word known when the reader recognizes it? Or is it known when the reader
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knows all the contextual characteristics of a word?

In the case studies discussed in this dissertation, estimation of learners’ vocabulary
size was dealt with in accordance with the challenges mentioned in the previous
paragraph. Firstly, the learners’ written and oral productions were collected on
almost daily bases (five times a week), and each production sample was at least
200 words in length. The dense data together with reasonable size of corpus allow
us to make a better estimation of the vocabulary size than sparse data with small
available corpus. The tool used in this study (V-size) clearly specifies the type
of vocabulary size observed: productive vocabulary size. V-size, as a measure of
productive vocabulary size, seems to be more sensitive to detect the changes of
the productive vocabulary size in the nearly daily observations than the Lexical
Frequency Profile (LFP).

7.4 Language environment and its embedded subsys-
tems

A rich language environment provides the L2 learners’ embedded vocabulary learn-
ing subsystem more chances to encounter the same word not only more frequently
but also in different contexts. However, encountering a word may not be enough.
In line with the involvement hypothesis (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001), the more in-
volvement the learner has with the words, the more likely it is that the words
are learned. For instance, there is less involvement with a word only scanned by
the learner in a text than when the word looked up in the dictionary. We found
in the first study that pure incidental input had an effect on learning contextual
vocabulary knowledge (vocabulary width) because the increasing frequency and
various contexts made learners construct the conceptual representation of the word
meaning in L2 and shaped the network of associations in L2. These two factors in
turn facilitate the acquisition of contextual vocabulary knowledge through natural
exposure to English input. Similarly, the second study showed that pure incidental
input had an effect on vocabulary size. More specifically, it demonstrated how one
learner moved from less difficult word use to more difficult word use where the tra-
jectory of the change of the difficulty of the word use was closely observed. When
learners have more chances to be frequently exposed to the English input, they are
more likely to learn new words from the input and thus use more newly-learned
words in their own writing.

As language is a dynamic system where the language environment and its sub-
systems interact with each over time, there are two dimensions of perspectives
for describing the dynamic of language development: spatial averaging and time
averaging. The first study in this dissertation (Chapter 3) observed the “spa-
tial averaging” (Birkhoff, 1931) perspective to describe the average properties of
many identical individuals comprising the system, which is what most of product-
oriented studies do; the second study observed the “time averaging” perspective to
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describe the average properties of a single individual over a period of time, which
is what most of process-oriented studies do. These two perspectives of investi-
gating the dynamic language system are not exclusive but, instead, complement
each other. The choice between either a product-oriented or a process-oriented
study depends on the research questions to be answered. If we wish to investigate
the global patterns of second language learning and the linearly related factors
affecting the language system at one moment in time, the spatial averaging per-
spective is more appropriate. If we wish to understand the developmental process
with multiple subsystems interacting with each other over time, the time averaging
perspective is more appropriate. As these two types of studies function differently
in describing the dynamical system (van Geert, 2011), findings of group studies
cannot be equated with any case study and vice versa. Therefore, the need to
argue to what extent the case study can be generalized to the group does not seem
to be very relevant.

One difficulty of investigating the impact of language environment on vocabulary
learning is to control the language environment itself. In a large scale study carried
out by De Bot et al. (2004) in Netherlands. Impact of input outside the classroom
setting was found to have a strong impact on English proficiency among Dutch
pupils, it is almost impossible to control the input outside the classroom setting as
Dutch learners are exposed to English input via TV, Internet, or ads frequently.
In comparison with the language environment in Netherlands, the participants
in the first study are students from Taoyuang, a city in Taiwan, where English
input is rarely seen or heard outside the classroom, and students either have no
access to English input or do not ever think of using English input available to
them according to the survey conducted before the start of the experiment. The
limited English resources available to these participants allowed us to more confi-
dently confirm the effect of the language environment, operationalized as amount
of natural English input, on the acquisition of contextual vocabulary knowledge.

The language system is influenced not only by the language environment but
also by several other interacting and embedded subsystems over time. With the
continuous change of several interacting subsystems over time, it is very hard to
predetermine the final result at the individual level. Even if we know and control
the total amount of input, and all the types of input, we are still not able to
precisely predict the final outcome of the language system. In the first study,
we found that the sequence of presenting input plays an even more crucial role
in learning contextual vocabulary knowledge than the pure incidental input itself.
The relationship between the outcome (output) and the language exposure (input)
is not proportional. Human beings do not develop their language as computers
perform programming. There is no predictable linear relation between input and
output. The relation between input and output is of a non-linear undetermined
nature.

Since the relation between input and output is not proportional, it has been found
in many of the longitudinal case studies that language development is an indi-
vidually owned process. For instance, Larsen-Freeman (2006) showed that four
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writings samples over a six-month time period of five Chinese learners of En-
glish demonstrate quite different developmental paths among five learners. In the
second study of this dissertation, four beginning learners of English showed their
individual language developmental patterns in terms of difficulty of word use, even
though three learners from the same group in the first study performed more sim-
ilarly than one learner not from the group of the first study. The inter-individual
variability in the second study could be argued to result from initial condition of
English proficiency, preferred input types (reading or movie), and preferred way
of using newly-acquired words in writing (learning style) based on these learners’
writing productions. In the last two studies, we zoomed in on two of the partici-
pants, two female identical twins participating in the second study, and still found
the inter-individual variability between them in their language development. This
gives strong ground to the claim that every individual, even with the same level
of English proficiency, the same family background, the same schooling education,
and similar English exposure, no individual develops exactly the same language
learning pattern as others.

As each individual has his or her own pattern of language developmental, the
first study, even if it is a group study, has tried to eliminate such inter-individual
variability by its experimental design. The comparison between the control group
and the experimental group has been made within the same group to reduce inter-
individual variability: there are two groups, each of which acts as its own control
and experimental group. When a group acts as its own control group, there is no
extra input outside the classroom. When a group acts as its own experimental
group, there is extra input outside the classroom. Comparing the two conditions
of the language environment within the same group enables us to eliminate the
inherent inter-individual variability in the group study even though this design
was not a complete success as it turned out that the groups were rather different.

Apart from the inter-individual variability, intra-individual variability is found to
provide important information about language development: when there is more
intra-individual variability, there is more likely to be a change in language devel-
opment (Verspoor et al., 2008; Van Dijk et al., 2011). In the second study, there
was a lot of intra-individual variability over the 56 measurements, especially for
the participant from outside the group study, and the intra-individual variability
of this participant mainly resulted from many of the trials of new words from
the English exposure based on the observation of his writing productions. This
reflected what was found by Spoelman and Verspoor (2010) that the increased
intra-individual variability coincides with a developmental jump. When a learner
tries out new words, he or she is making progress in his or her language sys-
tem. Such progress can appear together with the high intra-individual variability.
Therefore, intra-individual variability is relatively high in a period of language
development when the language system is reorganizing whilst it is relatively low
when the language system is in a stable state. This intra-individual variability
is an inherent property of a self-organizing system, and the degree and of vari-
ability can inform us of the developmental process. In the longitudinal studies
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of this dissertation, intra-individual variability was found in every single case for
productive vocabulary size, in the lexical density, and in the syntactic complexity
measures. However, the aim of these longitudinal studies was not to find how
such intra-individual variability may inform us of the developmental process, but
to observe either the general trend of the language development or the general
learning stages. The intra-individual variability was carefully taken care of by
the smoothing technique (Spline) without losing its important information as such
intra-individual variability may hinder the observations of the general trend and
the learning stages.

In summary, in terms of how the language environment influences its embedded
subsystem, the first study has provided valuable information about the influence
of the conditions of language environment on its embedded subsystem by involv-
ing three timings of measurement; it has also attempted to eliminate the inter-
individual variability by the experimental design. However, this group study,
which only looked at the overall developmental trends of a group of “homoge-
neous” learners, may not be representative for any individual learner as language
development is an individually owned process and thus the inter-individual vari-
ability would inevitably exist within the group. Therefore, the second study was
carried out with more dense data so as to more fully represent the individually
owned process of the language development, which can be better approximated
by extended time series than inferred by three points in time. The second study
randomly selected three learners from the group of the participants in the first
study and one learner from outside of the group and collected dense writing data
from these four learners to extend our understanding of such individually owned
language development.

7.5 Interaction among embedded subsystems

In the first two studies, the foci mainly lie in the interaction between the lan-
guage environment and its embedded subsystem. A step further to investigate the
dynamic language development is to explore the interactions among the embed-
ded subsystems. The language system is integrated in a number of subsystems
in complete interconnectedness, and language development is a complex dynamic
process which is influenced by constantly changing interactions between subsys-
tems at different timings and at different levels. This is in line with what has been
emphasized by Thelen and Smith (1994, 2003) that ontogenetic processes emerge
from the constantly changing complex interaction of subsystems rather than a
predetermined route towards maturity.

Many of the previous studies investigating the interaction between the embed-
ded linguistic subsystems have mainly focused on lexicon and syntax and found
different relations, competitive or supportive, in different learning stages. For in-
stance, Spoelman and Verspoor (2010) observed 54 writing samples of one Dutch
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learner of Finnish over a three-year time period and found that different linguistic
complexity subsystems, lexical and syntactic complexity, interact differently over
time in different stages of learning. Another cross-sectional study carried out by
Verspoor et al (2012) investigated 437 writing samples of five distinct levels of
English proficiency and showed that the changes of the lexical and the syntactic
subsystems may take place in different transitional learning stages.

However, the interaction between the two embedded linguistic subsystems, writing
and speaking, has not yet been investigated even though these subsystems play
crucial roles in language development. Firstly, the acquisition of the two produc-
tion modes differs in L1 and L2. L1 learners firstly learn to speak long before
they start writing whilst L2 learners develop their proficiency in the two modal-
ities more or less at the same time. L1 learners, by the time they have become
mature language users, show approximately the same levels of development for
their writing and speaking productions while some L2 learners are able to write
well but are not able to speak at all, or the other way round. For L2 learners,
either their writing capacity precedes their speaking or the other way round. A
better understanding of how L2 learners develop their writing and speaking skills
would enable us to understand such discrepancies in the L2.

Secondly, based on the theoretical models of writing and speaking (Hayes & Flow-
ers, 1981; Levelt, 1989), writing and speaking seem to be two closely related
subsystems. Writing and speaking both function as a communicative tool in a less
formal/organized form (natural meaning expression), and development of both
subsystems goes through three distinct processes, planning (conceptualizer), trans-
lating (formulator), and revising (feedback loop). The relation between writing
and speaking could be mutually supportive, since the development of written pro-
duction can promote oral production, and vice versa. The major factor contribut-
ing to the difference between writing and speaking in L2 is the time dimension:
speaking may not allow learners to have enough time or cognitive resources to
search for appropriate words to express a certain meaning. The relation between
writing and speaking could be competitive as these two production modes have to
compete for the limited cognitive resources to develop.

Since the purpose of the final two studies is to understand how the two embedded
subsystems of language production are shaped over time and since each changing
subsystem is embedded in the whole language environment, writing and speaking
tasks in the final two studies feature on spontaneous meaning expression: L2 learn-
ers produced writings on Facebook with given topics and recorded their speaking
on their own. These two studies attempted to capture learners’ writing and speak-
ing performances as naturally as possible. Therefore, in contrast to experiments
taking place in the lab, our data collection took place in settings where learners
feel free and comfortable to carry out their production tasks without time con-
straints. The advantages of language production in a natural setting compared
to a lab setting are that learners are more likely to reveal their true feelings for
the questions and that they are more likely to come up with new ideas during
production as there is little time pressure. For instance, they do not have to worry
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about not having enough time to express their ideas or not being able to fill up the
time with limited ideas of the topic, which is crucial in the comparison between
writing and speaking.

The data collection in a natural setting intends to induce the learners to use lan-
guage as a communication tool for themselves whilst the productions in the lab
setting would make learners tend to see language as an assessment tool. How-
ever, there are also disadvantages of language production in natural setting, where
learners mostly do not show full focus on their complexity, accuracy, and fluency
of their language production. More dense data collection is therefore needed to
detect the linguistic changes in their language production. Secondly, coding the
data consistently and accurately is more challenging in the natural setting due to
lower accuracy compared to the lab setting. When learners’ errors must be cor-
rected to process the estimation of the complexity measures, this means that the
more errors a language production contains, the more difficult it is for the coder
to correct the data consistently.

From a DST perspective, all the subsystems interact with each other and should
not be considered closed modules (e.g. lexicon and syntax) or modalities (e.g.
writing and speaking). Despite this fact, the last two studies investigated the
modules and modalities separately because not much was known about the pro-
cess of modalities (writing and speaking), and the observation of several modules
(lexical and syntactic complexity measures) would aggravate the difficulty of ob-
serving the differences for the modalities. The last two studies report on dense
data of 100 writing and speaking productions of two identical twins over eight
months and show which modality precedes which in several linguistic measures
in L2 and the supportive/competitive relation between writing and speaking over
time. Firstly, writing precedes speaking in terms of lexical diversity over time
whilst speaking precedes writing in terms of syntactic complexity over time. Sec-
ondly, competitive and supportive correlations between writing and speaking were
found over time, but such changing correlation did not have one clear direction,
where the identical twins show completely different directions of the correlations
over time. If the identical twins show such different directions of correlations be-
tween the subsystems, the difference between other individuals will undoubtedly
be more evident. This is why the inter-individual variability exists when observing
the developmental process, and this is why we need to study language from a DST
perspective: to understand the process instead of only the product.

From a DST perspective, several seemingly unrelated aspects of subsystems can
be expected to be related (Caspi, 2010). The two subsystem under investigation
in this dissertation, writing and speaking, were also found to have supportive
and competitive relations over time. However, the relations between writing and
speaking were compared separately in lexicon and syntax, which should not be
studied separately when using the observed data to infer the most likely learning
state because lexicon and syntax has been proved to be two interrelated subsystems
(Caspi, 2010; Verspoor, 2008, 2010). But so far, we have little knowledge about
the relation between writing and speaking over time. It is easier to study each
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perspective separately in the preliminary studies and then further investigate it in
a more thorough manner. Future studies should consider to combine the data from
lexical and syntactic complexity measures to investigate the reality of interlanguage
subsystems.

7.6 Modeling language development

The application of DST to SLA was initially only limited to metaphorical use of the
terms and concepts, but more recent studies have started to use the DST analytical
tools. In Verspoor et al. (2008) and Verspoor et al. (2010), the concept of moving
correlations has been used to explore the changes of correlations over time, from
supportive to competitive or vice versa, between linguistic subsystems over the
time. Caspi (2010) and Caspi and Lowie (2013) further developed the analytical
tools by applying the logistic growth function, based on van Geert’s work (1994),
to explore the interaction between different types of L2 vocabulary knowledge.
Sometimes, these vocabulary knowledge types show competitive relations due to
the limited resources available; sometimes, they show supportive relations due to
the interrelated connection of the vocabulary knowledge. The analytical tool has
developed from merely visual observation of the correlations over time (moving
correlations) to being able to quantify the supportive or competitive correlations
to different degrees through modeling.

However, as suggested in the second study (Chapter 4), there are some limita-
tions of the use of the logistic model for the explanation of the trajectories of the
lexical development. The application of the logistic equation was used in Caspi’s
study (2010) where she successfully quantifies the developmental patterns of four
different types of vocabulary knowledge of four advanced learners of English. But
the logistic equation in the second study is not able to model the trajectories of
all four learners correctly. One participant does not develop his vocabulary size
according to a logistic pattern. This implies that the parameters used in the logis-
tic model cannot interpret this particular learner’s developmental trajectory. We
could therefore argue that the pattern of vocabulary development is more complex
than the logistic pattern can deal with. It seems that the logistic equation needs
further modifications to enable the observations of a wider range of trajectories.
From the present logistic model, we have three parameters to determine the de-
velopmental pattern: initial value, learning rate, and carrying capacity. Initial
value refers to the beginning level of learners’ vocabulary; learning rate refers to
the slope of the trajectory; carrying capacity refers to the final level of learners’
vocabulary. Future studies could either modify the logistic model by adding other
potential parameters influencing the developmental pattern (e.g. the difficulty of
the English input) or apply other mathematical models which could dynamically
interpret the trajectories with wider range of participants.

Apart from the fact that the inter-individual variability makes modeling as the
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general developmental trajectory more difficult, the intra-individual variability
should also be dealt with. The large intra-individual variability of the data would
hinder the observation of the general trend of the trajectory, but in order to select
the most ideal mathematical model to interpret the trajectory, the general trend
of the trajectory of the data should be visually recognized. Therefore, smoothing
the data by removing some of the intra-individual variability without losing the
major information is necessary (e.g. Caspi and Lowie, 2013). In this dissertation,
a cubic smoothing spline is applied to all of our data. This smoothing technique
seems ideal for obtaining the general trends of three participants from the same
group but not the one from outside of the group. It is suggested that a more
appropriate smoothing tool may have to be developed for the application in future
studies.

Therefore, in order to construct the mathematical model to interpret the trajec-
tory of the empirical data in language development, there are two important im-
plications worth noticing. Firstly, there are other variables influencing vocabulary
development, resulting in substantial inter-individual variability. It is difficult to
include all the variables in one equation and to meaningfully interpret the value of
each variable in linguistic terms. Secondly, due to high intra-individual variability,
data smoothing is one important process before fitting the trajectory. There are
many available smoothing tools, and the selection of the smoothing tool should
depend on the characteristics of the raw data. Thirdly, to effectively fit the model
with a number of variables, it is important to apply an effective and automatic
tool. It is suggested in the second study that Amoeba could be one ideal pro-
gram as it is commonly used to fit the complex multi-dimensional characteristics
in physics. Technically speaking, future studies, based on these implications, could
evaluate the smoothing technique and the automatic model fitting tool; theoret-
ically speaking, a modified mathematical model, including more variables in the
equation to describe the trajectory of language development can be developed.

It seems that the major challenge encountered in modeling the language develop-
mental pattern lies in the inter-individual variability. One solution, as previously
mentioned, is to modify the logistic mathematical model by including more pos-
sible parameters. The other solution is to search for an alternative mathematical
model to investigate the longitudinal data. This alternative approach must meet
two criteria: (1) Regardless of the trajectory, it can reveal the changes of the lan-
guage development over time. (2) It must be compatible with the characteristics
of DST.

The last two studies have applied a different analytical model for second language
development, hidden Markov model (HMM), as an alternative mathematical model
to interpret the individually owned learning process. The HMM is one of the
most popular models used for analyzing multistage and time-varying sequential
data. The word “hidden” implies that the state is not directly observable (e.g.
level of English proficiency), but the data (e.g. lexical measures of writings),
depending on the state, is observable. HMM uses the observable data to infer the
hidden state through dynamic programming. Therefore, the advantage of HMM
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is that we can use the hidden state inferred by the data, instead of looking at the
trajectory of the data, to know the change of the development over time. Another
advantage of applying HMM is that the state can be inferred from more than
two variables at a time. As the purpose in our studies is to see the changes of
language development over different states, multi-dimensional linguistic measures
can give us more thorough information on the hidden states For instance, the state
of language proficiency defined by four variables and their interactive relations,
both the lexical complexity and diversity in both writing and speaking is more
complete than that defined by two variables and their interactive relation, like
only the lexical complexity in writing. HMM seems to work more appropriately
than the logistic model in the last two studies in the sense that it allows us to
observe the changing state over time regardless of the developmental pattern and
that it allows us to observe the interaction between more than two variables at a
time.

7.7 Vocabulary learning

Schmitt and Meara (1997) found that learners were only able to correctly associate
fifty percent of the known words with other words. This implies that knowing the
word meaning does not necessarily guarantee the acquisition of the association
and that knowledge of word meaning forms a foundation for learners to build up
the contextual vocabulary knowledge. Therefore, contextual vocabulary knowl-
edge is usually acquired later than non-contextual vocabulary knowledge. In the
first study, the sequence of presenting non-contextual and contextual vocabulary
knowledge is even more influential than the language environment itself. If a be-
ginning learner intends to learn contextual vocabulary knowledge effectively, it is
better to start from non-contextual vocabulary knowledge (e.g. word meaning)
then to contextual vocabulary knowledge (e.g. collocations or associations).

Apart from the distinction between non-contextual and contextual vocabulary
knowledge, it is also necessary to distinguish the two types of contextual vocabu-
lary knowledge, collocations and associations as proposed by Nation (2001) that
they represent different dimensions of vocabulary knowledge. Collocations reflect
how learners can recognize or use the collocated words (or Conventionalized Ways
Of Saying Things proposed by Smiskova, Verspoor, and Lowie in 2012); associa-
tions reflect how learners can associate the one particular word with other words
(see Fitzpatrick, 2011 for summarized categories of associations.) In the first study,
the acquisition of collocations and associations is found to be equally difficult, but
the frequency (number of occurrences) and distribution (how the occurrence dis-
tributes in the input) of collocations and associations differ. The occurrences of
associations in the extra English input are much higher than those of colloca-
tions, but the collocated words appear at a more visually noticeable distance than
associations. For instance, one may find “big” and “small” (associated words)
appearing within one movie/reading input many times, but the distribution of
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“big” and “small” in the context is not within a visually noticeable distance. Con-
sequently, it is difficult for learners to associate these two words. On the other
hand, one may find “surprised” and “at” (collocated words) appearing within one
movie/reading much fewer times than associations, but these two words are easy
to connect visually. These two factors may explain why the acquisition of colloca-
tions and associations is equally difficult: in terms of frequency, associations seem
to take advantage; in terms of distribution, collocations seem to take advantage.

Therefore, the acquisition of these two different types of contextual vocabulary
knowledge may also depend on the type of input accommodating them as vo-
cabulary knowledge is an embedded subsystem of language learning, which is an
embedded subsystem of the language environment. As learners can sort out differ-
ent types of vocabulary knowledge (e.g. collocations and associations) in different
types of input (e.g. visual or audio or both), future studies could empirically in-
vestigate how the acquisition of collocations and associations could be enhanced
in different types of input (e.g. audio input such as movies or written input such
as readings).

To evaluate language production, there are at least two dimensions of lexical com-
plexity, lexical diversity and lexical difficulty, to be included. Lexical diversity
accounts for the number of different words used; lexical difficulty accounts for how
these different words are distributed across different frequency bands. In the third
study, writing precedes speaking in lexical diversity but not in lexical difficulty.
This again proves the need to distinguish lexical diversity and lexical difficulty
when it comes to measuring the lexical complexity in language productions, and
it illustrates the complexity of the relationships discussed in the previous section.

7.8 Future studies

The four studies in this dissertation have demonstrated the influence of language
environment on its embedded subsystem, the relation between the embedded sub-
systems, and have shown how modeling techniques can be used to interpret these
dynamic changes. These studies also emphasize the importance of understanding
the process of language development and the meaning behind the inter-individual
variability and the intra-individual variability.

Future studies on comparing writing and speaking can also explore the relations
between writing and speaking in more detail with the same set of dense data. The
questions can be: How is oral language used to support written language? How is
written language used to support oral language? How do oral language and written
language compete with each other? One can also explore the real-time process
of writing and speaking. When recording the process of writing productions,
through the analysis of keystrokes, how learners produce their writing, revisions,
corrections, selection of words, and pauses (hesitation) can be shown. These can
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never be shown in the final product of writing, especially. With this recording
approach, the processes of writing and speaking could be observed with many other
interesting linguistic dimensions beyond lexicon and syntax (e.g. pause, revisions,
corrections). As time is now seen as the major difference between writing and
speaking tasks in these two studies, the timing of many other dimensions regarding
the processes can be very relevant for future research. This means that the effect of
timing in two tasks can be empirically tested. Finally, one can also investigate the
effect of different types of input (written or oral input) on writing and speaking
tasks. What is the comparative value of written (e.g. reading) and oral (e.g.
movie) input on the development of writing and speaking in different linguistic
measures? Do different types of learning also affect the effect of written and oral
input on writing and speaking?

In a longitudinal study with such dense data, one will need mathematical tools
to deal with such large amounts of information in the data sets. Only a limited
number of mathematical tools is applied in interpreting the longitudinal data in
the field of applied linguistics, but these tools are commonly applied in many
other scientific fields. For instance, the model fitting tool used in the Chapter
4 is commonly used in physics; the hidden Markov model is commonly used in
computer science. These mathematical tools can provide linguists solid ground
of understanding how language is formed. More possibilities can be explored to
advance our understanding of language development.

In case studies, the inter-individual variability cannot be neglected. Each in-
dividual develops his own language learning pattern; so do the identical twins
who show contrasting developmental patterns of the correlations between the lex-
ical measures and syntactic measures. Although this feature makes mathematical
modeling more difficult, these case studies result in rich accounts of the language
process of one single participant over a period of eight months. The in-depth
examination of the process could potentially improve the process of language ac-
quisition. For instance, knowing a learner’s preferred way of learning can help
us to assist the learner to improve his/her language through providing him/her
preferred way of learning.

This thesis looks at vocabulary acquisition from a Dynamic Systems Theory ap-
proach. In a sense the analysis of words as units as done in this dissertation is
at odds with that kind of thinking: As argued by De Bot & Lowie (2013), there
are serious doubts about the status of words in the mind. The old idea of the
lexicon as a library in which words are ordered in a specific way, thematic, or
alphabetic and can be used as stable, or fixed representations is seen as outdated:
words change through use and they typically do that as part of larger units. It
could be argued that words never occur in isolation apart from the strange kind
of experiments with word recognition that psycholinguists do. Even uttering or
reading a single word is influenced by all sorts of additional information: the topic
of conversation, the conversational partners, assumed shared knowledge, noise in
the room, previous use and so on. In the literature on vocabulary learning the
focus has shifted from learning words in isolation to words in context. See for
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instance the edited volume on fixed expressions by Schmitt (2004) or more re-
cently Smiskova-Gustafsson (2013) on larger units, and what she calls CWOSTs
(Conventional Ways Of Saying Things).

In future research on vocabulary acquisition, the context of use, the larger units
of speech and the conversational setting and how these develop in interaction over
time should be looked at, rather than the words in isolation. The natural data
gathered in the present study already are an improvement over words tested in
isolation, but for future research on embeddedness of lexical items should be up
front rather than back stage.
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Conclusion
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The aim of this dissertation was to apply the dynamic usage-based approach to
investigating second language development. We investigated what factors may
play a role in DST by observing whether beginner learners in Taiwan can enhance
their vocabulary knowledge when given extra natural exposure to input (enhanced
input). We also investigated how the language system and its interrelated compo-
nents are shaped over time by observing the development of writing and speaking
in terms of lexical and syntactical complexity. In order to address the above ques-
tions, four related studies were carried out.

8.1 The effects of enhanced input on learning collo-
cations and associations

In the first study, we investigated the effects of enhanced input on beginner learn-
ers’ contextual vocabulary knowledge, looking specifically at collocations and as-
sociations. Moreover, as our experiment took the experimental group as its own
control group at different moments in time, the effect of the sequence of the input
conditions on learning collocations and associations was also investigated. Two
homogeneous groups of beginner learners of English in Taiwan were assessed at
three moments in time on four dimensions of vocabulary knowledge: receptive
collocations, productive collocations, receptive associations, and productive asso-
ciations. Group A received five hours of extra enhanced English input per week
in the first period of four months but did not receive any extra enhanced English
input in the second period of four months. Group B received the inverse input
conditions. The results showed that the natural exposure to English input did
not necessarily lead to learning of contextual vocabulary knowledge for beginner
learners of English. However, the sequence of input conditions had an effect on
learning contextual vocabulary knowledge, in the sense that group A showed a
decrease from low to high input whilst Group B showed an increase from low to
high input. Group B happened to establish the link between the word form and
meaning of the target items in the first four months (period of low input), and
thus the enhanced input, presented after the link between word form and meaning
was established, helped learners to learn the contextual vocabulary knowledge.

From a usage-based perspective, input plays an important role in the development
of a second language. As input turns into intake when input can be compre-
hended by learners, the knowledge of linking word form and meaning, if presented
in advance, helps learners to comprehend the input to the meaning level. The
comprehension of input at the meaning level thus improves the degree of turning
input into intake. This explains why what seems to be a more important factor in
SLD in this study is the sequence of input conditions rather than the input itself.
The sequence of presenting the input should start with form and meaning and then
move to the contextual knowledge such as collocations and associations. More-
over, input turns into intake when there is an sufficient number of repetitions. Our
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study found that extra five-hour sessions of enhanced input may not offer sufficient
repetitions to enhance the learning of contextual vocabulary knowledge. This may
be due to the fact that the acquisition of contextual vocabulary knowledge needs
not only more repetitions but also more engagement with the input.

8.2 The effects of enhanced input on the difficulty of
word use in writing

The first study has demonstrated how input may shape learners’ use of contextual
vocabulary knowledge and how input may be noticed through providing different
vocabulary knowledge at different times. In the second study, we intended to take
a closer look at the processes of how input may shape learners’ habit of using words
of differing difficulty levels, which is determined by the number of words in different
frequency bands. We investigated whether beginner learners of English use more
difficult words, operationalized as vocabulary size, in their writings when they
have more input and whether they use less difficult words in their writings when
they have less input. We followed four beginner learners of English, who received
different degrees of enhanced input over five months. We measured the difficulty of
word use in 56 writings and quantified the developmental patterns of four learners.
The results showed that learners of English improve their use of lexical difficulty in
writing when they receive more exposure from input outside the classroom. When
there was more input, there are more difficult words used in writing productions.
It confirms the characteristic of a dynamic usage-based approach that language
development is iterative. What learners have been exposed to (input) has become
their language use (writing); their language use then becomes further input into
the language system.

DST looks at the process of language development. With such dense longitudinal
data, the application of the mathematical model in explaining the developmen-
tal trajectory seems to give more explanatory power than a descriptive analysis.
However, the selection of the mathematical model is fundamentally important: it
should be able to explain the developmental trajectory in the sense that it can cap-
ture all the characteristics of this individual. This study applied one mathematical
model (a logistic model) to quantify the developmental patterns with three param-
eters: initial value, learning rate, and carrying capacity. We evaluated whether
the logistic model can adequately describe the learning trajectories of four learn-
ers and found that it successfully described the vocabulary development of three
participants in this study. The only exception was the participant whose develop-
mental pattern was more complex than the logistic model. Therefore, the logistic
model was not able to describe the development of that particular participant.

This result indicates that other possible variables in the logistic model (such as
the degree to which learners are able to absorb the vocabulary from the expo-
sure) should also be considered and also that vocabulary knowledge may be lost.
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From a dynamic usage-based perspective, there are many more factors involved
in determining the pattern of vocabulary learning (i.e. hours of input or degree
of absorbing input), and thus learners develop their own particular way of con-
structing their language. Each particular way aggravates the difficulty of building
up a general mathematical model which can describe the particular developmental
pattern of each individual. If every individual has his/her own specific pattern,
it means that the model must be able to describe many kinds of developmental
patterns. A model which can describe many kinds of developmental patterns must
include as many crucial variables as possible. However, adding the number of vari-
ables (a more sophisticated model) makes it more difficult to find the best set of
variables due to the fact that more and more local minima emerge in root-mean-
square-deviations (RMSD) calculation. Therefore, in order to reach the global
minimum of RMSD calculation to obtain the best set of variables of the model,
in principle, one needs to start fitting procedures with different initial values as
many as possible. But, in practice, because of finite trials and iterations, it is very
challenging to determine the best set of variables when a such complex nonlinear
model is introduced.

The result in the second study also shows the difficulty of interpreting the longi-
tudinal study. Although four participants improved the difficulty of lexical use in
writing with different degrees of enhanced input, they did not show similar devel-
opmental pattern. That is, the product (result) of the answer is the same for these
four subjects, but the processes of the development differ– only Grace and Gloria
(identical twins) showed very similar developmental patterns in lexical difficulty.

8.3 Lexical development in writing and speaking

The first two studies have informed us that input indeed impacts on learners’
use of vocabulary: contextual vocabulary knowledge and the difficulty of word
use. In the second study, we have demonstrated how the logistic model can be
applied to explain the language development and elucidate the difficulty of sorting
out a general mathematical model to explain the developmental trajectory for each
individual, as every person has her/his own developmental path. In the third study,
we intended to find out how the embedded subsystems (writing and speaking) are
interrelated in terms of lexicon by investigating whether the development of writing
is more advanced than that of speaking; and how these two subsystems correlate
over time in lexical diversity and lexical difficulty. Two identical twins produced
100 writings and 100 recordings over eight months. We looked at the theoretical
models of writing and speaking processes and found automaticity to be the major
difference between the two tasks in our study. The time allowed to search for words
is evidently less in the monologue speaking task. The results demonstrated that
writing showed greater variety of word use than speaking but did not show greater
difficulty of word use than speaking. The dynamic correlations of the two types
of lexical complexity were described through a mathematical model (the hidden
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Markov model), but the directions of the relations between writing and speaking
were not similar among the identical twins.

From a dynamic systems theory perspective, the subsystems (writing and speak-
ing) are interconnected. In this study, we found this interconnectedness changed
over time. Writing and speaking may compete in one learning stage but may
support each other in another learning stage. Moreover, from the dynamic usage-
based approach, each individual has his/her own way of developing the language.
In this study, we had a very interesting finding given the fact that the two in-
formants, who were identical twins, did not demonstrate the same directions of
correlations over time. We argued from this finding that understanding individ-
ual development is as important as understanding group performance and mean
tendencies.

The application of the mathematical model (the hidden Markov model) on investi-
gating the dynamics of the subsystems seems to quantify the language development
well enough for every individual as this model does not require resembling trajec-
tories between the mathematical model and the data. The Hidden Markov model
clearly determines the three learning stages and provides useful information on
every learning stage. However, there is a need to further investigate the number
of stages required for the most efficient implementation of this model. The third
study, which was based on the second study, took three learning stages as the
ideal number to reveal the hidden learning stages as the number of learning stages
is what has been assumed in the logistic model applied in the second study. If
possible, it is important to test the number of the learning stages needed to re-
veal language development. But of course, this is again related to the individual
differences found amongst participants.

8.4 Syntactical development of writing and speaking

In the third study, we explored how the embedded subsystems (writing and speak-
ing) are interrelated over time in terms of lexicon, and successfully applied the hid-
den Markov model to investigate the dynamics of the subsystems at three learning
stages. Although lexicon and syntax are two inseparable subsystems, we can only
understand the dynamics of the language by first studying each subsystem (lexi-
con, syntax) in isolation and then studying how these subsystems are interrelated.

The fourth study was a follow-up study of the third study: it investigated how the
embedded subsystems (writing and speaking) are interrelated over time in terms
of syntax with the same data of the identical twins. We investigated whether the
development of speaking is larger than that of writing in three types of syntactical
complexity (mean length of T-unit, dependent clause per T-unit, and coordinate
phrase per T-unit) and how the correlations of writing and speaking change over
time. The results demonstrated that speaking showed greater syntactical com-
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plexity than writing. The disadvantage of automaticity in speaking, as found for
lexical diversity, did not seem to exist when looking at syntactical complexity. The
dynamic correlations of the syntactical complexity were again described through
the mathematical model (the hidden Markov model) and were again found not to
follow similar directions between the identical twins. Therefore, we conclude that
syntactical complexity is larger in speaking, and the correlation between writing
and speaking changes over time, although the direction of the correlation may still
remain unknown as two identical twins did not show one common direction.

On the basis of these findings, we argued that these measures of syntactical com-
plexity indeed showed the complex nature of the syntax, in particular in the longer
sentence units. However, a more complex syntax does not always indicate better
quality productions. For instance, a learner may be able to produce a short pre-
cise sentence to reveal one idea. In this case, longer sentences do not necessarily
represent higher quality or development in the language. Therefore, it might be
interesting to observe how effective these learners can present their idea with their
lexicon and syntax by investigating, for example, number of words per idea.

8.5 Contribution and future research

This study has shown that a DST approach is useful in analyzing different types
of SLD data. Various mathematical approaches from the DST Toolbox can be
used to analyse the data discussed, in particular the dense longitudinal data of
our informants. The data also elucidates the interconnectedness of the different
parts of the language system as they develop over time.

The present study is only the beginning of what could become an entire subfield
of Applied Linguistic research: how the language system and its interrelated com-
ponents develop over time, and what factors play a role from a DST perspective.
As this study shows, dense longitudinal data allows us to model and analyse L2
development over time. The models and simulations are as yet rather crude. SLD
is a very complex process with many factors on the social, psychological and con-
textual level. Only by building rational models in which our knowledge on what
factors may play a role in development is included, will we be able to enhance our
understanding of SLD. The models will allow us to combine factors that in real
life are in fact out of reach. Ultimately, the models and their predictions will have
to be tested on real data. Therefore, the need for suitable data continues to be
one of the main issues in our study of language as a complex system and language
development as a complex process.
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Appendix

A. List of movies

1. Mega-mind (2010)
2. Toy Story 3 (2010)
3. Rush hour 3 (2010)
4. Harry Potter and the deathly Hallows Part 1 (2010)
5. The chronicles of Narnia (2010)
6. Resident Evil: Afterlife (2010)
7. Avatar (2009)
8. The fighter (2010)
9. The pirates of Caribbean: Dead men’s chest (2006)
10. Toy story 2 (1999)
11. Kung Fu Panda 2 (2011)
12. Thor (2011)
13. Source Code (2011)
14. Aladdin (2011)
15. Cars 2 (2011)

B. Three vocabulary assessments

Test 1

Part 1: 選出最佳的字並寫出劃線部分的中文意思

1.Beijing-Shanghai -speed train has a total length of 1462 kilometers. It
takes only five hours to travel from Beijing to Shanghai.
1)high 2) fast 3) quick 4) large
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中文:

2.The olympic games (奧運) place in Beijing in 2008. It will be held in Lon-
don in 2012.
1)held 2) made 3) found 4) took
中文:

3. Doraemon (小叮噹) is a popular cartoon in Japan. It is a cat which is
afraid of mice.
1) people 2) robots 3) characters 4) videos
中文:

4. My dad just came back from the USA yesterday. He could not sleep. I guess
he still has the line(1,0)30 lag.
1)plane 2) airplane 3) jet 4) shuttle
中文:

5. Due to the global warming (溫室效應), the climate may influence Earth
a lot.
1)weather 2) change 3) alter 4) fall
中文:

6. I was late for class for one hour. There was traffic on my way to school.
1) large 2) lots 3) much 4) heavy
中文:

7. John’s dog away last night. His dog was hit by a car on the street. John
was not able to eat or sleep.
1) left 2) dyed 3) slept 4) passed
中文:

8. Many teenagers have drinking. Their parents are worried whether it will
cause any problems.
1) large 2) lots 3) much 4) heavy
中文:

9. I did not sleep well last night. I could not attention to the lecture (上課
內容) for a whole day.
1) make 2) take 3) pay 4) pick
中文:
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10.I heard the news of Lady Gaga for more than ten times on TV today. I am so
fed up it. I do not want to hear it anymore.
1) with 2) on 3) upon 4) in
中文:

Part 2: 寫出最佳的介系詞或副詞並寫出劃線部分的中文意思

1.Cathy has suffered the heart attack (心臟病) for many years. She never
feels happy after having the heart attack.
中文:

2.Many people believe that smoking leads lung cancer (肺癌) while some
don’t.
中文:

3. I should have left my home earlier to take the bus. I just missed the last
bus to the airport.
中文:

4. I do not like Chinese class or the Chinese teacher. I usually fall during
the Chinese class.
中文:

5. He was very surprised being the only winner of the lottery (彩券) worth
10 million NT dollars.
中文:

6. She got the first prize in the first exam. She was so proud herself.
中文:

7. Grace and Gloria are twins, but they are very different each other.
中文:

8. I was so shocked to hear her death.
中文:

9. According the weather forecast (氣象預報), there will be a super ty-
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phoon landing in Taipei. We had better not go out tomorrow.
中文:

10. Parents are not aware the problem that they spend less and less time
with their kids.
中文:

Part 3 請選出下列字義和其他三者不同的字 並寫出指定單字的中文意思

1.
1) actually
2) recently
3) truly
4) really
truly:

2.
1) result
2) effect
3) impact
4) constant
result:

3.
1) slim
2) little
3) small
4) tiny
slim:

4.
1) fear
2) certain
3) sure
4) clear
clear:

5.
1) concept
2) view
3) mass
4) idea
mass:

6.
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1) variety
2) kind
3) type
4) transport
kind:

7.
1) tempt
2) struggle
3) try
4) attempt
attempt:

8.
1) hold
2) push
3) control
4) handle
control:

9.
1) soft
2) tired
3) hard
4) weak
hard:

10.
1) wish
2) call
3) request
4) refund
request:

Part 4 請寫出單字的中文意思以及英文同義字
1. very
2. to start
3. to happen
4. to open
5. to fall
6. to wish
7. opinion
8. directly
9. to emphasize
10. useful
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Test 2

Part 1: 選出最佳的字並寫出劃線部分的中文意思

1. Peter had high blood . He started to control his weight and diet.
1) press 2) water 3) pressure 4) push
中文:

2. Due to low birth rate (出生率), there are fewer and fewer new- babies
every year in Taiwan.
1) born 2) bore 3) coming 4) come
中文:

3. In to 70% discount (折扣), the department stores also give 500 NT dol-
lars if you purchase 5000 NT dollars per day.
1) order 2) addition 3) more 4) add
中文:

4. Parents always do not think smoking is good kids while some parents
themselves still smoke.
1) for 2) in 3) at 4) about
中文:

5. Salad itself is not fat at all. The salad is of high calories (卡路里).
1) sauce 2) dressing 3) sweet 4) mixture
中文:

6. Women in Saudi Arabia (沙烏地阿拉伯) cannot drive alone. I think this is
against the human .
1) respect 2) help 3) power 4) rights
中文:

7. Many people do not want to keep their dogs and dump (丟棄) their dogs on
the streets. These dogs become poor dogs.
1) road 2) street 3) stray 4) straight
中文:

8. As as I got your package (包裹), I would send it to you.
1) soon 2) fast 3) quick 4) much
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中文:

9. It is very hot and stuffy (悶) in Taiwan, especially in summer. People always
love to turn on the air- for a whole day.
1) machine 2) refreshing 3) conditioning 4) fan
中文:

10. Taiwanese national is composed of (組成) three colors: red, blue and
white with twelve stars representing twelve spirits of Taiwan.
1) piece 2) cloth 3) flag 4) country
中文:

Part 2: 寫出最佳的單字並寫出劃線部分的中文意思
1. Taiwan r (verb) a lot of money for helping Japan recover from (恢復)
tsunami.
中文:

2. Eiffel Tower (艾菲爾鐵塔) is a famous t (noun) attraction in Paris.
中文:

3. Parents should spend more time communicating (preposition) their kids
or they may never know what their kids think about.
中文:

4. I am not very interested (preposition) sports. I don’t like basketball or
baseball.
中文:

5. He is worried his final exam, because he does not read for the whole
semester (學期).
中文:

6. I was rushing to the famous bakery to buy the popular cheese cake, but it was
sold (preposition) while I arrived there. What a pity!
中文:

7. I do not think it is a good idea to stay late (preposition) for tomorrow’s
exam. You should just go to bed earlier.
中文:
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8. When I woke (preposition) from my bed this morning, I realized that it
was already 11:30 pm. I was of course late for work.
中文:

9.Jolin Tsai is a successful singer. (preposition) top of that, she is also
a very successful businesswoman. She has her own brand (品牌) of clothes. 中
文:

10. Too much emphasis on (關注) famous people’s life results (preposition)
lots of boring news on TV. 中文:

Part 3 請選出下列字義和其他三者不同的字 並寫出指定單字的中文意思
1.
1) consider
2) think
3) judge
4) figure
judge:

2.
1) suggest
2) require
3) hint
4) indicate
hint:

3.
1) place
2) ground
3) area
4) field
ground:

4.
1) sure
2) certain
3) thrill
4) clear
certain:

5.
1) consumer
2) customer
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3) clerk
4) client
client:

6.
1) focus
2) amend
3) join
4) attend
focus:

7.
1) gently
2) slowly
3) gradually
4) significantly
significantly:

8.
1) refine
2) deny
3) decline
4) refuse
deny:

9.
1) choice
2) bid
3) change
4) alternative
bid:

10.
1) doubt
2) guess
3) respect
4) suspect
doubt:

Part 4 請寫出單字的中文意思以及英文同義字
1. good
2. problem
3. large
4. to change
5. tough
6. instead
7. eventually
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8. immediately
9. merely
10. to reject

Test 3

Part 1: 選出最佳的字並寫出劃線部分的中文意思
1. ”High school Music” is a popular American TV in Taiwan.
1) operas 2) movies 3) series 4) parts
中文:

2. Human damage (破壞) the Earth. They never think of the consequences
(結果) they may have in the future.
1) beings 2) people 3) creatures 4) animals
中文:

3. Jay (周杰倫) is a well- singer in Asia. His songs are played in almost all
the shops!
1) know 2) known 3) knew 4) knows
中文:

4. ”Google” is a very useful search . We can find everything from it.
1) web 2) site 3) motor 4) engine
中文:

5. Jason was broken-hearted, because he was dumped (拋棄) by his girl friend.
He needed some time to recover (恢復) from the break- .
1) in 2) up 3) on 4) into
中文:

6. He is trying very hard to convince (說服) me, but I do not think what he says
is any sense.
1) making 2) doing 3) taking 4) running
中文:

7. The speed is 100 kilometers (公里) per hour on the high way (高速公
路). You have to watch out!
1) restrict 2) limit 3) maximum 4) minimum
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中文:

8. His grandfather is now very sick and cannot live alone. He needs someone to
)after him.

1) care 2) watch 3) help 4) look
中文:

9. I finally finish my final exam. I no have to worry about that!
1) need 2) anymore 3) longer 4) more
中文:

10. The heart results in the death of part of a heart muscle (心肌).
1)attack 2) fight 3) disease 4) sick
中文:

Part 2: 寫出最佳的介系詞或副詞並寫出劃線部分的中文意思
1. We should not waste the food. Many people in Africa (非洲) suffer (preposition)
the hunger (飢餓)!
中文:

2. Josh never focuses (preposition) the lectures (講課內容) so he got very
low grades in the exam.
中文:

3. There is a traffic jam now. The road is full (preposition) vehicles (交通
工具).
中文:

4. Taiwan is famous (preposition) its night market, its delicious food and
its beautiful scenery (景色).
中文:

5. Jack always like to say how good he is at speaking English. (preposition)
fact, he can only speak simple words.
中文:

6. Grace decides to dump her boy friend, because she feels that her boy friend
always only cares (preposition) himself.
中文:
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7. Although Jimmy and Steve are twins (雙胞胎), they are not similar (preposition)
each other.
中文:

8. Few people escaped (preposition) the village(村莊) because the village
was on fire. We felt sad for that!
中文:

9. Cheese is popular (preposition) the Europeans (歐洲人) and Americans
but not the Asians (亞洲人).
中文:

10. Nowadays, teenagers are not attracted (preposition) reading books.
They play video games or watch movies in their leisure time (休閒時間).
中文:

Part 3 請選出下列字義和其他三者不同的字 並寫出指定單字的中文意思
1.
1) see
2) look
3) show
4) appear
show:

2.
1) stay
2) continue
3) sustain
4) remain
remain:

3.
1) difficult
2) tough
3) rough
4) hard
hard:

4.
1) recent
2) new
3) modern
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4) popular
modern:

5.
1) great
2) cool
3) wonderful
4) perfect
perfect:

6.
1) finally
2) firmly
3) fully
4) completely
fully:

7.
1) solution
2) answer
3) result
4) pinpoint
solution:

8.
1) add
2) obtain
3) attain
4) gain
add:

9.
1) always
2) constantly
3) freely
4) forever
forever:

10.
1) consist
2) allow
3) let
4) permit
allow:

Part 4 請寫出單字的中文意思以及英文同義字
1. child
2. every
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3. bring
4. low
5. to cause
6. interesting
7. global
8. income
9. mass
10. unfortunately
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C: TOEFL writing topics

1. People attend college or university for many different reasons (for example, new
experiences, career preparation, increased knowledge). Why do you think people
attend college or university? Use specific reasons and examples to support your
answer.
2. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Parents are the best
teachers. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
3. Nowadays, food has become easier to prepare. Has this change improved the
way people live? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
4. If you could change one important thing about your hometown, what would
you change? Use reasons and specific examples to support your answer.
5. How do movies or television influence people’s behavior? Use reasons and spe-
cific examples to support your answer.
6. Some people think that they can learn better by themselves than with a teacher.
Others think that it is always better to have a teacher. Which do you prefer? Use
specific reasons to develop your essay.
7. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Television, newspapers,
magazines, and other media pay too much attention to the personal lives of famous
people such as public figures and celebrities. Use specific reasons and details to
explain your opinion.
8. Some people believe that the Earth is being harmed (damaged) by human
activity. Others feel that human activity makes the Earth a better place to live.
What is your opinion? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
9. Is it better to enjoy your money when you earn it or is it better to save your
money for some time in the future? Use specific reasons and examples to support
your opinion.
10. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? With the help of tech-
nology, students nowadays can learn more information and learn it more quickly.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
11. Some people like to travel with a companion. Other people prefer to travel
alone. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your
choice.
12. Some people prefer to get up early in the morning and start the day’s work.
Others prefer to get up later in the day and work until late at night. Which do
you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your choice.
13. What are the important qualities of a good son or daughter? Have these
qualities changed or remained the same over time in your culture? Use specific
reasons and examples to support your answer.
14. People work because they need money to live. What are some other reasons
that people work? Discuss one or more of these reasons. Use specific examples
and details to support your answer.
15. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Face-to-face commu-
nication is better than other types of communication, such as letters, email, or
telephone calls. Use specific reasons and details to support your answer.
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16. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? One should never
judge a person by external appearances. Use specific reasons and details to sup-
port your answer.
17. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? A person should never
make an important decision alone. Use specific reasons and examples to support
your answer.
18. What do you want most in a friend — someone who is intelligent, or someone
who has a sense of humor, or someone who is reliable? Which one of these charac-
teristics is most important to you? Use reasons and specific examples to explain
your choice.
19. Many teachers assign homework to students every day. Do you think that
daily homework is necessary for students? Use specific reasons and details to sup-
port your answer.
20. Which would you choose: a high-paying job with long hours that would give
you little time with family and friends or a lower-paying job with shorter hours
that would give you more time with family and friends? Explain your choice, using
specific reasons and details.
21. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Grades (marks) en-
courage students to learn. Use specific reasons and examples to support your
opinion.
22. Some people say that computers have made life easier and more convenient.
Other people say that computers have made life more complex and stressful. What
is your opinion? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
23. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Children should begin
learning a foreign language as soon as they start school. Use specific reasons and
examples to support your position.
24. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Boys and girls should
attend separate schools. Use specific reasons and examples to support your an-
swer.
25. Your city has decided to build a statue or monument to honor a famous person
in your country. Who would you choose? Use reasons and specific examples to
support your choice.
26. Describe a custom from your country that you would like people from other
countries to adopt. Explain your choice, using specific reasons and examples.
27. Many students have to live with roommates while going to school or univer-
sity. What are some of the important qualities of a good roommate? Use specific
reasons and examples to explain why these qualities are important.
28. People have different ways of escaping the stress and difficulties of modern
life. Some read; some exercise; others work in their gardens. What do you think
are the best ways of reducing stress? Use specific details and examples in your
answer.
29. Schools should ask students to evaluate their teachers. Do you agree or dis-
agree? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
30. When people move to another country, some of them decide to follow the
customs of the new country. Others prefer to keep their own customs. Compare
these twochoices. Which one do you prefer? Support your answer with specific
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details.
31. Some people prefer to spend most of their time alone. Others like to be with
friends most of the time. Do you prefer to spend your time alone or with friends?
Use specific reasons to support your answer.
32. Some people choose friends who are different from themselves. Others choose
friends who are similar to themselves. Compare the advantages of having friends
who are different from you with the advantages of having friends who are similar
to you. Which kind of friend do you prefer for yourself? Why?
33. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People behave dif-
ferently when they wear different clothes. Do you agree that different clothes
influence the way people behave? Use specific examples to support your answer.
34. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People should read
only those books that are about real events, real people, and established facts.
Use specific reasons and details to support your opinion.
35. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is more important
for students to study history and literature than it is for them to study science
and mathematics. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.
36. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? There is nothing that
young people can teach older people. Use specific reasons and examples to support
your position.
37. Some people say that physical exercise should be a required part of every
school day. Other people believe that students should spend the whole school day
on academic studies. Which opinion do you agree with? Use specific reasons and
details to support your answer.
38. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Only people who earn
a lot of money are successful. Use specific reasons and examples to support your
answer.
39. If you could invent something new, what product would you develop? Use
specific details to explain why this invention is needed.
40. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Children should be
required to help with household tasks as soon as they are able to do so. Use spe-
cific reasons and examples to support your answer.
41. Some high schools require all students to wear school uniforms. Other high
schools permit students to decide what to wear to school. Which of these two
school policies do you think is better? Use specific reasons and examples to sup-
port your opinion.
42. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is better to be a
member of a group than to be the leader of a group. Use specific reasons and
examples to support your answer.
43. Some items (such as clothes or furniture) can be made by hand or by machine.
Which do you prefer — items made by hand or items made by machine? Use
reasons and specific examples to explain your choice.
44. Some people believe that students should be given one long vacation each year.
Others believe that students should have several short vacations throughout the
year. Which viewpoint do you agree with? Use specific reasons and examples to
support your choice.
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45. Would you prefer to live in a traditional house or in a modern apartment
building? Use specific reasons and details to support your choice.
46. Some people say that advertising encourages us to buy things we really do
not need. Others say that advertisements tell us about new products that may
improve our lives. Which viewpoint do you agree with? Use specific reasons and
examples to support your answer.
47. Your school has received a gift of money. What do you think is the best way
for your school to spend this money? Use specific reasons and details to support
your choice.
48. Imagine that you have received some land to use as you wish. How would you
use this land? Use specific details to explain your answer.
49. Many parts of the world are losing important natural resources, such as forests,
animals, or clean water. Choose one resource that is disappearing and explain why
it needs to be saved. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.
50. In some countries, people are no longer allowed to smoke in many public places
and office buildings. Do you think this is a good rule or a bad rule? Use specific
reasons and details to support your position.
51. You have the opportunity to visit a foreign country for two weeks. Which
country would you like to visit? Use specific reasons and details to explain your
choice.
52. When famous people such as actors, athletes and rock stars give their opinions,
many people listen. Do you think we should pay attention to these opinions? Use
specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
53. When people need to complain about a product or poor service, some prefer
to complain in writing and others prefer to complain in person. Which way do
you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
54. People remember special gifts or presents that they have received. Why? Use
specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
55. Some famous athletes and entertainers earn millions of dollars every year.
Do you think these people deserve such high salaries? Use specific reasons and
examples to support your opinion.
56. Is the ability to read and write more important today than in the past? Why
or why not? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
57. People do many different things to stay healthy. What do you do for good
health? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
58. People recognize a difference between children and adults. What events (expe-
riences or ceremonies) make a person an adult? Use specific reasons and examples
to explain your answer.
59. Many students choose to attend schools or universities outside their home
countries. Why do some students study abroad? Use specific reasons and details
to explain your answer.
60. People listen to music for different reasons and at different times. Why is
music important to many people? Use specific reasons and examples to support
your choice.
61. Imagine that you are preparing for a trip. You plan to be away from your
home for a year. In addition to clothing and personal care items, you can take one
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additional thing.
What would you take and why? Use specific reasons and details to support your
choice. 62. When students move to a new school, they sometimes face problems.
How can schools help these students with their problems? Use specific reasons and
examples to explain your answer.
63. It is sometimes said that borrowing money from a friend can harm or damage
the friendship. Do you agree? Why or why not? Use reasons and specific examples
to explain your answer.
64. Every generation of people is different in important ways. How is your gener-
ation different from your parents’ generation? Use specific reasons and examples
to explain your answer.
65. Some students like classes where teachers lecture (do all of the talking) in
class. Other students prefer classes where the students do some of the talking.
Which type of class do you prefer? Give specific reasons and details to support
your choice.
66. Holidays honor people or events. If you could create a new holiday, what
person or event would it honor and how would you want people to celebrate it?
Use specific reasons and details to support your answer.
67. A friend of yours has received some money and plans to use all of it either
(1) to go on vacation or (2) to buy a car. Your friend has asked you for advice.
Compare your friend’s two choices and explain which one you think your friend
should choose. Use specific reasons and details to support your choice.
68. What are some of the qualities of a good parent? Use specific details and
examples to explain your answer.
69. Movies are popular all over the world. Explain why movies are so popular.
Use reasons and specific examples to support your answer.
70. In your country, is there more need for land to be left in its natural condition
or is there more need for land to be developed for housing and industry? Use
specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
71. Many people have a close relationship with their pets. These people treat
their birds, cats, or other animals as members of their family. In your opinion, are
such relationships good? Why or why not? Use specific reasons and examples to
support your answer.
72. Films can tell us a lot about the country where they were made. What have
you learned about a country from watching its movies? Use specific examples and
details to support your response.
73. Some students prefer to study alone. Others prefer to study with a group
of students. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support
your answer.
74. You have enough money to purchase either a house or a business. Which
would you choose to buy? Give specific reasons to explain your choice.
75. It has been said, ”Not everything that is learned is contained in books.” Com-
pare and contrast knowledge gained from experience with knowledge gained from
books. In your opinion, which source is more important? Why?
76. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Television has de-
stroyed communication among friends and family. Use specific reasons and exam-
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ples to support your opinion.
77. Some people prefer to live in a small town. Others prefer to live in a big
city. Which place would you prefer to live in? Use specific reasons and details to
support your answer.
78. ”When people succeed, it is because of hard work. Luck has nothing to do
with success.” Do you agree or disagree with the quotation above? Use specific
reasons and examples to explain your position.
79. Some people prefer to eat at food stands or restaurants. Other people prefer
to prepare and eat food at home. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and
examples to support your answer.
80. Neighbors are the people who live near us. In your opinion, what are the
qualities of a good neighbor? Use specific details and examples in your answer.

D: TOEFL Speaking Topics

1. Describe a book that you believe is the most useful to you. How did you get to
know this book? What is this book about? What did you learn from the book?
To whom will you introduce the book?
2. Which of the following statements do you agree with? Some believe that TV
programs have a positive influence on modern society. Others, however, think
that the influence of TV programs is negative. What TV programs have positive
influence? Why? What TV programs have negative influence? Why?
3. Describe the most important decision that you have made in your life. Why
was it important to you? How did you make the decision? How did it change your
life?
4. Some people believe that the high school should teach music and art as other
basic science. Some people think that providing music and art education for high
school students is not necessary. What is your opinion? What is good for students
to learn it? What is bad for students to learn it?
5. What do you do in your spare time? Please include specific details: When,
How, Why, and Where.
6. Some people think that it’s necessary to prohibit people from using msn or
facebook in some places. Others believe that it’s inconvenient if phone calls are
forbidden in some places. Which opinion do you prefer?
7. Describe a celebration or moment which has made a deep impression on you
such as proposing to your wife or knowing that she is pregnant. When? Where?
How did you feel? What did you do?
8. Does newspaper influence you? Does TV influence you? Do teachers influence
you? Which of the following acts have more influence on you, newspaper, TV, or
teachers?
9. Describe a festival in your culture. When is the festival? Where does it take
place? What do people usually do?
10. Should the government assist to build museum and theater? Why? What can
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people benefit from it? What can government benefit from it?
11. Describe a place that you like best in your city. Where is it? How can we
reach that place? What can we do there? Who do you suggest visiting that place?
12. When you are together with your friends, which place would you like to go?
Where is it? How can we reach that place? What can we do there? Who do you
suggest visiting that place?
13. Do you like to eat at home or at the restaurant when you hang out with your
friends, when you are only with your wife, and when you are with your parents?
14. Describe two restaurants you visit frequently. Where is it? What kind of food
do they offer? Who do you always go there with?
15. Some students prefer to choose universities located in big cities. Others would
like to study in universities located in small towns. What are the pros and cons
of choosing universities in big cities and small cities?
16. Do you like to read novels? Do you like to read magazines? Do you like to
read newspaper? Which one do you like best?
17. Some students tend to live alone, while others may want to share their rooms
with their roommates. If you want to send your kids to study abroad, which one
will you choose for him or her? Why?
18. When you are together with your friends, which place do you prefer to eat,
the restaurant, café or at home? Why?
19. Some believe that facebook and gmail have improved our lives while others
think facebook and gmail have caused a variety of problems. What do you think?
20. Describe the characteristics of a good boss in terms of personality, salary, and
working flexibility.
21. Some people prefer to work in the offices. Others would like to take the work
at home. Which one do you prefer? Why?
22. Who is the person you hate the most? Why? How did the hatred occur? Do
you want to solve it?
23. Some people believe that higher education is for all students. Other people
believe that higher education is only suitable for certain students. Do you think
government should have everyone become university graduates? How does it in-
fluence the working environment?
24. Parents should restrict the hours of watching TV and surfing the internet of
their kids. What would you do to your kids? To what extent are you willing to
give freedom to your kids?
25. Describe the most efficient transportation in your country. Bike? MRT? Bus?
Taxi? Car? Why?
26. Describe one of the most important inventions in recent 100 years. When was
it created? Who created it? How did it influence our life?
27. Do you think people should have high education degree to be successful in
career? Give one example for agreement and disagreement.
28. How many good friends do you have? How did you know them? Why did you
come good friends?
29. We have to recycle plastic bottles, waste paper, and battery. Do you think it
is necessary to recycle three of them? Do you like to recycle them?
30. Are you usually a leader or a follower in a group? How do you define yourself
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in a group? If there is any disagreement, how do you do?
31. Which one is better for learning? Internet or text book? Which one do you
usually use? How do you use it?
32. What influence do you think TV, newspaper and radio have influence on in-
dividuals? What influence do you think your relatives and friends influence on
individuals? Which one is more influential?
33. If you get a chance to choose a job, what will you do? What’s your reason for
choosing this job?
34. Would you like to take a long vacation or several short vacations in a year? If
you can take a vacation, where do you want to go? What is the reason for going
on a vacation?
35. What do you think are the characteristics of a good parent? List out three of
them.
36. Do you prefer to work alone on work with a group? In your company, which
one is better? Which one do you think is more effective?
37. Everyone has a goal to fulfill. What’s your goal? Explain how and why do
you want to fulfill this goal?
38. Describe one of your challenging experiences. When did it happen? Where
did it take place? What happened?
39. Some students would choose to study a subject because it brings plenty of
job opportunities. Instead, others would choose to study a subject which really
interests them, although it probably does not sell well in the job market. Which
opinion do you agree with?
40. Which is your favorite type of movie: action, drama, or others? Give one
example of the movie you think is the best.
41. Choose three of your favorite methods to relax and explain why they are your
favorite. 42. Describe three requirements of a good employee and explain why.
43. Describe the happiest even in your childhood. When did it happen? Where
did it take place? What happened?
44. Describe a school that you have attended. What is that school? Who did you
meet at that school? What was your life like?
45. Some companies would like to offer their employees a double pay for not taking
their vacation. Do you agree? Will you do it? What do you think most of the
people may choose?
46. Everyone has to leave home sometimes. What do you miss most when you are
away from home? What kind of food? What place? What activities?
47. Some people believe that we should help those in an emergency. Others think
that we should first make clear of the situation, then decide whether to assist or
not. What’s your opinion? Could you give two examples of how you make this
kind of decision?
48. Describe a special opportunity given to you. Why is this opportunity so spe-
cial to you?
49. Describe three requirements of a good doctor. You can also share your expe-
rience of seeing a doctor.
50. Do you usually tell the truth? Or do you lie for some reasons? When do you
think we should tell the truth? When do you think we should tell a lie?
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51. What do you think is the most valuable thing in the world? Time? Life?
Money? Love?
52. Some people tend to judge a person on the basis of first observation. Some
people believe it takes a long time to know a person well. What are the pros and
cons of each judgement?
53. What kind of apartment would you choose for retire life? Please describe how
it may look in detail.
54. If you unexpectedly receive a large amount of money, what will you do with
it? Would you spend it for practical purposes or simply for fun? List out three
things you would like to do after having a large amount of money.
55. What do you think the students should do in their vocations? Should they
study more? Should they go out more often?
56. Describe an embarrassing event in your childhood. Why do you think it was
embarrassing?
57. When communicating with your friends and families, you can rely on letters,
email or telephone calls. Which method of communicating do you think is better
and why?
58. What is your best time in a year? In spring, summer, autumn, or winter?
One should live a relaxed life instead of always hurrying. Do you agree or disagree
which the above statement?
60. Describe two of your favorite sports and one sport you hate most.
61. When traveling, some people prefer to reach the destination directly. Some
others prefer to stop and look around the scenery along the way. What kind of
way of traveling do you think is better and why? How are you planning to travel
in South France?
62. Describe three requirements of a good kindergarten.
63. Some believe that a city should keep its old buildings. Others think some
new buildings are needed to replace the old buildings. In which area do you think
should be renovated in Taiwan? In which area do you think should be kept in its
original features in Taiwan?
64. In case of problems, some prefer to get advice from family and friends. Others
prefer to learn through personal experience. What about you? What lesson should
be learned from family? What lesson should be learned from personal experience.
65. Do you agree or disagree: Students should wear uniform in school? Give
answers to kids in the kindergarten, in the elementary school, in the junior high
school, and in high school.
66. Some people prefer to meet new friends from internet; some prefer to meet
friends from other friends. Which one is better? What about yourself?
67. If you do not like someone in a group, what actions do you take? List out
three things you may do to her or him.
68. Do you think university students perform better than other students in your
company? If yes, in which aspect? If not, in which aspect?
69. What is the most important song for you? What is that song about? When
did you firstly hear this song? Why is that song so important for you?
70. Which place do you like to live, the forest, desert, or plain? Explain the
reasons for each place.
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71. Describe an experience when you asked help from others.
72. If you have a chance to choose your gender, which one would you choose?
Why?
73. Some believe that the students should do some part-time jobs or summer in-
terns to determine their future career. Do you agree or disagree with the opinion
and why? What would you do to your kid?
74. Describe some kind of skill that you’d like to learn most. Why? Do you want
to learn cooking? Do you want to learn skiing? Do you want to learn singing?
75. Some believe that the students should take a one-year break before attending
college. What is your opinion?
76. Describe some good news that made you happy and explain why.
77. When do you think people should retire? What can they do? Who can they
spend time with?
78. How do you always communicate with your partner? Is it good effective com-
munication? What happens if the communication is not good?
79. What lesson is the most important lesson in life? Love? Death? How can we
learn it?
80. Do you think the university education should be free? If it becomes free, what
may happen to the students, to parents, to the university, and to society?

D. Examples of Transcribing Speaking and Coding Writ-
ing

Example of transcribing speaking data (Grace)

1. Original data
I think I think [restart] (laughter) [unnecessary utterance] that TV influence [sin-
gular verb is not corrected.] me a lot because I watch TV everyday. That is my
hobby. I do not think that newspaper influence [singular verb is not corrected] me
a lot because I do not really like to read the newspaper. I I [restart or repetition]
think that the newsletter [repair] newspaper is really dirty so I do not want to
touch it. . .

2. Transcription
I think that TV influence me a lot because I watch TV everyday. That is my
hobby. I do not think that newspaper influence me a lot because I do not really
like to read the newspaper. I think that the newspaper is really dirty so I do not
want to touch it. . .

Example of coding writing data (Grace)

1. Original data
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Of course [incorrect punctuation] I have pressure. People who live on the Earth
have pressures [lexical error is not corrected]. . . ..Employees have much more pres-
sure because they [incomplete sentence] always afraid of being fired by their bosses.
Bosses have pressures, too. Because [misuse of conjunction] they need to have their
company better.

2. Coded data
Of course, I have pressure. People who live on the Earth have pressures. . . ..Employees
have much more pressure because they are always afraid of being fired by their
bosses. Bosses have pressures, too because they need to have their company better.
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Summary

Language emerges from language use, where learners discover the regularities and
patterns of the language. Through contact with the language, learners develop
their lexicon and syntax. In order to account for the emergence of the second
language, it should be investigated how that language is formed and influenced by
input over time.

Taiwanese beginner learners of English have limited exposure to English in class.
Their English lesson are mostly taught in Chinese, and the focus of the class is
mainly on Chinese-English translation. As Taiwanese beginner learners of English
have limited exposure to English in class, we made use of incidental input, movies
and readings, to increase the chances for these learners to be exposed to English.
By increasing the contact with the language, we would expect to see improvement
on learners’ vocabulary knowledge.

In chapter 3, we investigated whether extra incidental input could enhance these
learners’ contextual vocabulary knowledge (i.e. collocations and associations) and
whether the sequence of giving extra incidental input would influence the vocab-
ulary learning performances. The results showed that the amount of input did
not necessarily lead to learning of contextual vocabulary knowledge. However, the
results also showed that the moment at which extra incidental input is provided
has an effect on learning contextual vocabulary knowledge. This may be due to
the fact that the consolidation of the link between word form and meaning prior
to the presence of extra incidental input leads to higher degree of comprehension.
Thus, the comprehension of input at higher level (i.e. meaning level) improves
the degree of turning input into intake. When they are able to comprehend the
meaning of the input during the exposure, learners benefit more from the extra
incidental input on learning contextual vocabulary knowledge than when they are
not sufficiently able to comprehend the input.

In chapter 4, we intended to take a closer look at the processes of how input may
shape learners’ habit of using words from their writing productions. As learners
are exposed to extra incidental input, the contact with the language reconstructs
their vocabulary knowledge. For instance, they may learn the word meaning of
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the unknown words, learn the word use of the known words, or activate the word
meaning of the known words. We would expect that the constantly changing
reconstruction of the vocabulary may have an effect on the lexical performance of
their writing. On the other hand, we would also expect that practising writing
promotes the comprehension of the input, and thus strengthens the reconstruction
of the vocabulary knowledge. Both input and output can be important resources
for improving the lexical performance of the writing productions.

We investigated the lexical performance of 56 writing productions of four beginner
learners of English, who received different degrees of quantitative input over five
months. The results showed that each learner’s vocabulary learning process was
variably dependent on input outside the classroom. When there was more input,
there were more difficult words used in writing productions. When there was less
input, there were fewer difficult words used in writing productions. We also used
a dynamic mathematical model (logistic model) to explicitly investigate the three
dynamically interacting factors that shaped the process of the lexical development:
initial value, learning rate, and carrying capacity. Though the preliminary logistic
model was not able to describe the lexical development of one participant, the
trajectory of this participant indicated two possible variables to add in the equation
of the logistic model: the amount of input and the degree to which learners absorb
the vocabulary from the exposure. The results of these analyses showed that each
individual has his/her particular way of discovering the regularities and patterns
of language. It is has not been possible to find one common mathematical model
which can describe each individual’s language development.

In chapter 5, we zoomed in the investigation on the writing and speaking pro-
ductions of two identical twins. In contrast to L1 learners, L2 learners do not
always develop writing and speaking in balance. Beginner learners of English in
Taiwan, who are mostly exposed to written input and have very few opportunities
to practise speaking English, usually have better performance in writing than in
speaking. Moreover, writing allows more time for learners to select the words to
use. We would therefore expect writing to show a more diverse and more advanced
lexical performance than speaking.

We analyzed 100 writing and speaking productions of a pair of identical twins over
eight months. We measured their writing and speaking in two lexical dimensions:
lexical diversity (D) and lexical difficulty. In order to quantify the longitudinal
observations, we used the hidden Markov model to define three language learning
stages for each individual based on the lexical performances of writing and speak-
ing. The results showed that the writing productions had higher lexical diversity
than the speaking productions, but the writing productions did not necessarily
demonstrate a higher lexical difficulty than the speaking productions. However,
dynamic correlations of the two lexical dimensions between writing and speaking
showed opposite directions amongst the twins over time: one from competitive to
supportive; the other from supportive to competitive.

This chapter demonstrated the importance of time allowance on lexical diversity.
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It also depicted the changing correlations between writing and speaking in lexical
diversity and lexical difficulty. Writing and speaking can be supportive. For
instance, learners who are not proficient in speaking can write down what they
wish to say as a rehearsal to shape the habit of speaking. Writing and speaking
can compete (trade-off effect) due to the limited resources available to learners
(e.g. working memory, motivation). Lastly, this study again confirms the fact
that each individual has his or her particular way of discovering the regularities
and patterns of language. Even identical twins are no exceptions.

In chapter 6, we looked at the syntactical development of writing and speaking of
the same pair of identical twins. Three syntactical complexity measures were cal-
culated: mean length of T-unit (MLT), dependent clause per T-unit (DC/T), and
coordinate phrase per T-unit (CP/T). Regardless of the fact that the main input
the participants have received is mainly written input and that there is more on-
line editing time for writing, speaking showed higher syntactical complexity than
writing. This observation may be caused by the fact that beginner learners already
tend to avoid redundancy in writing, but still circumscribe the words in speaking,
resulting in longer sentences. Moreover, the dynamic correlations of writing and
speaking in three dimensions of syntactical complexity showed opposite directions
amongst the twins over time.

This chapter demonstrated that there is a need to explore in-depth syntactical
complexity measures over time to reveal the qualitative change in syntax (e.g.
particular sentence type). It appeared that the quantitative change in syntax
(e.g. length) as the objective measures used in this study only seemed to reveal
the quantitative change. The findings in this study also again emphasized the
importance of observing individual development, as the lexical and syntactical
developments in writing and speaking are not identical amongst the identical twins.
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Samenvatting

Taal vloeit voort uit taalgebruik; leerders ontdekken de regelmatigheden en patro-
nen van taal tijdens communicatie. Om de ontwikkeling van taal te verklaren, is
het nodig te onderzoeken hoe taal wordt gevormd en bëınvloed door input. Een
groepsonderzoek toonde aan dat het moment waarop incidentele input wordt ver-
strekt een belangrijke rol speelt bij het aanleren van contextuele woordenschat
(collocaties en associaties). Vervolgens keek ik in meer detail naar de processen
die een invloed hebben op hoe leerders woorden gebruiken in hun schriftelijke
producties. Ik kwam tot de bevinding dat het leerproces op het vlak van wo-
ordenschat van iedere leerder op een verschillende manier afhankelijk is van de
hoeveelheid ontvangen input en dat de taal van elk individu zich op een ver-
schillende manier ontwikkelt. Ik onderzocht eveneens twee verschillende soorten
taalproducties, gesproken en geschreven, waarbij ik keek naar lexicale en syntac-
tische elementen. Ik kwam tot de conclusie dat geschreven taal wordt gekenmerkt
door een hogere mate van lexicale diversiteit dan gesproken taal, terwijl gesproken
taal gekenmerkt wordt door meer syntactische complexiteit. Voorts concludeerde
ik dat het verband tussen geschreven en gesproken taal verandert in de loop van
de tijd en dat de relatie tussen de twee soms competitief en soms ondersteunend
is, en dat individuele taalontwikkelingspatronen niet identiek zijn, zelfs niet bij
identieke tweelingen.
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